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ABSTRACT

Membrane computing is an emerging research field that belongs to the more 

general area of molecular computing, which deals with computational models inspired 

from bio-molecular processes. Membrane computing aims at defining models, called 

membrane systems or P systems, which abstract the functioning and structure of the 

cell. A membrane system consists of a hierarchical arrangement of membranes delim

iting regions, which represent various compartments of a cell, and with each region 

containing bio-chemical elements of various types and having associated evolution 

rules, which represent bio-chemical processes taking place inside the cell.

This work is a continuation of the investigations aiming to bridge membrane 

computing (where in a compartmental cell-like structure the chemicals to evolve are 

placed in compartments defined by membranes) and brane calculi (where one con

siders again a compartmental cell-like structure with the chemicals/proteins placed 

on the membranes themselves). We use objects both in compartments and on mem

branes (the latter are called proteins), with the objects from membranes evolving 

under the control of the proteins. Several possibilities are considered (objects only 

moved across membranes or also changed during this operation, with the proteins 

only assisting the move/change or also changing themselves). Somewhat expected, 

computational universality is obtained for several combinations of such possibilities.

iii
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We also present a method for solving the NP-complete SAT problem using P 

systems with proteins on membranes. The SAT problem is solved in 0 (n m )  time, 

where n is the number of boolean variables and m  is the number of clauses for an 

instance written in conjunctive normal form. Thus, we can say that the solution for 

each given instance is obtained in linear time. We succeeded in solving SAT by a 

uniform construction of a deterministic P system which uses rules involving objects 

in regions, proteins on membranes, and membrane division.

Then, we investigate the computational power of P systems with proteins on 

membranes in some particular cases: when only one protein is placed on a membrane, 

when the systems have a minimal number of rules, when the computation evolves in 

accepting or computing mode, etc.

This dissertation introduces also another new variant of membrane systems 

that uses context-free rewriting rules for the evolution of objects placed inside com

partments of a cell, and symport rules for communication between membranes. The 

strings circulate across membranes depending on their membership to regular lan

guages given by means of regular expressions. We prove that these rewriting-symport 

P systems generate all recursively enumerable languages. We investigate the compu

tational power of these newly introduced P systems for three particular forms of the 

regular expressions that are used by the symport rules. A characterization of ETOL 

languages is obtained in this context.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 A n  Inform al V iew  on M em brane C om p u tin g

The main goal of this dissertation is to contribute to the bridging of membrane 

computing and brane calculi by introducing and studying new classes of membrane 

systems inspired from brane calculi.

Membrane computing is an area of natural computing initiated in 1998 in 

the technical report [78], and its main goal is to abstract computing ideas and to 

construct models based on the structure and functioning of living cells, as well as 

from the way cells are organized in tissues, organs, and organisms. Models in this 

area are called membrane systems or P systems, and three basic classes are considered: 

cell-like (inspired from the cell structure), tissue-like (inspired from the organization 

of cells in tissues), and neural-like (related to the way neurons are linked in neural 

nets).

Briefly, a membrane system is a distributed and parallel computing model 

processing multisets of objects in the compartments of a cell-like hierarchical arrange

ment of membranes (hence a structure of compartments which corresponds to a rooted 

tree), or in a tissue-like structure consisting of cells placed in the nodes of an arbitrary 

graph. Both the membranes and the objects of the membranes evolve according to

1
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some rules. For instance, the multisets of objects may evolve by means of rewriting 

rules, which have the form of usual chemical equations (several objects react and get 

transformed into some product objects). A crucial aspect of this processing is the 

resulting communication of objects through membranes, between regions of the same 

cell, between cells, or between cells and their environment.

Since the initiation of membrane computing, many classes of P systems have 

been introduced (based on the form of rules and the way they are used), inspired 

from biological reality and motivated from mathematical or computer science points 

of view. Most of them are able to compute all Turing computable sets of natural num

bers, showing that the cell is a powerful and efficient computing device. A comprehen

sive; presentation of the field can be found in [79]; for a complete overview of membrane 

computing, see the P systems website at: h t tp : / /p s y s te m s .d is c o .u n im ib .i t / .

In February 2003, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) has mentioned 

[78] as a “fast breaking paper” in computer science (see h t t p : / /e s i - t o p ic s .c o m , 

February 2003); in October 2003, the domain itself was qualified by ISI as “emergent 

research front” in computer science, with the paper [75] mentioned as a “citation 

leader” in membrane computing.

In turn, several brane calculi were introduced in [23], where the emphasis is 

on operations involving membranes (e.g., mate, drip, pinocytosis, exocytosis, etc.) 

and controlled by proteins placed on membranes. The approach is based on process 

algebra techniques and has as the main goal to produce a biologically realistic model. 

The two directions of research are thus complementary from several points of view, 

hence combining their ingredients is a natural research idea (already explored, from

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3

points of view related to but different from those we considered here, e.g., in [24], 

[19], etc.).

The topics dealt with in this dissertation can be placed in a broader perspec

tive, first, in the framework of natural computing, and then in the framework of cell 

modeling.

In terms of natural computing, membrane computing is one of the main areas 

of bio-inspired computing areas, closely related to DNA computing, but also to older 

areas of natural computing, such as evolutionary computing and neural computing.

While theoretical developments in DNA computing can be traced back to 1987 

[50], the birth of DNA computing is considered in the year 1994, when Leonard Adle- 

man reported his successful experiment of computing in a test tube [1]. He used 

fragments of DNA to compute the solution to a complex graph theory problem, the 

Traveling Salesman Problem. Adleman’s method utilizes sequences of DNA’s molec

ular subunits to represent vertices of a graph. Thus, combinations of these sequences 

formed randomly by the massively parallel action of biochemical reactions in test 

tubes described random paths through the graph. Using the tools of biochemistry, 

Adleman was able to extract the correct answer to the problem out of the many 

random paths represented by the product DNA strands. A drawback of Adleman’s 

DNA computer is that it requires human assistance. The goal of the DNA computing 

field is to create a device that can work independent of human involvement, and one 

possible idea -  also related to the birth of membrane computing -  is to place the 

computation in the natural environment where DNA evolves, in the cell.

In turn, there are two main approaches in modeling the living cell, the “tra
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4

ditional” one, mainly using differential equations (hence continuous mathematics), 

and several recent approaches, based on discrete mathematics combined with com

putational techniques. Membrane computing is perfectly suited from this point of 

view, because it uses tools coming from automata and language theory (hence dis

crete mathematics). Mainly, local processes were addressed by means of differential 

equations, with an intensive effort made in the last years towards obtaining models 

of the whole cell. In membrane computing, the whole cell is represented from the 

very beginning, but the models were not introduced with aims related to biologi

cal research but with computer science purposes. In addition to these two direc

tions, we need to mention also the Petri nets (tool for describing and studying sys

tems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, 

non-deterministic, and/or stochastic) and 7r-calculus (processes describing concurrent 

computations whose configuration can change during the computation).

The thesis presents both a series of applications of membrane computing (in 

particular, in modeling the cell), and several models and results of the natural com

puting type, hence covering both frameworks mentioned above.

1.2 A  P resen ta tion  o f  T his D isserta tion

We start with a section of prerequisites, recalling notions and results from 

automata, formal language theory, and complexity theory used in the thesis. Then, 

we give the basic definition of a P system and the three main classes of membrane 

systems, together with the relevant computational and efficiency results known in this 

area.
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In Chapter 3, we discuss the applications of membrane computing models in 

the two main directions, biology and computer science, and also about new areas of 

interest, such as linguistics and economics.

Chapter 4 gives the first results related to P systems using rules from brane 

calculi and evolution rules based only on proteins placed on membranes.

In Chapter 5, we consider a new class of P systems with objects placed in both 

compartments and on membranes, with the evolution of the former being controlled 

by the latter, which can also evolve, either by membrane operations or, directly, by 

object evolution rules. Several possibilities are considered (objects only moved across 

membranes or also changed during this operation, with the proteins only assisting 

the move/change or also changing themselves). Somewhat expected, computational 

universality is obtained for several combinations of such possibilities. We also inves

tigate here some particular cases: P systems with only one protein on a membrane, P 

systems with minimal number of rules, P systems working in accepting and comput

ing mode, etc. As an application of P systems with proteins on membranes, we give 

a solution to the Satisfiability problem in polynomial time, using exponential space.

In Chapter 6, we combine two central ideas used in membrane computing. 

Namely, we work with string objects processed by context-free rewriting rules (such 

systems are known not to be universal [79]), without target indications associated with 

the rules, and we move the strings across membranes by means of symport rules. The 

passage of strings across membranes is controlled by means of regular expressions 

which define languages of strings able to move in/out a region of a system. This is 

reminiscent of the EC (evolution-communication) P systems from [26] and [57], and
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can also be related to the brane calculi -  membrane computing bridging, in the sense 

that one combines the evolution of objects (described by strings this time) from the 

compartments of a membrane structure with the control imposed by the proteins 

placed on membranes.

The contents of the last four chapters are original and most of the results 

reported here were published in papers presented at specialized conferences or in 

international journals.

The dissertation ends with a short chapter indicating a series of research topics 

and open problems, and a comprehensive bibliography.
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C H A PTE R  2

PREREQUISITES

2.1 E lem en ts o f  L anguages, A u tom ata , C om p lex ity

We recall here several notions and results from automata and formal language 

theory, as well as from complexity theory; for further details, we refer to some of the 

monographs in this area, such as [67], [86], [87].

We use standard set theory notations: 0 is the empty set, the fact that an 

element a belongs to a set M  is denoted by a € M,  the inclusion of a set Mi  in a set 

M2 is written Mi  C M2, and the strict inclusion is indicated by Mi  C M2; the union, 

intersection, difference, and Cartesian product of two sets Mi  and M2 are written as 

Mi  U M 2, M i  n  M 2, M i  — M 2, and Mi  x M 2, respectively. The set of natural numbers, 

{ 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .} ,  is denoted by N; the set of n-dimensional vectors of natural numbers is 

denoted by N n, for n >  1. The cardinality (the number of elements) of a finite set 

M  is denoted by card(M).

2.1.1 Languages

An alphabet is a finite non-empty set of abstract symbols. For an alphabet V, 

the free monoid (all finite strings of zero or more elements from V) generated by V  

under the operation of concatenation is denoted by V*, and the identity element of 

this monoid is the empty string, denoted by A. The set of non-empty strings over V,

7
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that is V* — {A}, is denoted by V+ . Each subset of V* is called a language over V . A 

language which does not contain the empty string (hence it is a subset of V +) is said 

to be A-free. A set of languages is usually called a family of languages. If V  =  {a}, 

then we write a* instead of V*.

The length of a string x G V* (the number of occurrences in x of symbols from 

V) is denoted by |x|. The number of occurrences of a symbol a G V  in x G V* is 

denoted by |x|a. For a language L C.V*,  the set length(L) =  {|x| | x G L}  is called 

the length set of L. If FL  is a family of languages, then we denote by N F L  the family 

of length sets of languages in FL.

The Parikh vector associated with a string x G V* with respect to the alphabet 

V  =  { a i , 0 2 , . . .  ,an} is \Ev(x) =  ( l ^ l a n  M a 2 > • • • > M a „ )  (note that the ordering of the 

symbols from V  is relevant); \Ev '■ V* — ► N n is also called the Parikh mapping 

associated with V. The Parikh image (or Parikh set) of a language L C V* is defined 

by \E'v(L) =  {'Iv (x) | x 6 L}.  For a family of languages FL,  we denote by P s F L  

the family of Parikh images of the languages in FL.

A mapping h : V  — » U*, extended to h : V* — ► U* by h{A) =  {A}, with 

h(x\xf)  =  h(xi)h(x 2 ), for X\,X2 G V*, is called a morphism. If h(a) ^  A, for each 

a € V, then h is a A-free morphism. A morphism h : V* — > U* is called a coding if 

h(a) G U, for each a G V, and a weak coding if h(a) G UL) {A}, for each a & V.  Thus, 

a coding only renames the symbols, while a weak coding can also erase some of them.

The languages L are sets; hence, we can perform the usual set operations: 

union, intersection, difference, and complementation (with respect to V*, if L C V*). 

There are also several operations which are specific to languages as sets of strings

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(hence specific to strings).

The concatenation of two languages L\  and L2 is L iL2 =  {xy  | x  G Li, y  G L2}. 

This operation can be iterated: take by convention L° =  {A}; then, for all i >  0, we 

define Ll+1 =  LTJ. The union of all languages L \  for i >  0, is denoted by L* and is 

called the Kleene closure of L.

A language that can be obtained from symbols of an alphabet V  and from 

A by using finitely many times the operations of union, concatenation, and Kleene 

closure is called regular, also, the empty language is considered to be regular.

2 .1 .2  C hom sky G ram m ars

Generally speaking, a grammar is a finite device generating in a well-specified 

sense the strings of a language. The Chomsky grammars are particular cases of 

rewriting systems, where the operation used in processing the strings is the rewriting 

(the replacement of a substring of the processed string by another substring), and 

they have been introduced as a possible model of the syntax of natural languages 

(and developed mainly in relation with the syntax of programming languages).

D efin ition  2.1 A Chomsky grammar (or a type-0 grammar) is a quadruple G =  

(N,T, S, R), where N  and T  are disjoint alphabets, S  G N,  and R  is a finite set of 

rewriting rules (we also say productions) of the form u —> v, with u, v G (NUT)*  and u 

contains at least one non-terminal symbol. The alphabet N  is called the non-terminal 

alphabet, T  is the terminal alphabet, and S  is the axiom.

Let V  =  N  U T  and R  having rules in the form r : u —>■ v, for u,v  G V*. For 

a string w =  w luw2, we can rewrite u by means of v by using the rule r, and we get
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the string z  =  w\ vw 2 . This operation is called direct derivation and it is denoted by 

w  = > r z, or simply w =>- 2  if r is understood. The reflexive and transitive closure 

of direct derivation is denoted by = > * . Thus, we have w ==>* z  if either w =  z, or 

w  ==>• Zi =>- z 2 =>• . . .  ==>• Zk =  z, for some z 1, . . . ,  zk G V*, k >  1. Each string 

w  G V* such that S =^*G w is called a sentential form. The language L(G)  generated 

by G is defined by

L(G) =  {x  G T* | S  = > *  x}.

Two grammars G\ and G 2 are called equivalent if L{G\)  — {A} =  L(G2) — {A} 

(the two languages coincide modulo the empty string). Therefore, when comparing 

the languages generated or accepted by two devices, we ignore the empty string.

According to the form of their rules, the Chomsky grammars are classified as 

follows. A grammar G =  (N , T , S , R) is called:

•  length-increasing (or type-1), if for all u —► v G R  we have \u\ <  |u|;

•  context-sensitive, if each u —► v G R  has u =  UiAu2,v  =  U\xu2, for u i ,u 2 G 

(N  U T)*, A  G iV, and x G (N  U T)+;

•  context-free (or type-2), if each production u —> v G R  has u G N ;

•  linear, if each rule u v G R  has u G i V  and v G T* U T *N T *;

• right-linear, if each rule u —> v G R  has « G  A  and v G T* U T* N;

•  left-linear, if each rule u —» v G R  has « G i V  and v g T * U  AT*;

•  regular (or type-3), if each rule u —> u G i? has u G A  and d g T U  TA .
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The family of languages generated by length-increasing grammars is equal 

to the family of languages generated by context-sensitive grammars; the families of 

languages generated by right-linear or by left-linear grammars coincide and they are 

equal to the family of languages generated by regular grammars, as well as to the 

family of regular languages.

We denote by RE, CS, CF, LIN, and REG  the families of languages gener

ated by arbitrary (or recursively enumerable), context-sensitive (hence also by length- 

increasing), context-free, linear, and regular (hence also by right-linear and left-linear) 

grammars, respectively. By F I N  we denote the family of finite languages.

The following strict inclusions hold:

F I N  c  R E G  C L I N  c C F c C S c  RE.

This is called the Chomsky hierarchy, the constant reference for investigations 

related to the power of membrane systems (and of any new types of computing de

vices). This important role of Chomsky hierarchy is due to the fact that the family 

R E  of languages generated by type-0 Chomsky grammars is exactly the family of 

languages which are recognized by Turing machines, and according to the Turing- 

Church thesis, this is the maximal level of algorithmic computability. The Chomsky 

hierarchy is well structured; hence, we have a detailed classification of computing 

devices (there are other types of grammars considered in literature, which are related 

to this hierarchy).

Because R E  is the family of languages recognized (computed) by Turing ma

chines, N R E ,  the family of length sets of languages in RE,  is the family of sets of
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numbers recognized (computed) by Turing machines. If we consider the length sets 

of languages, the Chomsky hierarchy becomes

N F I N  c N R E G  =  N L I N  =  N C F  c N C S  c N R E ,

because the length set of a context-free language can be obtained as the length set of 

a regular language. On the other hand, if we consider the Parikh sets of languages, 

the inclusions still hold:

P s F I N  c P s R E G  =  P s L I N  =  P s C F  c P s C S  C PsRE.

We continue by introducing a tool used in subsequent proofs, the Kuroda 

normal form for type-0 grammars.

D efin ition  2.2 A type-0 grammar G — (N , T, S, R) is said to be in Kuroda normal 

form if the rules in R  are of the forms A —> BC,  A —> a, A —> A, and A B  —► CD,  

where A, B ,C ,  D £ N  and a G T.

2 .1 .3  L indenm ayer System s

Lindenmayer systems (or L systems), which were introduced in 1968 by Aristid 

Lindenmayer, are rewriting systems which model the development of multicellular 

organisms (for more details we refer to [62],[86]). The main difference with Chomsky 

grammars is the parallelism: in a derivation step one rewrites all symbols of the 

string.

D efin ition  2.3 A zero-interactions Lindenmayer system (or OL system) is a con

struct G — (V, w, R), where V  is an alphabet, w E V* is the axiom, and R  is a finite
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set of rules of the form a —> v, with a £ V, v £ V*, such that for each a £ V  there is 

at least one rule a —> v in R  (we say that R  is complete).

For W\,W2 € V*, we write w\  ==>• W2 it w\ =  a \ . . .  an, W2 =  v \ . . .  vn, with 

di —> Vi £ R, for 1 <  i <  n. The language generated by G  is

L(G) =  { x £ V * \ w ^ *  x}.

If we have v ^  X, for each rule a —> v £ R  , then we say that G  is propagating 

(non-erasing); if for each a £ V  there is only one rule a v in R, then G  is said to be 

deterministic. If we distinguish a subset T  of V  and we define the generated language 

as L(G) =  {x  £ T* | w =4>* x},  then we say that G =  (V, T, w, R) is extended. The 

family of languages generated by OL systems is also denoted by OL; we add the letters 

P, D, E  in front of OL if propagating, deterministic, or extended OL systems are used, 

respectively.

D efin ition  2 .4  A tabled OL system, abbreviated TOL, is a system G =  

('V , w , R 1 , . . . , R n), such that each triple (V ,w ,R i ), for 1 <  i <  n, is a OL system; 

each Ri is called a table, for 1 <  i <  n.

The language generated by G is defined by

L(G) =  { x £ V *  \W = > Rjl W1 = > R j2  ■ ■ ■ = > R jm Wm =  X, 

m  >  0,1 <  ji  <  n, 1 <  % <  m}.

(Each derivation step is performed by the rules of the same table.)

A TOL system is deterministic/propagating/extended when each of its tables 

is deterministic/propagating/extended.
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The family of languages generated by TOL systems is also denoted by TOL; 

the families ETOL, EDTOL, etc., are obtained in the same way as EOL, EDOL, etc., 

by adding the letters P, D, E  in front of TOL.

The DOL family is incomparable with F I N , R E G , LI N.  CF,  whereas EOL 

strictly includes the family CF; ETOL is the largest family of Lindenmayer languages 

(with O-interactions); it is strictly included in C S , and it is closed under union, 

intersection with regular languages, arbitrary morphisms, concatenation, and Kleene 

closure.

For each language L € ETOL, L C T*, there is a very useful normal form of 

ETOL systems with only two tables, G =  (V, T, w, R\, R2), such that L =  L(G).

D efin ition  2.5 An ETOL system G — (V, T, w, Ri, R2) is in the two-table normal 

form if it has only two tables, i.e., (V, T, w, R\)  and (V. T, w, R2) are EOL systems.

2 .1 .4  A u to m a ta  and R eg ister  M achines

The five basic families of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy, R E G , LIN,  

CF,  CS,  RE,  are also characterized by (recognizing) automata. These automata are: 

the finite automaton, the one-turn pushdown automaton, the pushdown automaton, 

the linearly bounded automaton, and the Turing machine, respectively. We present 

here only two of these devices, those which are more relevant for this dissertation: 

finite automata and Turing machines.

D efin ition  2.6 A non-deterministic finite automaton is a construct A =  

(Q,V, sQ, F,S),  where Q and V  are disjoint alphabets, s0 €  Q, E  C Q,  and 

S : Q x V  — ► V(Q); Q is the set of states, V  is the alphabet of the automaton,
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s 0 is the initial state, F  is the set of final states, and (5 is the transition mapping.

If card(S(s,a)) <  1, for all s G Q, a G V, then we say that the automaton 

is deterministic (in this case, S is a function from Q x V  to Q). A relation b is 

defined on the set Q x V* in the following way: for s, s' G Q, a G V, x  G V*, we write 

(s , ax ) h (s' ,x) if s' G <5(s, a); by definition, (s, A) b (s,A). If b* is the reflexive and 

transitive closure of the relation b, then the language of the strings recognized by 

automaton A is defined by

L(A) =  { x e V * \  (s0, x) b* (s, A),s G F}.

D efin ition  2 .7  A Turing machine is a construct M  =  (Q,V,  T, b,s0, F, 5), where Q 

and V  are disjoint alphabets (the set of states and the tape alphabet), T  C. V  (the  

input alphabet), b G V — T  (the blank sym bol), s0 G Q (the initial sta te), F  C Q 

(the set o f final states), and S is a partial m apping from Q x V  to  the power set of 

Q  x V  x {L, R }  (the move mapping; if (s ' ,b,d ) G S(s,a),  for s , s '  G Q, a , b  G V, and 

d G { L , R} ,  then the m achine reads the sym bol a in state s and passes to  sta te  s', 

replaces a w ith b, and moves the read-write head to  the left when d =  L and to the  

right when d =  R).

If card(S(s, a)) <  1, for all s G Q, a G V, then M  is said to be deterministic.

A configuration of a Turing machine as above is a string xsy,  where x G V*, 

y  G V*(V — {b}) U {A}, and s G Q. In this way we identify the contents of the 

tape, the state, and the position of the read-write head: it scans the first symbol of 

y. Observe that the blank symbol may appear in x, y, but not in the last position
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of y ; both x and y may be empty. We denote by I D M the set of all instantaneous 

descriptions of M.

On the set I D M, one defines the direct transition relation \-M as follows:

xsay \~m xbs'y iff (s', b, R ) G 5(s, a), 

xs \ ~m xbs' iff (s', b, R ) G 6 (s, b), 

xcsay \~m xs'cby iff (s', b, L) € 6(s, a), 

xcs hM xs'cb iff (s',b, L) £ 5(s, b),

where x , y  G V*, a,b ,c  G V , s, s' G Q.

The language recognized by a Turing machine M  is defined by

L ( M ) =  {w  G T* | s0w \-*M xsy  for some s G F ,x , y  G V*}.

(This is the language of all strings such that the machine reaches a final state when 

starting to work in the initial state by scanning the first symbol of the string.)

The family of recursively enumerable languages is characterized as follows:

R E  =  {L  | there exists a Turing machine M  such that L =  L(M )} .

The difference between a finite automaton and a Turing machine is visible only in 

their functioning: the Turing machine can move its head in both directions and it can 

rewrite the scanned symbol, possibly erasing it (replacing it with the blank symbol).

Consider an alphabet T  and a Turing machine M  =  (K, V,T,b, So, F,5). As we 

have seen above, M  starts working with a string w written on its tape and reaches or 

does not reach a final state (and then halts), depending on whether or not w  G L ( M ).
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A Turing machine can be codified as a string of symbols over a suitable alphabet. 

Let us denote such a string by code(M). Imagine a Turing machine M u which starts 

its work from a string which contains both w  G T* and code(M),  for a given Turing 

machine M,  and stops in a final state if and only if w G L(M).  Such a machine Mu 

is called universal. It can simulate any given Turing machine, providing that a code 

of the particular machine is written on the tape of the universal one, together with a 

string as input for the particular machine.

Note the important distinction between computational completeness and uni

versality. Given a class C of computability models, we say that C is computationally 

complete if the devices in C can characterize the power of Turing machines (or of any 

other type of equivalent computing devices). This means that given a Turing machine 

M,  we can find an element C  in C such that C  is equivalent to M.  Thus, complete

ness refers to the capacity of covering the level of computability of Turing machines 

(in grammatical terms, this means to generate all recursively enumerable languages). 

Universality is an internal property of C and it means the existence of a fixed element 

of C which is able to simulate any given element of C in the way described above for 

Turing machines.

Because in the membrane computing area computational completeness always 

implies universality, we will say “computational universality” (or simply “universal

ity”) when having a result which is stated as a computational completeness result.

In the proofs from the next sections, we will use register machines as one of 

the devices characterizing N R E , hence the Turing computability.
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Informally speaking, a register machine consists of a specified number of regis

ters (counters) which can hold any natural number, and which are handled according 

to a program consisting of labeled instructions; the registers can be increased or de

creased by 1 -  the decreasing being possible only if a register holds a number greater 

than or equal to 1 (we say that it is non-empty) -  and checked whether they are 

non-empty.

D efin ition  2.8 A (non-deterministic) register machine is a device M  =  

(to, B , l 0 ,lh, R), where m >  1 is the number of counters, B  is the (finite) set of 

instruction labels, l0 is the initial label, lh is the halting label, and R  is the finite set 

of instructions labeled (hence uniquely identified) by elements from B (R  is also called 

the program of the machine). The labeled instructions are of the following forms:

• li : (ADD(r), Z2, Z3), for 1 <  r <  m  (add 1 to register r and go non- 

deterministically to one of the instructions with labels l2, I3 );

•  l\ : (SUB(r), l2, I3 ), for 1 <  r <  m  (if register r is not empty, then subtract 1 

from it and go to the instruction with label l2; otherwise, go to the instruction 

with label Z3);

• lh : HALT (the halting instruction, which can only have the label lh).

We say that a register machine has no ADD instructions looping to the same 

label (or without direct loops) if there are no instructions of the form l\ : (ADD(r), U, l2) 

or l\ : (ADD(r), l2, l\) in R. For instance, an instruction of the form li : (ADD(r), Zi, l2) 

can be replaced by the following instructions, where /3, I 4 ,  Z5, l6 are new labels:
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h : (ADD(r), /3, Z4), Z3 : (ADD(r), /5, /5), /4 : (ADD(r), /6, l6), k  ■ (ADD(r), , li), l6 : 

(ADD(r), hih)-  The generated set of numbers is not changed.

A register machine generates a natural number in the following manner: it 

starts computing with all m  registers being empty, with the instruction labeled by Iq; 

if the computation reaches the instruction A : HALT (we say that it halts), then the 

value of register 1 is the number generated by the computation. The set of numbers 

computed by M  in this way is denoted by N(M ).  It is known (see [67]) that non- 

deterministic register machines with three registers generate exactly the family N R E ,  

of Turing computable sets of numbers. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may 

assume that in the halting configuration, all registers, except the first one where the 

result of the computation is stored, are empty.

If the addition instruction has the form l\ : (ADD(r), /2), meaning that the value 

of register r in increased by 1 and the computation goes to instruction l2, then the 

register machine is called deterministic.

2.1 .5  M atrix  G ram m ars

In membrane computing area, context-free grammars with regulated rewriting, 

such as matrix grammars, are very useful devices [39].

D efin ition  2.9 A context-free matrix grammar (without appearance checking) is a 

construct G =  (N,T, S, M), where N  and T  are disjoint alphabets (of non-terminals 

and terminals, respectively), S  G N  (axiom), and M  is a finite set of matrices, which 

are sequences of the form (Ai —> aq, . . . ,  An —> xn), for n >  1, of context-free rules 

over N  U T.
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For a string x, a matrix m  : (rl5. . . .  rn) is executed by applying the productions 

r i , . . . ,  rn one after the other, following the order in which they appear in the matrix.

Formally, we write w ==>m z  if there is a matrix m : (A\ —> X\, . . . ,  A n —> xn) 

in M  and the strings w i ,w 2, • ■ •, wn+\ G (N U T )* such that =  w, wn+\ =  z, and for 

all 1 <  i <  n we have Wi =  w^Aiw", Wi+ 1 =  w^Xjw”. If the matrix m  is understood, 

then we write instead of =4>m. As usual, the reflexive and transitive closure of 

this relation is denoted by = > * . Then, the language generated by G  is

L(G) =  {w  £ T* | S  = * *  re}.

The family of languages generated by context-free matrix grammars is denoted 

by M AT.

The following results on matrix languages are known:

1. C F  C M A T  c  RE,  and N C F  =  N M A T  C N R E ,  P s C F  C P s M A T  C 

P s R E ;

2. The family M A T  is closed under union, concatenation, intersection with regular 

languages, morphisms, right and left derivatives, mirror image, and permuta

tion;

3. Each language L e  M A T , L C a*, is regular.

In a matrix grammar as above, without appearance checking, when using a 

matrix, all rules are used in the order imposed by the matrix. A powerful extension 

is provided by the possibility to skip certain rules, and this leads to the following 

definition.
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D efin ition  2 .10 A construct G =  (N, T, S , M, F) is a matrix grammar with appear

ance checking if (N , T, S, M)  is a matrix grammar as in Definition 2.9 and F  is a set 

of occurrences of rules in the matrices of M.

For w , z  G (NUT)*,  we write w = >  z  if there is a matrix (A\ —> X\, . . . ,  An —>■ 

xn) in M  and the strings Wi E (N  U T)*, for 1 <  i <  n +  1, such that wi =  w, 

w n + 1 =  2 , and for all 1 <  i <  n, either (1) wt =  w^Apv", wi+i =  for some

in', w" € (NUT)*,  or (2) Wi =  wi+i, if Al does not appear in wu and the rule At —> xt 

appears in F.

Therefore, the difference between a matrix grammar with appearance checking 

and one without appearance checking is the fact that in the former case we have at 

our disposal the set F, consisting of occurrences of rules in the matrices of M  (that 

is, if the same rule, say A  —> x, appears several times in the matrices, only some of 

these occurrences can be present in F\ we may interpret them as having some “flags” 

which distinguish them from the other rules); the rules of a matrix are applied in 

order, as usual, possibly skipping the rules in F  if they cannot be applied. Thus, if a 

rule not in F  is met, then it has to be used. If a rule from F  is met, then we have 

two cases: if it can be applied, then it must be applied; if it cannot be applied, then 

the rule may be skipped. That is why the rules from F  are said to be applied in the 

appearance checking mode. The information given by such an application of a rule 

from F  is rather useful because in the case of skipping the rule, we get “negative 

information”: a certain symbol is not present in the string.

The language generated by a matrix grammar with appearance checking G is
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defined by

L(G) =  { w e T * \ S  = > *  w}.

The family of languages of this form is denoted by MATac.

The following results are known:

C F  C M A T  C M A T ^ =  RE

(which implies N M A T ac =  N R E  and P sM A T ac =  PsRE).

Note that in the previous definitions of matrix grammars we allow erasing

rules; in general, there is a difference between using or not erasing rules, but we do

not consider this distinction here.

D efin ition  2.11 A matrix grammar (with appearance checking) G =  (AT, T, S, M, F ) 

is said to be in the binary normal form if N  =  Ni  U N 2 U {S,  # } ,  with these three 

sets mutually disjoint, and the matrices in M  are in one of the following forms:

1. (S  -> X A) ,  where X  E N 1} A E N2,

2.  (X  —> Y, A  —> x ) ,  where X , Y  E Ni, A E N 2 , x  E  (iV2 U T)*, |x| <  2;

3. {X  Y, A -► # ) ,  where X , Y  e N u A E N2;

4- (X  —> A, A —> x), where X  E Ni, A E N2, x E T*, |x| <  2.

Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1 and F  consists exactly of all rules 

A  —» #  appearing in matrices of type 3; ff is a trap symbol -  once introduced, it is 

never removed. A matrix of type 4 is used only once -  in the last step of a derivation.
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In the proofs from the subsequent chapters, a matrix grammar with appearance 

checking in the binary normal form is always given as G  =  (N,T, S, M, F), with 

N  — iVi U 7V2 U {S,  # } ,  and with n +  1 matrices in M,  injectively labeled with 

mo, mi, ■ ■ •) m n\ the matrix mo : (S —> XinitAinit) is the initial one, with X mit a 

given symbol from N\  and Ainit a given symbol from N2] the next k matrices are 

without appearance checking rules, : (X  —> a., A  —> x), for 1 <  i <  k, where 

X  £ Ni, a  £ Ni  U {A}, and A £ N 2, x £ (N2 U T)*, |x| <  2 (if a  =  A, then x £ T*); 

the last n — k matrices have rules to be applied in the appearance checking mode, 

mi : (X  —> Y, A —> # ) ,  for k +  1 <  i <  n, with X , Y  £ N \ ,A  £ N2.

The non-terminal matrices to*, for 1 <  i <  k, will be called matrices of type 2, 

the matrices m ,̂ for k +  1 <  i <  n, will be called matrices of type 3, and the terminal 

matrices m* : (X  —> A, A  —> x), for 1 <  i <  k, will be called matrices of type f.

D efin ition  2.12 A matrix grammar (with appearance checking) G =  (N , T, S, M, F) 

is in the Z-binary normal form if N  =  Ni  U N 2 U { S , Z , f f \ ,  with these three sets 

mutually disjoint, and the matrices in M  are in one of the following forms:

1. (S  —> X A ) ,  where X  £ N\, A £ N2,

2. (X  —> Y, A  —> x ), where X , Y  £ N \ ,A  £ N2, x £ (N2 U T)*, |x| <  2;

3. (X  -»• Y, A -> # ) ,  where X  £ N u Y  £  ^  U { Z j ,  A £ N 2,

4. ( Z ^  A).

Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1, F  consists exactly of all rules 

A —s- jf  appearing in matrices of type 3, and, if a sentential form generated by G
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contains the symbol Z, then it is of the form Zw,  for some w  £ (T U {# })*  (that 

is, the appearance of Z makes sure that, except for Z, all symbols are terminal). As 

above, #  is a trap symbol, and the (unique) matrix of type 4 is used only once -  in 

the last step of a derivation.

Usually, in the case of grammars in the Z-binary normal form, we have N  — 

JVi U 1V2 U {S,  Z, # } ,  the matrices m;, for k +  1 <  i <  n, can also be of the form 

rrii : (X  —> Z, A  —> # ) ,  and the only terminal matrix is mn+1 : (Z —► A).

2.1 .6  E lem en ts o f C om plex ity

In this section, we introduce some notions from the theory of computational 

complexity ([45]), and we start with some basic definitions.

A problem X  is tractable (or X  £ P ) if there exists an algorithm which solves 

X  in polynomial time (its worst case time efficiency has an asymptotic upper bound 

that is polynomial of the problem input size). The class N P  contains the problems 

which can be solved by a non-deterministic algorithm in polynomial time.

Obviously, deterministic classes of problems are included in the non- 

deterministic classes. The problems from the class P  are considered computationally 

tractable, that is, one can afford to solve them in a feasible time, while the problems 

from N P  (which are not known to be in P ) are considered intractable. All known 

deterministic algorithms for problems in N P  — P  are of an exponential time complex

ity, and the exponentials grow “too fast” in order to wait an exponential time for a 

solution. Thus, it is important to know whether a given problem lies in the class P  or 

not. For that, the problems can be reduced from one problem to another one. We say 

that problem B  reduces to problem A  if there is a transformation R  which, for any
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input x of B, produces an input R (x ) to A  such that the answer of A  to the input

R (x ) is the answer of B  to the input x. Thus, if B  reduces to A, then in order to 

solve B , it is enough to compute R(x)  and to solve A  for the input R(x).  Of course, 

a reduction is acceptable if it is less complex than the problem B  itself. With respect 

to classes P  and N P , a reduction R  is acceptable if it can be done in polynomial 

time. In such a case, when B  reduces to A, we may say that A  is at least as complex 

as B; hence, it is important to know whether a problem A  has the property that 

all problems from a given class can be reduced to A  (we may say that A  is among 

the hard problems of that class). For most natural complexity classes, P  and N P  

included, there are problems such that all problems from that class can be reduced 

to them. Such problems are called complete for the respective classes. Of particular 

interest are the problems which are NP-complete (N P C  class from Figure 2.1).

The inclusion P  C N P  is clear; whether or not this is an equality is probably

the best known and the most important open problem in computer science today, the

?so-called P  =  N P  problem. As for now, the situation looks as in the following figure.

\
NP

a  r ■\

P NPC
J  A /

V

Figure 2.1 Inclusions for classes of problems.
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2.2 B asic  C lasses o f  P  System s

The essential ingredient of a P system is its membrane structure, which is a 

hierarchical arrangement of membranes, as in a cell (hence described by a tree), or 

a net of membranes (placed in the nodes of a graph), as in a tissue or a neural net. 

The intuition behind the notion of a membrane is a three-dimensional vesicle from 

biology, but the concept itself is generalized to interpret a membrane as a separator 

of two regions, a finite “inside” and an infinite “outside,” providing the possibility of 

a selective communication between the two regions.

Following the real-life cell structure, where chemicals appear in different con

centrations, and where the number of occurrences matters, membrane computing uses 

multisets as data structures (a multiset is a set with multiplicities associated with its 

elements). Each region contains a multiset of objects represented by symbols from 

a given alphabet. Usually, multisets are represented by strings where the order of 

symbols does not matter. In addition, each region has a set of rules applying to its 

objects or to the membrane itself (changing the structure of the system). The ob

jects are considered to be identical; thus, the rules and the objects to be applied are 

non-deterministically chosen.

Rules are applied in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel way (by max

imal we mean that at each step as many rules as possible are used; hence, no further 

rule can be applied to the objects present in the membranes). The rules to be used 

and the objects are chosen in a non-deterministic manner, and all compartments of 

the system structure evolve at the same time, synchronously. This way, transitions 

among system configurations are obtained. A sequence of configurations starting from
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the initial one is called a computation, and a result may be associated only with a 

halting computation (ending in a halting configuration where no rule can be further 

applied). Because P systems are characterized by non-determinism, a successful com

putation provides a result that can be a set of numbers, a set of vectors (Parikh set) 

of numbers, a set of strings (a language), etc., depending on the way the result of a 

computation is defined.

Besides the maximally parallel way of applying the rules, several others were 

considered, such as sequential way (at each step only one rule is used in the whole 

system or in each region), bounded parallel way (at each step at least k or exactly k 

rules are used in the whole system or in each region), or minimally parallel way (at 

each step at least one rule is used in each region where rules can be applied).

For a given system II, we denote by iV(II) the set of numbers computed by II. 

When we consider the vector of multiplicities of objects from the output region, we 

write Ps(U).  In turn, in the case where we take as (external) output the strings of 

objects leaving the system, we denote the language of these strings by T(II).

We specify here some notations which are already standard in membrane com

puting. The family of sets AT(II) of numbers generated by P systems of a specified 

type, working with symbol objects, having at most m  membranes, and using ingredi

ents from a given list-of-features is denoted by N O P rn (list-of-features). If we compute 

sets of vectors, we write PsO Pm(list-of-features). When string objects are used, N  

is replaced by L (from “languages”) and O by S  (from “strings”), thus obtaining 

families LS Pm(list-of-features).

A P system can be defined as an accepting or a generating device. By accept
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ing, we mean that the P system is able to determine whether a given number (placed 

in the input membrane in the form of the multiplicity of a given object) is part of a 

specific set, while a generating P system is one that generates a set of numbers. The 

two main topics investigated in this framework are the computing power of P systems 

(working in the generative or accepting modes) and their usefulness in solving hard 

decision problems (based on the maximally parallel way of applying the rules). In the 

case of computing functions or solving problems, we need deterministic P systems in 

order to get only one result, not a set.

In what follows, we describe the three basic types of P systems: cell-like, 

tissue-like, and neural-like.

The main component of a cell-like P  system is its membrane structure, a 

hierarchically arranged set of membranes, which is contained in a distinct external 

membrane (called the skin membrane), and which can be represented by a rooted tree 

or a string of labeled matching brackets. Each membrane determines a compartment 

(also called region) delimited from the region containing it and from the membranes 

placed directly inside, if any exists.

Many types of rules have been considered in literature such as evolution rules 

(for instance multiset rewriting with catalysts in [42]), communication rules (e.g., 

symport/antiport in [75]), rules involving the membranes too (division, dissolution, 

etc.), or combinations of the previous types. The use of rules can be controlled by 

promoters, inhibitors, catalysts, priorities, permeability of membranes, etc.

In a tissue-like P  system, the structure consists of several one-membrane cells 

placed in the nodes of an arbitrary graph. Certain cells can communicate by channels
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(represented by edges of the graph) that are provided between them, but all cells can 

communicate through the environment. The communication among cells (usually by 

symport/antiport rules, [43]) can be done directly (in one step) or indirectly (through 

the environment: one cell sends out objects and other cells can take these objects in 

one of the next steps). The channels (also called synapses) can be given in advance 

or they can be dynamically established during the evolution of the system. To each 

synapse can be associated a state, and by applying a rule to a synapse, the state 

can be changed. The use of rules is sequential at the level of each synapse, but it is 

maximally parallel at the level of the system (all the synapses which can use a rule 

must do so). An even more general type of tissue-like P system, called population 

P system, was introduced in [15], where also the cells can evolve as the membranes 

in a cell-like P system (by division, dissolution, creation, etc.), and, in addition, the 

synapses are inherited.

The neural-like P  systems are similar to tissue-like P systems in the way that 

the cells are placed in the nodes of a graph and they contain multisets of objects, 

but they communicate by signals (spikes) along synapses. In this case, the cells have 

associated states which can be changed according to the signals that are received 

during computation. There are three possible ways of applying the rules: minimal (a 

rule is chosen and applied once to the pair state-multiset of objects), parallel (a rule 

is chosen and is used in maximally parallel manner related to the multiset of objects), 

and maximal (all rules are applied in a maximally parallel manner related to the pair 

state-multiset of objects). For formal definitions and details, see [31], [79].
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To define a P system, we have to specify the alphabet of objects (a finite non

empty set of abstract symbols identifying the objects), the membrane structure (a 

string of labeled matching brackets), the multisets of objects present in each region of 

the system, the sets of evolution rules associated with each region, and the indication 

about the way the output is defined. Next, we give the basic definitions for some 

common types of P systems, following [79].

D efin ition  2.13 A transition P  system (or a P system with multiset-rewriting rules) 

of degree m (with m >  1) is a construct of the form

II = ( 0 , C , l l , WU W2, . . . . . .  , Rm, i 0),

where:

1. O is the (finite and non-empty) alphabet of objects;

2. C  C O is the set of catalysts;

3. // is a membrane structure, consisting of m  membranes, labeled 1, 2 , . . . ,  to;

4. wi, w2, ■.., wrn are strings over O representing the multisets of objects present 

in regions 1, 2 , . . . ,  m of the membrane structure;

5. i?i, R-2 , . . . ,  Rm are finite sets of evolution rules associated with regions 

1, 2 , . . . ,  m of the membrane structure;

6. ia is either one of the labels 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, and the respective region is the output

region of the system, or it is 0, and the result of a computation is collected in the
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environment of the system ( usually, i0  is the label of an elementary membrane 

of fl).

The rules are of the form u —»• v or u —> vd, with u G 0 + and v G (O x Tar)*, 

where Tor =  {here, in, out} and S represents the membrane dissolution. The rules 

can be cooperative (with u arbitrary), non-cooperative (with u G O — C),  or catalytic 

(of the form ca —> cv or ca —> cvS, with a G O  — C,c  G C, and v G ((O — C)  x Tar)*). 

Note that in the standard case, the catalysts never evolve and never change the region, 

but they only help the other objects to evolve.

In general, the membrane structure and the multisets of objects from its com

partments identify a configuration of a P system. The initial configuration is given 

by specifying the membrane structure and the multisets of objects available in its 

compartments at the beginning of a computation, that is, by (//, w \ , . . . ,  wm). During 

the evolution of the system, by applying the rules, both the multisets of objects and 

the membrane structure can change.

A possible extension of this definition is to consider a terminal set of objects, 

T C O,  and to count only the copies of objects from T, discarding the objects from 

O — T  present in the output region.

The multiset rewriting rules correspond to reactions taking place in the cell 

inside the compartments. However, an important part of the cell activity is related 

to the passage of substances through membranes. The process by which two mole

cules pass together across a membrane (through a specific protein channel) is called 

symport', when the two molecules pass simultaneously through a protein channel, but
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in opposite directions, the process is called antiport. In membrane computing, these 

operations are represented in the following way: (ab,in) or (ab,out) are symport 

rules, stating that objects a and b pass together through a membrane, entering in 

the former case and exiting in the latter case; similarly, (a, out-, b, in) is an antiport 

rule, stating that a exits and, at the same time, b enters the membrane. Separately, 

neither a nor b can cross a membrane unless we have a rule of the form (a, in) or 

(a, out), called uniport rule (or minimal symport). We can generalize these types of 

rules, by considering symport rules of the form (x, in) and (x, out), and antiport rules 

of the form ( z , out] w , in) , where x , z , w  E V* are multisets of arbitrary size, over an 

alphabet V. The weight of the symport rule is equal to |a;|, and the weight of the 

antiport rule is computed as max(|,z|, |u>|).

Now, such rules can be used in a P system instead of the target indications here, 

in, and out. If we consider multiset rewriting rules without target indications, as well 

as symport/antiport rules for communication of the objects between compartments, 

we obtain evolution-communication P systems, which were considered in [26]. If we 

use symport/antiport rules alone, we can compute using only communication, as in 

[18], [74],

D efin ition  2 .14 A P  system with symport/antiport rules is a construct of the form

II [O, p, W i , . . .  , W m , E, R i , . . . , Rrn, io),

where:

1. O is the alphabet of objects;
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2. /x is the membrane structure (of degree m >  1, with the membranes labeled 

1, 2 , . . . ,  m  in a one-to-one manner);

3. w i , . . ., vjrn are strings over O representing the multisets of objects present in 

the m  compartments of /i in the initial configuration of the system;

4. E  C O is the (finite) set of objects supposed to appear in the environment in 

arbitrarily many copies;

5. , Em are the (finite) sets of symport/antiport rules associated with the 

m  membranes of /x;

6. iQ is the label of an elementary membrane of /x, which indicates the output 

region of the system.

The rules are used in the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner. The 

number (or the vector of multiplicities) of objects present in region iQ in the halting 

configuration is said to be computed by the system by means of that computation; 

the set of all numbers (or vectors of numbers) computed in this way by II is denoted 

by N(U)  (by -Ps(II), respectively).

We note here a new component of the system, the set E  of objects which are 

present in the environment in arbitrarily many copies. Because objects are moved 

only across membranes and the computation starts with finite multisets of objects 

present in the system, we cannot increase the number of objects necessary for the 

computation (no object is created, destroyed, or changed -  the conservation law can 

be applied) if we do not provide a supply of objects in the environment. Because
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the environment is supposedly inexhaustible, the objects from E  are inexhaustible; 

regardless of how many of them are brought into the system, arbitrarily many remain 

outside.

We pass now to presenting a class of P systems, which, together with the basic 

transition systems and the symport/antiport systems, is one of the three central types 

of cell-like P systems considered in membrane computing. This last type of P systems 

gives a very active role to the membranes (by division rules, dissolution rules, etc.) 

during the computation, [44].

D efin ition  2.15 The P systems with active membranes are constructs of the form

II =  .. . , w m,R),

where:

1. m  is the initial degree of the system (m >  1);

2. O is the alphabet of objects;

3. H  is a finite set of labels for membranes;

4. fj, is the membrane structure, consisting of m  membranes initially having neutral 

polarizations and labels from H  (not necessarily in a one-to-one manner);

5. w \ , , wrn are strings over O,  describing the multisets of objects placed in the 

m  regions of /i;

6. R  is a finite set of developmental rules, of the following forms:
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(a) [ha —> v]eh, for h G H, e G {+ , —, 0}, a G O, v G O*

(object evolution rules: associated with membranes and depending on the 

label and the charge of the membranes, but not directly involving the 

membranes);

(b) a lh Vh -*■ > for h  e  H ’ e i ’ e 2 e  (+> -  , 0 } , a , 6  e  O

(in communication rules: an object is introduced in the membrane, and 

possibly modified during this process; also the polarization of the mem

brane can be modified, but not its label);

(c) \ha Yh “ *■ \h Yhb’ for h € # , e i , e 2 G { + , - , 0 } , a , 6  e O

(out communication rules: an object is sent out of the membrane, and pos

sibly modified during this process; also the polarization of the membrane 

can be modified, but not its label);

(d) [ha ] eh ^>b, for h G H, e E {+ , —, 0}, a, b G O

(dissolving rules: in reaction with an object, a membrane can be dissolved, 

while the object specified in the rule can be modified);

(e) lha Vh L b Vh2ihc IT’ for h £ H,ei,  e2, e3 £ {+ ,  —, 0}, a,b ,c  £ O

(division rules for elementary membranes: in reaction with an object, the 

membrane is divided into two membranes with the same label, and possibly 

of different polarizations; the object specified in the rule is replaced in the 

two new membranes possibly by new objects; the remaining objects are 

duplicated and may evolve in the same step by rules of type (a)).

Inside each membrane, the rules of type (a) are applied in the non-deterministic
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maximally parallel manner, with each copy of an object used by only one rule of any 

type from (a) to (e). Each membrane can be involved in only one rule of types

(6)-(e). The types of rules are chosen in a bottom-up way: first we use the rules 

of type (a), and then the rules of other types; in this way, in the case of dividing 

membranes, the result of using the rules of type (a) first is duplicated in the newly 

obtained membranes.

The set H  of labels has been specified because it is possible to allow the change 

of membrane labels. For instance, a division rule can be of the more general form

(e') Li a ]hi ^  ih2b ^ h 3c ]Z  ̂ for hi ’h*’h3 e  H ,e i , e 2 ,e3 G { + , - ,  0}, a, b, c G O.

The change of labels can also be considered for rules of types (b) and (c). 

Moreover, we can consider the possibility of dividing membranes in more than two 

copies (d-division), or even of dividing non-elementary membranes (in such a case, all 

inner membranes are duplicated in the new copies of the membrane).

It is important to note that in the case of P systems with active membranes, 

the membrane structure evolves during the computation, not only by decreasing the 

number of membranes, due to dissolution operations, but also by increasing the num

ber of membranes by division. This increase can be exponential in a linear number 

of steps: using a division rule successively n steps, due to the maximal parallelism, 

we get 2" copies of the same membrane. This is one of the most investigated ways 

of obtaining an exponential working space in order to trade time for space and solve 

computationally hard problems (NP-complete problems) in feasible time.
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2.3 Som e C om p u tab ility  and Efficiency R esu lts

The initial goal of membrane computing was to define computability models

inspired from the cell biology, and to examine their computing power in compari

son with the standard models in computability theory, Turing machines and their 

restricted variants. As it turns out, most of the classes of P systems considered are 

equal in power to Turing machines. All classes of systems considered above, whether 

cell-like, tissue-like, or neural-like, with symbol objects or string objects, working in 

the generative or the accepting modes, with certain combinations of features, are 

known to be universal. The cell turns out to be a very powerful “computer,” both 

when standing alone and in tissues.

We mention here some recent results, which are relevant for our work (for 

proofs, see the mentioned papers):

•  NOPi{cat 2 ) =  N R E  (transition P systems with one membrane and two cata

lysts are universal [42]);

•  NOPz(symi ,ant i i )  =  NOP^^sym^jantio) =  N R E  (symport/antiport P sys

tems of degree 3 using symport and antiport rules of weight 1, or only symport 

rules of weight 2, are universal [6]);

•  NOP^objs,  sym*,anti*) =  N R E  (P systems with four membranes and symport 

and antiport rules of arbitrary weight are universal even when using only three 

objects [80]).

•  NOPz({a),  (b), (c)) =  N R E  (P systems with active membranes of degree 3 and 

rules of types (a), (6), (c) are universal [64]);
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•  NOPg(endo, exo) =  N R E  (P systems of degree 9 and mobile membranes using 

brane calculi operations, endocytosys and exocytosys, are universal [58]);

•  NSPs(repl2) =  N R E  (P systems of degree 3 with strings and using replicated 

rewriting rules, with at most 2 copies of each string produced by replication, 

are universal [60]).
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CHAPTER 3

APPLICATIONS OF MEMBRANE COMPUTING

3.1 M otivation

The results from the last years show that membrane computing offers a variety 

of tools, techniques, and models, which can be applied to biology, linguistics, theoret

ical and practical computer science problems (for more details see [34]). In addition 

to previous mentioned areas of application, there are also new approaches, such as 

economics: in accounting (see [54]), in human resource management (see [13]), etc. 

Here we also refer to several applications of P systems in linguistics, as a represen

tation language for various concepts related to language evolution, dialogue, syntax 

and semantics [14], and making use of the parallelism in solving parsing problems in 

an efficient way [49]), etc.

Before looking at these applications, let us stress the attractiveness of mem

brane computing as a modeling framework by mentioning several essential features rel

evant to membrane computing that are of interest for many applications: distribution, 

discrete mathematics, the property of being algorithmic, scalability/extensibility, 

transparency (multiset rewriting rules are nothing other than reaction equations from 

chemistry and biochemistry), massive parallelism, non-determinism, communication, 

etc.

39
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All the applications have in common some aspects: the concepts are presented 

in the mathematical formalism of membrane computing and, in addition, they have a 

graphical representation of cell-like structure, tissue-like structure, and so on; mem

brane computing also provides a way to visualize the system’s evolution (the way 

rules are applied).

3.2 P  S ystem s as M od eling  Tools in B io logy

There are different domains of computer science which are inspired from the 

biology behind the living organisms. We are talking about evolutionary computing 

(genetic algorithms), neural networks, DNA computing, and membrane computing. 

All of them are known as molecular computing.

Most applications of membrane computing are related to biology. This is 

quite natural in view of the fact that the theory of membrane systems as a model of 

computation started from biology as an abstraction of the structure and functioning 

of biological membranes. The final goal is to develop in silico simulators in order to 

replace the experiments in vitro or in vivo.

Also, other classes of rewriting systems related to biological phenomena are 

presented in the literature (see [50], [62], [87]), but the P systems have a membrane 

structure similar to the cell and they may be seen as computational universal devices 

and also as simulators of evolution processes by observing the transitions between 

configurations.
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In what follows, we briefly recall some biological applications of membrane 

computing, mainly following [34], but also other recent papers from membrane com

puting literature.

3.2.1 M ech an osen sitive  C hannels

There are different approaches for describing the evolution of molecular func

tioning of living cells. As we already mentioned, there are simulator softwares based 

on the numerical integration of sets of differential equations (using continuous mathe

matics), such as E-CELL project (which models and reconstructs biological phenom

ena to allow precise whole cell simulation -  see [90]), or Virtual Cell (a computational 

environment that constructs cell biological models and generates simulations of reac

tions -  see [63]).

A totally different approach is to use discrete mathematics that is more ap

propriate for the simulation of membrane behavior or the activity of channels in 

bacteria. One such application is described in [10] for mechanosensitive channels of 

large conductance (MscL). Mechanosensitive channels, located in the cell membrane, 

are protein-based channels gated by mechanical forces and they allow the rapid exit 

of different chemicals decreasing the osmotic pressure inside the cell. Based on the 

biological notions concerning MscL in bacteria and the way they are gated, two P 

system models are defined corresponding to in vitro patch clamping experiments and 

in vivo hypotonic shocks. These systems consist of some basic components: an en

vironment, a region, a membrane, and rules, which naturally correspond to essential 

aspects of MscL activity.

In both models, objects are never modified by evolution rules; instead, they are
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only exchanged between the internal region and the environment (so they are more 

communication rules with respect to objects). In addition, by using different target 

indications, the direct passage of water through the cellular membrane, by osmosis, is 

distinguished from the passage of chemicals which needs the opening of mechanically 

gated channels.

In the in vitro simulation P system model, 43 rules are used to obtain a cycle 

simulation, a transition of the channels from closed state to open state and then back 

to closed. By applying the rules, the label of the membrane is also changed according 

to the status of the channel (the label is seen as a tension parameter which can take 

eight values corresponding to real membrane tension and channel status). Probabil

ities are associated with evolution rules in order to achieve a closer resemblance to 

biological reality of the priorities between reactions.

The second P system model describes the in vivo activity of MscL based on 

laboratory experiments data. The number of membrane tension values is reduced to 

5 and, in this case, probabilities are not associated with rules. With respect to the 

number of water molecules, for the chemicals from a multiset, a concentration function 

is defined, and then extended for the whole multiset that is present in the environment 

or in the region. The transitions among tension values are due to addition of water 

in the environment and they are coded by environmental rules. The communication 

of chemicals through channels depends on their concentration and the rewriting rules 

have the form of concentration-based evolution rules or they may be combined with 

environmental rules. Using only 10 rules, the P system can predict the possible 

behavior of MscL for different amount of water molecules placed in the environment.
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A software environment has been used to produce simulations of the in vitro 

P system model and to obtain predictions about observable quantities that could 

be used to test its soundness and validity. The MscL activity was simulated using 

EdnaCo, a virtual test tube spatially arranged as a 3D coordinate system, in which 

biomolecules may move, interact, etc. The parallel way of applying the rules in a 

P system is implemented in EdnaCo by dividing the virtual test tube into segments 

that are run on different processors. The main advantage of using EdnaCo is that a 

simulation requiring multiple MscL (in a bacterial cell there are 50 — 100 channels, not 

only one as in the in vitro model) interacting under the same changing environmental 

conditions can be run in short time because of the massive parallelism.

The models presented could be enlarged to also include other processes occur

ring during osmotic shocks, but there is presented only the formal simulation of the 

activity of MscL in prokaryotes, and the investigation is based on biological data and 

results obtained from Escherichia coli. However, the models are general enough to 

cover distinct conditions for the functioning of MscL in other prokaryotes too.

3 .2 .2  B io log ica l D ynam ics

There are some aspects which are crucial in almost any study of biomolecular 

processes, and the traditional P systems do not take them into major account. In 

view of the studies from [17], [21], and [40], these aspects are: dynamical behavior 

of bio-molecular processes, environmental energy and resources, and asynchronous 

system control. The focus of the P system on final configuration and maximal par

allelism (which leads to consumption of all available resources of the system during 

one transition) is changed to dynamics of evolution.
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New classes of P systems are defined, with a more active role to the mem

brane boundary and to the environment. These are: P systems with boundary rules 

(PB systems), PB systems with environment (PBE systems), and PBE systems with 

resources. The boundary rules (for a formal definition, see [17]) are a special case of 

communication rules which recall of antiport rules. For PB systems, the notation x[%y 

means that a membrane labeled i can see outside, close to its boundary, a multiset x, 

and inside the membrane is the multiset y. Biological processes such as periodicity, 

stability, adaptability, growth, or degeneration, and the relationships between them 

are implemented in the new types of P systems.

To obtain graphical representation of a P system which describes an oscilla

tory biochemical system, a simulator called Psim  is used. Psim  is a Java implemented 

simulator with a user-friendly graphical interface which allows the definition of mem

brane structure by XML files (for details see [20]). The oscillatory process refers to 

the periodic behavior of biological systems and it is modeled using concentrations as

sociated to biological or chemical elements. The algorithm that is implemented, called 

metabolic, is inspired by the chemical reading of the rewriting rules. The objects are 

seen as reactants or products and the rules as chemical reactions with a reactivity 

coefficient associated. The algorithm is tested with Psim  to simulate the oscillations 

of Brusselator model, which is a simplified model of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reac

tion (that occurs between reactants such as sulphuric acid, malonic acid, ferroin, and 

bromate sodium, combined together in presence of a cerium catalyst). The results 

had been verified by the numerical integration Runge-Kutta method on the associated 

differential equations.
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A second dynamic system is investigated and tested by Psim. The system  

is of predator-prey type. To be more concrete, a population of cells (or people) is 

divided in three groups: healthy, ill, and immune, and its evolution is observed in 

time. The simulation of this system with Psim  has shown results which agree with 

those obtained by solving the Lotka-Volterra equation system. The results have 

highlighted the existence of a threshold of activation for the epidemic: if the initial 

healthy population is below a certain amount, then the epidemic does not start and, 

hence, ill people decrease in number until they vanish; on the other hand, if the 

initial healthy population is beyond that threshold, then the epidemic activates and 

the number of ill people grows up until reaching its maximum.

The immune system represents a case of complex adaptive system where the 

notion of cell membrane is essential. P systems provide a good mean to describe 

the main processes happening in the immune system. The surface of immune cells 

(and of other cells too) is covered with receptors that are complex three-dimensional 

electrically charged structures. The receptor of a pathogen is called epitope, and 

the bond strength between a receptor and an epitope is called affinity. In order to 

formally express the presence of a receptor, instead of using [i to indicate a membrane, 

it is used the notation { with an interstice between braces and square brackets, 

intended as a region belonging to the external surface where receptors are detectable 

from the outside and, in their turn, can detect objects from the environment. This 

feature can be considered as an extension of the communication mechanism of PB 

systems and of symport/antiport P systems.

Some pathogens constantly attack the body and can be harmful if they are
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left unchecked. Since different antigens have to be destroyed in different ways, the 

problem faced by the immune system is to recognize them and to choose the right tools 

for destroying that particular kind of pathogens. The relevant biological properties 

that characterize the immune system can be represented by P systems with labels 

for antigens, objects for epitopes, and electrical charges associated to membranes. To 

protect organisms from foreign pathogens (such as viruses, bacteria, parasites, etc.), 

the immune system must be capable of distinguishing harmful foreign material from 

normal constituents of the organism. The recognition of an antigen as foreign in 

the immune system can be seen as a problem of pattern recognition implemented by 

binding. For example, lymphocytes recognize pathogens by forming molecular bonds 

between pathogen fragments and receptors on the surface of the lymphocyte. The 

more complementary the molecular shape and electrostatic surface charge between 

pathogen and receptor, the stronger the bond (and the higher the affinity) is.

The architecture of the immune system is made of different levels. The most 

elementary one is the skin, which is the physical barrier to infection. Another level 

is constituted by the physiological conditions (such as pH or temperature) that pro

vide uncomfortable living conditions for foreign organisms. When pathogens enter 

the body, they encounter the innate immune system and then the adaptive immune 

system. Both systems consist of a multiplicity of cells and molecules that interact 

in a complex manner to detect and eliminate pathogens. The first system is not 

changed from the birth of the organism and it provides a rapid defense to keep an 

early infection in check, giving the adaptive immune system enough time to prepare a 

more specific response. The adaptive system learns how to recognize specific types of
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pathogens, and it retains memory of this for speeding up future responses. Both de

tection and elimination depend upon chemical bonds. The surfaces of immune system 

cells are covered with various receptors. Some of these receptors bind to pathogens 

and some others bind to other immune system cells or molecules.

The membrane system defined to describe the principal steps of innate immune 

system contains two membranes representing the first two levels of defense before 

going to the adaptive part of the immune system (that is located in the environment 

for this membrane structure). The attack of antigens is seen from the inside to the 

outside of the system, because the most internal region represents the external world, 

and the most external region represents the last, and more specific body defense. 

This choice is motivated by the increasing complexity of the processes that must be 

described.

Complement molecules are the primary chemical response of the immune sys

tem in the early stages of infection, and they are involved in two distinct phenomena, 

respectively, lysis and opsonization. Lysis is the process by which the complement 

ruptures the bacterial membrane; this action results in the destruction of the bac

terium. Opsonization refers to the coating of bacteria with the complement, causing 

the bacteria to be detected by macrophages (phagocytes which engulf cellular debris 

and pathogens). Macrophages have receptors both for certain kinds of bacteria and 

for complement.

Cytokines are molecules that act as a variety of important signals, and their 

release activates the next phase of the host defense, called early induced response. 

They are produced not only by macrophages and other immune system cells, but also
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by some self cells (which are not part of the immune system) when they are damaged 

by pathogens. Their major effect is to induce an inflammatory response, associated 

to some physiological changes (fever) which reduce the activity of pathogens and 

reinforce the immune response by triggering the production of acute phase proteins 

(APP), substances which bind to bacteria, thus activating macrophages or comple

ments. When infected by viruses, certain cells produce interferons, a family of cy

tokines, which inhibit the viral replication. Moreover, they activate certain immune 

system cells called Natural Killer (NK) that kill infected cells. NK cells bind to normal 

host cells, but they are normally not active because healthy cells express molecules 

that act as inhibitory signals. When some virally infected cells cannot express these 

signals they are killed by activated NK cells, that release special chemicals that trigger 

the apoptosis (death) on an infected cell.

P systems are topological spaces without a metric on objects, but a metric 

can be important when dealing with cellular reactions. The membrane system that 

is defined has rules which are not used like in the P systems, but in the way of Psim ; 

therefore, the process dynamics and effects are regulated at every step by the actual 

amounts of reactants. Every dissolving membrane delivers its content to the immedi

ately outer membrane, and every dividing membrane replicates its content inside the 

new membrane. The objects represent biological properties of the antigen, epitopes in 

all possible forms (before and after lysis), self cell receptors, complements, cytokines, 

APP as symbol for activation of macrophages, and apoptosis. The rules simulate 

the processes of entrance of antigens, replication, infection, lysis, opsonization, debris 

remotion, opsonized antigen remotion, antigen-macrophage complex, functionality
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restoration, cytokine production by macrophages, cytokines production by infected 

cells, APP production by cytokines, complement increasing by APP, macrophages 

increasing by APP, self cells immunization by cytokines, virus replication/inhibition, 

NK cell activation by interferons, interferon production by activated NK cells, apop

tosis, and self cell death.

In an organism the first response against an inflammatory process consists in 

the activation of recruitment of leukocytes. Activation relies on the complex func

tional interplay between the surface molecules. These molecules are differently ex

pressed by leukocytes circulating in the blood, and by endothelial cells covering the 

blood vessel. A leukocyte cell has some receptors on its surface that bind with coun

terreceptors located on the surface of the endothelial cells. These bonds slow down 

the initial speed of leukocyte. Moreover, some molecules, called chemokines, are pro

duced by the epithelium and by the bacteria that have activated the inflammation 

process. Chemokines can bind with the leukocyte receptors, producing signals inside 

of it. Such signals generate on the leukocyte surface new and different receptors that, 

while interacting with the endothelial receptors, strongly slow down the cell speed un

til it stops. There are four stages in the movement of the leukocyte: the initial state 

with fast circulating leukocytes into the blood, the rolling state, the activation state, 

and the final adhesion state. A membrane system representing this immunological 

phenomenon is described in [40], and then a simplified model with two membranes is 

analyzed by Psim.
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3.2 .3  C ell-M ed iated  Im m unity

From the simulation of the innate immune system using Psim  presented in the 

previous section, we move to the adaptive immune system modeled by client-server P 

systems and described in [32]. As we already mentioned, the most important function 

of the immune system is to distinguish between the harmless self and the potentially 

dangerous non-self. Adaptive immunity (or acquired immunity) is developed and 

modified throughout life by learning the specific antigens before removing them from 

the organism. The most important components of adaptive immune system are the 

major types of lymphocytes: T cells (80%) and B cells (15%). There are two adaptive 

mechanisms: humoral immunity and cell-mediated immunity. Humoral immunity is 

mediated by serum antibodies, which are proteins secreted by the B cells, while cell- 

mediated immunity consists of the T cells. Each T cell has many identical antigen 

receptors which interact with antigens.

T cells play a central role in the cell-mediated immunity. When a T cell recog

nizes a foreign antigen, it initiates several signaling pathways and the cell activates. 

The T cell activation is caused by an appropriate interaction between the T cells 

armed with T cell antigen receptors and the antigen cells. The antigen recognition 

initiates signal transduction, which can be broken down into a series of discrete steps 

that are related to various molecular events within the signaling pathways.

In order to model the T cell signaling network, a distributed version of P 

systems is used. The P system application of rules in a maximally parallel manner 

expresses the natural competition for scarce resources in the immune system. Com

munication and coordination is essential, and thus symport/antiport rules are consid
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ered for communication among membranes. Since the immune system environment is 

highly distributed, a new type of P systems, called client-server P  system  (CSPS), as 

defined in [33], is used to model the T cell signaling pathways and T cell activation. A 

client-server P system is a P system composed of elementary membranes (except the 

skin), with state objects modeling the states of the clients, and rule objects modeling 

the communication (by symport rules) between clients. Client-server P systems were 

theoretically investigated in [33], where it is proven that CSPSs of degree at most 4 

and using symport rules of weight at most 4 are computationally universal.

Starting from CSPS, a client-server P  simulator (CSPsim) is defined as a set 

of communicating automata together with appropriate internal transitions for each 

component, and communication steps between components. Each membrane of a 

CSPS corresponds to an automaton in CSPsim. The CSPsim adds to the abstract 

model both qualitative and quantitative features of the T cell signaling network, 

while a client-server P simulator with two clients has the same computational power 

as a Turing machine. These abstract simulators represent an intermediate step from 

a formal theory suitable for theoretical results to a software implementation of a 

molecular network.

The steps needed to obtain useful results from the software are as follows:

T cell real system CSPS CSPsim MOINET

For the implementation of T cell molecular networks model, it is used a new 

software environment called MOINET (MOlecular NET works) [33]. The software 

experiments provide data which is then statistically processed and interpreted. One 

of the main goals of statistics is inferring conclusions based solely on a finite number
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of observations about events likely to happen an indefinite (infinite) number of times. 

Nonetheless, the strength of conclusions yielded depends on the sample size upon 

which the analysis is based. In fact, in many cases a big difference appears between 

the minimum size required by statistics in order to make methods applicable, and the 

size that biological “wet” experiments can provide. This is why computer simulators 

for biological processes are needed: the use of such tools overcomes the problems 

of budgeting, since the cost per software experiment is low in comparison with the 

biological lab experiments. Therefore, data sets of a desired size can be obtained 

allowing for correct statistical inferences and hypothesis testing.

The results contribute to explaining how various factors determine differences 

in the formation and composition of the T cell antigen receptors signaling complexes, 

and how they drive different biological consequences of T cell signaling networks. The 

T cell behavior is determined by the signaling network that could engage various cell 

responses due to potentially different signal types, quantities, and durations.

3 .2 .4  P 5 3  Signaling P athw ays

ARMS (Abstract Rewriting system on MultiSets) is a simple model for chem

ical reactions and consists only of an alphabet of symbols (molecules) and a set of 

rewriting rules (reactions); hence, this is a one membrane P system with multiset 

rewriting rules. The rewriting rules are applied in parallel and, when there are more 

then one rule applicable to the same object, then one rule is randomly selected. An 

ARMS cannot be considered a P system because of the lack of a membrane structure. 

In [88], there is defined a type of ARMS, called ACS (Artificial Cell System), which 

has a membrane structure with multisets of objects associated to each membrane.
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The rules are still applied globally, meaning that there are no different rules for each 

membrane. The division and dissolution reactions are not implemented by rules as 

in standard P systems, but by using threshold values. A membrane disappears if the 

volume of membrane compounds decreases below a given dissolving threshold. When 

the volume of a membrane’s compounds increases above a given dividing threshold, 

a new membrane is created inside of it and the multiset of objects is divided into two 

multisets of random sizes between these membranes.

Various types of ARMS had been proposed and used, and we further refer 

to the ARMS with membrane structure presented in [89], which is equivalent to a 

P system with multiset rewriting rules and target indications. The system models 

the p53 signaling pathways and consists of two membranes (one for the nucleus and 

another one to enclose the cytoplasm) and 9 rules.

The p53 signaling network has been studied intensively because it plays a 

major role in cell survival, and it protects against genetic instability, which leads to 

tumor formation. The p53 protein is an important factor in regulating the response 

of cells to stresses and damage, mainly through the activation of genes involved in 

cell cycle control, DNA repair, senescence (aging), and apoptosis. In normal cells, 

p53 is an ephemeral and scarce protein because of its rapid degradation, and it exists 

in an inactive form. Once a cell has a DNA damage, p53 transforms itself from 

latent to active conformation and moves from the cytoplasm to the nucleus of the 

cell. Protein p53 has two levels of activation, depending on the level of DNA damage. 

The weakly activated p53 prevents damaged cells from proceeding in the cell division 

cycle and promotes DNA repair, while the highly activated p53 induces apoptosis and
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eliminates mutated or irrevocably DNA damaged cells [89].

The evolution of the p53 signaling network modeled by the ARMS with two 

membranes is then simulated on computer and the results agree with the biological 

facts: when the DNA damage increases, the p53 protein is activated and translocated 

from cytoplasm to nucleus; after the damage is repaired, the protein returns to the 

normal state.

3 .2 .5  E G F R  Signaling C ascade

In this section we describe a model for epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR) signaling cascade simulated by a continuous variant of P systems [82]. EGFR 

is an important biological target for the development of novel anticancer therapies and 

it had been investigated using mathematical formalization of differential equations, 

which is focused on the description of the change in concentration of the chemical 

compounds. The proposed continuous P system is a different approach of simulating 

the intracellular signaling networks by using a topological and modular view.

For the usual discrete P systems, the rules are applied in a maximally parallel 

way an integer number of times. A continuous P system can evolve in every instant 

by applying a maximal set of rules a positive real number of times determined by 

a given function K . This way of applying the rules is inspired from the in vivo 

chemical reactions evolution which is continuous and based on the concentration of 

the reactants. The objects also have non-negative real number multiplicities and take 

part of the continuous multisets. The rules are of the form «[ v ]{ —> u'[ v' )v  where 

the multisets u and v represent the reactants, the multisets v! and v' represent the 

products, and i is the membrane relevant for the reaction. A configuration E(t)  of a
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continuous P system at an instant t is given by a matrix of non-negative real values 

aij representing the multiplicity of the jth  object in the membrane % of the system. 

K(r ,  E ( t )) is the rate of application function and associates with each rule r and each 

configuration E(t)  a non-negative real value representing the rate of application of 

rule r. The standard P systems perform computations and produce results, whereas 

in the case of continuous P systems the evolution at various moments of time is 

significant.

EGFR signaling cascade is a complex process and it is modeled by more than 

60 proteins and complexes of proteins and 160 chemical reactions. The continuous P 

system consists of an alphabet of objects representing the proteins and the complexes 

of proteins, and a membrane structure with three regions (for the environment, the 

cell surface, and the cytoplasm). The initial multisets present in the regions have 

values of concentrations of substances from real experiments. For rules, the rate of 

application function is computed based on the Law of Mass Action, which means 

that the rate of a reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the 

reactants.

In order to simulate evolutions of continuous P systems on computers, they 

need to be approximated by discrete P systems. The effect of a rule r during an 

interval of time [t(, b+i] of length p — ti+\ — t i , for p  small enough, is approximated 

by pK(r ,  E(ti)).  By this approximation, a usual P system is obtained, which performs 

a finite number of steps and at each step the rules are applied pK(r ,  E(ti))  times, in 

a bounded parallel manner (as defined in Section 2.2).

The model of EGFR signaling cascade is implemented using CLIPS (C Lan
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guage Integrated Production System), which is an expert system tool that allows the 

construction of needed rules and objects. The evolutions of the continuous P sys

tem is approximated by computations of a discrete P system working in a bounded 

parallel manner of parameter p =  10-3 . The graphical results show the effect of 

concentrations of the most relevant proteins in the signaling cascade over time and 

suggest that the cascade is robust to variations in the EGF (epidermal growth factor) 

concentration, which agrees with experimental data. This model may be used for 

predictions and new hypothesis about the behavior of EGFR signaling cascade in the 

cell cycle and tumor genesis.

3 .2 .6  Q uorum  Sensing in B acteria

In [16], a new variant of P systems with generalized boundary rules is used to 

model the quorum sensing system of the marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri. The model 

provides a description for the reactions involved in the quorum sensing regulatory 

network in an arbitrarily large colony of bacteria seen as a whole complex system. 

Usually, bacteria are considered as independent organism, but certain bacteria, such 

as Vibrio fischeri. bacterium, exhibit coordinated behavior which allows an entire 

population of bacteria to regulate the expression of specific genes depending on the 

size of the population. This cell density dependent gene regulation system is known 

in literature as quorum sensing. In this way, bacteria can effectively communicate 

to each other by responding to changes in the concentration of the signal molecules 

present inside of them and in the environment.

The P system model used is a cell-like P system consisting of a number of 

compartments, which represent the bacteria placed inside of the skin membrane that
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represents the environment. The elementary membranes communicate only with the 

environment region and not directly to each other. Only 5 objects are necessary to 

encode the proteins and the complexes of proteins involved in the quorum sensing

k ■
process. The rules have the form: j  : u[ v ]i -4 u'[ v' ]i5 with the difference from the 

previous mentioned model (from [82]) being in the rate of application function that is 

replaced by a kinetic coefficient kj g R + associated with each rule j  (as a measure of 

rule’s reactivity). Using these kinetic coefficients and a mass action law, at each step 

only one rule is applied, meaning that the evolution of the system is not based on 

parallelism. The set of rules consists of 2 rules related to the environment membrane 

and another 12 which correspond to all inner regions representing the bacteria (all 

having the same label).

The P system defined to model the quorum sensing depends on the considered 

number of bacteria in the colony and on the choice of the real values for the kinetic 

coefficients associated with each rule. The system is implemented using Scilab, a 

scientific software package for numerical computations with a user-friendly interface. 

The behavior of the system is changing for populations of different sizes and, for this 

reason, it is important to see how a bacterium can sense the number of bacteria in 

the colony and respond (by producing light) only when the number of individuals is 

big enough. First, the model is simulated for a population of 300 bacteria and the 

graphical results show the evolution over time of the bacteria which respond and the 

number of signal molecules sent to the environment. The signal molecules accumulate 

in the environment until saturation (a specific threshold of concentration) and then 

bacteria are able to detect that the size of the population is big enough. Moreover,
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the evolution of a population of only 10 bacteria shows no coordination of the colony 

behavior.

The simulations indicate that Vibrio fischeri bacterium has a quorum sensing 

system where a single bacterium guesses that the size of the population is big enough 

and starts producing light. This bacterium massively produces signal molecules and, 

if the signals do not accumulate in the environment (meaning that the guess was 

wrong), then it switches off. On the other hand, if the signals do accumulate in 

the environment (meaning that the number of bacteria in the colony is big), then a 

recruitment process takes place and makes the whole population of bacteria to glow. 

These results agree with the in vitro experiments.

3 .2 .7  R esp iration  and P h oto sy n th esis  in C yanobacteria

Starting from the evolution-communication P system proposed in [26], a new 

probabilistic model was defined in [11], and then the mathematical model results 

were compared with the biology reality by simulations (for details about simulator 

see [11], [27]). The software was used to simulate simple biological phenomena re

lated to respiration in Escherichia coli and the interaction between respiration and 

photosynthesis in cyanobacteria.

In an evolution-communication P  system  (EC P system), there are two types 

of rules: rewriting rules for evolution and symport/antiport rules for communication 

that work simultaneously and independently. Each copy of a symbol (object) evolves 

according to given evolution rules that represent chemical reactions associated with 

the regions and described by rewriting rules. In the same time, symport/antiport 

rules are applied, simulating biochemical transport mechanisms present in the cell.
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The transport of molecules and chemicals (objects) across membranes can be passive 

or active. The transport is passive when molecules pass across the membrane from 

the compartment with a higher concentration to that with a lower concentration, 

and no energy is used for the transport. An example of passive transport is the 

entry of oxygen molecules by diffusion into the cell of Escherichia coli bacteria or the 

exit of carbon dioxide outside the bacterium. These two passive processes are both 

important for the aerobic respiration in Escherichia coli. The transport is active when 

molecules pass across the membrane from a compartment with a lower concentration 

to one with a higher concentration. In this case, it is necessary to consume some 

energy to accomplish the transport.

The symport of different substances is needed for bacterial growth. In Es

cherichia coli, the protons are moved in symport with either lactose, arabinose, or 

galactose. An example of antiport mechanism is the proton-sodium antiport found in 

many bacteria, where the main function is the maintaining of a constant concentration 

of either protons or sodium ions inside the cell [27].

The application of the rules of either type, evolution and symport/antiport 

rules, of an EC P system is made in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel 

way and the process is synchronized. Any computation, halting or non-halting, of a 

system is considered, corresponding to the biochemical transformations and transport 

processes in a living cell.

A software simulator is built to implement EC P systems with probabilities 

associated to rules implying a weak priority that solves the competition of rules for 

each copy of an object. The simulator takes, as input, the rules of the EC P system
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to simulate, the structure of the system, and the occurrences of the objects present 

at the beginning of the computation in the regions of the P system. In addition, 

it needs two types of probabilities for each rule: the probability to be available and 

the probability to win a conflict. The probabilities of rules to be available (given in 

the initial configuration) are independent of each other and also independent of the 

presence of objects. The probability of a rule to win a conflict over a symbol with 

other rules is computed at each step and is dependent on the coefficients associated 

with each rule (the initial coefficients are given). The phases followed by the simulator 

are: list all available rules, search for conflicts, solve the conflicts, execute the rules, 

and then repeat the process for a new step of computation.

A first interesting application on the simulator is an one-membrane EC P 

system with only one symbol a, two evolution rules: rq : a —> aa (representing 

associations) and r\ : aa —> a (representing dissociations), and equal probabilities. 

The model may be seen as describing the processes from the “origin of life on Earth” , 

[27]. Even the system could seem very stable, the results over 20000 steps show that 

the number of copies of symbol a is changing with large variations, meaning that the 

behavior of the system is unstable.

A biological component of the real cell is the enzyme which allow the chemical 

reactions to occur. In P system area, they are sometimes called catalysts and they 

had been used in many classes of P systems. Another concept present in biology is the 

activity rate of an enzyme, which is defined as the speed of the enzyme or the number 

of reactions that it can catalyze in a fixed unit of time. Every type of enzyme has 

its own activity rate, and this can change in time according to biological parameters
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dependent on the particular chemical reaction considered. Usually, each object in a 

classic P system has the same activity rate or velocity (at each step, each copy of an 

object is used, if possible). For the catalysts used in an EC P system different activity 

rates can be considered as the number of rules where the catalyst can be used in one 

step.

Respiration is the biological process that allows cells to obtain energy from a 

flux of electrons moving from electron donors to a final electron acceptor, which in 

most cases is the molecular oxygen. In Escherichia coli, as well as in other bacteria, 

the cell ability to consume molecular oxygen during the respiration is determined 

by the presence of two different enzymes that catalyze the final step of respiration: 

the reduction of molecular oxygen with protons and electrons. These two enzymes 

are: cytochrome bd and cytochrome bo. The activity rates of these two enzymes are 

different, according to the percentage of saturation of molecular oxygen.

The simulator is used for a simple EC P system with one membrane that mod

els the consumption of oxygen in the respiration process of Escherichia coli in three 

different cases: when only cytochrome bd enzyme is present, when only cytochrome bo 

is present, and when both are present. The system has as parameters the number of 

copies of oxygen objects (nanomols of oxygen) and the number of copies of enzymes 

(unit enzymes). The results showing the oxygen consumption, represented as dia

grams, are compared for the three cases and for different quantities of enzymes. The 

difference between the cases when the enzymes are used separately and when they 

are used together is not large; when the two enzymes are used together, the speed of 

the consumption of oxygen is approximately half of that when only the enzyme cy
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tochrome bo is used, and then doubled when only the enzyme cytochrome bd is used. 

In practice, a stronger difference can be noticed when the quantity of oxygen available 

is very low and the affinity of the two enzymes becomes a fundamental parameter.

In Escherichia coli, the consumption of molecular oxygen is related to the 

translocation (pumping out) of protons outside the cell. Specifically, cytochrome bo 

enzyme translocates two protons for every electron transported to molecular oxygen, 

while cytochrome bd enzyme translocates only one proton for every electron. Given 

the situation where only consumption of molecular oxygen and translocation of pro

tons are taken into consideration and where only one type of enzyme is present, the 

results show the accumulation of protons in the environment after a number of steps 

(each step is equivalent to 60 minutes).

These results may be very helpful in academic studies and bioindustrial activ

ities because enzyme activity or enzyme quantity cannot be measured in intact cells, 

while oxygen measurements are laborious and time consuming.

Respiration process can be found also in cyanobacteria, which is the largest 

group of aquatic photosynthetic prokariotes. Cyanobacteria have the ability to per

form both processes of photosynthesis (within the thylakoid membranes) and of res

piration (within the plasma membranes and thylakoid membranes). The process of 

photosynthesis consists of using electrons from water to reduce carbon dioxide, pro

ducing other chemicals. The first reaction in photosynthesis is the splitting of water, 

at the expense of light energy, to produce molecular oxygen, protons, and electrons. 

In respiration, the opposite process occurs: water is produced by the consumption of 

oxygen during its combination with protons and electrons, as in Escherichia coli. In
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cyanobacteria, there is a strong interaction between respiration and photosynthesis: 

the oxygen produced by photosynthesis in the inner membrane (thylakoid membrane) 

is used in the cell membrane for respiration and, in the same time, the carbon diox

ide produced by respiration in the cell membrane is used in the inner membrane for 

photosynthesis.

The EC P system considered to model the processes of respiration and pho

tosynthesis in cyanobacteria consists of two membranes, one for the cell membrane 

and one for the thylakoid membrane. The system is closed, meaning that there is no 

exchange of chemicals with the environment (oxygen and carbon dioxide are not in

troduced in the system). Water and light are supposed to be present in inexhaustible 

quantities. The results show that after some time (one step of computation is equiv

alent to 10 minutes) the oxygen stops to accumulate and there is the same amount 

of oxygen in the cell membrane as carbon dioxide in the thylakoid membrane. The 

simulation of the EC P system was considered in two situation: with oxygen present 

in the initial configuration and without, the difference between the results was only 

in the number of steps needed for the system to get at the same state.

In cyanobacteria, it is possible to inhibit the production of oxygen during 

photosynthesis by adding a synthetic chemical inhibitor called diuron. Using diuron 

in low concentration, it is possible to decrease the production of oxygen by 50%, while 

the consumption of oxygen is not modified. This known biological fact is obtained 

by simulation of an EC P system in two cases: with oxygen present in the initial 

configuration and without. The addition of diuron to the system changes the results 

only in the increasing number of steps (time) needed. To verify these simulation
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results, the real values were considered for cyanobacterium Synechocystis PC C  6803.

The process of proton translocation is considered in the case of another 

cyanobacteria, Anacystis nidulans. The proton translocation consists in the pumping 

of protons, outside the cell, when oxygen is consumed; therefore, the decrease of oxy

gen concentration inside the cell corresponds to an increase of proton concentration 

outside the cell. To model only the reaction involving oxygen and protons in the 

process of pumping of protons in Anacystis nidulans, it is considered an EC P system 

with two membranes, the cyanobacterium cell and the environment. The consump

tion of oxygen takes place inside the cell membrane, and by using the symport rule 

present here, the protons are sent out and accumulated in the environment. One step 

of simulation corresponds to 2 minutes, and the results indicate that after a few steps 

the amount of oxygen in the cell is the same as the amount of protons accumulated 

outside. The number of steps always depends on the initial configuration.

Using the basic definition of an EC P system plus additional features, and an 

improved simulator (in order to consider, for example, the fact that the affinity of 

enzymes is involved in the oxygen concentration), other biological processes could be 

modeled.

3 .2 .8  P h o to sy n th esis

All cells are surrounded by a plasma membrane, which is made of a bilayer of 

phospholipids. Within this membrane is the cytoplasm, which is composed of fluid 

and organelles of the cell. There are many enzymes embedded in the membranes 

of organelles which act as catalysts for biochemical reactions taking place in a cell. 

Because the membrane of a living cell is not a thin film but a complex structure, it
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is natural to consider the inner region of a membrane in between the two layers of 

phospholipidic molecules. In this direction, a first extension of standard P systems is 

considered in [69] and [TO], i.e., P systems with inner regions of membranes, besides 

usual regions delimited by membranes.

The inner region of a membrane is hydrophobic because there are hydrocarbon 

chains of lipids inside the membrane and phosphoric acids outside. The structure of 

the membrane induces a selective permeability for molecules. Small molecules, such as 

H20 , 0 2, or CO2 , easily go through membranes. On the other hand, large molecules 

and all ions cannot diffuse across membranes. However, the proteins embedded in 

the membrane control transportation of ions and large molecules. The membranes of 

living cells and the organelles in cells discriminate between the inside of the membrane 

and the outside.

The computational power of the family of P systems with inner regions of 

membranes is identical to that of standard P systems. In [69], it is proven that 

P systems with inner regions of membranes of degree 1 and with one catalyst are 

universal.

The complex process of photosynthesis is analyzed more in depth by extending 

the P systems with inner regions of membranes to R -subset transforming systems with 

membranes, as in [69] and [70], where real values are allowed for multiplicities.

Photosynthesis of plants is a process which occurs in chloroplasts. A chloro- 

plast catches light energy, converts the energy into chemical energy, and produces 

starch from C 0 2, H20 , and chemical energy. In a chloroplast, there are many 

membrane-surrounded structures called thylakoids. The region inside the thylakoid
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membrane is called lumen; the space between the chloroplast envelope and thylakoids 

is called stroma. Photosynthetic reactions are classified into two groups: light re

actions and dark reactions. Light reactions separate water into O2 and H+ , reduce 

NADP (Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate) to NADPH, and synthesize 

ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate). The enzymes which act as a catalyst of light reac

tions are embedded in the thylakoid membrane. Dark reactions make starch from 

C 0 2 and H20  using the reduction power of NADPH and the chemical energy of ATP. 

Dark reactions occur in stroma. In moderate luminosity, the products of light re

actions are all consumed by dark reactions. If the light is strong or dark reactions 

stop, then the products, NADPH at stroma and H+ at lumen, become harmful to the 

structure of chloroplasts. Plants have a mechanism, called photoinhibition, to depress 

light reactions in high luminosity.

The R-subset transforming system, called Photo, is constructed to model light 

reactions and photoinhibitions of photosynthesis, by considering probabilities asso

ciated to chemical reactions. Photo has three regions: the stroma, the inner region 

of the thylakoid membrane, and the lumen. The envelope membrane of chloroplast 

is the skin membrane of Photo. The system behaviour is then simulated on a com

puter with various parameter values and different initial R-subsets. When no light 

is present, the simulation of Photo shows soundness. The photosystem decreasing 

activity is effective in preventing damages caused by a low pH under strong light 

conditions. Photoinhibition reactions are important for the chloroplasts. Photo is 

sensitive to the threshold of pH suggesting that different thresholds correspond to 

different plants which grow under different light conditions. Photo is insensitive to
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the threshold of NADP for photoinhibition. This may suggest that photoinhibition 

is triggered mainly by pH.

The results obtained by Photo are compared to the ones from a model of 

photosynthesis using a conventional method based on differential equations. The tra

ditional model is a dynamical system of three differential equations which are highly 

nonlinear and cannot be solved analytically. Numerical integration on a computer 

gives the behavior of the variables of the differential equations, but it is much sim

pler to construct a model using P systems and to simulate it on a computer than to 

construct a system of differential equations and then integrate it numerically.

As said before, there are many other applications of P systems in biology, but 

we stop here, since we already have an image about the usefulness of this approach, 

as well as a hint about the many modifications of various ingredients of P systems 

which were introduced in this framework.

3.3 A p p lication s in  C om puter Science

Inspired from biology, membrane systems are computer science devices equal 

in computing power to Turing machines and used for solving hard decision problems, 

but also in many other applications. We mention here only several applications: 

in computer graphics (where the compartmentalization seems to add a significant 

efficiency to well-known techniques based on L systems, [47]), in devising sorting and 

ranking algorithms [8], [9], handling 2D  structures [29], etc.
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3.3 .1  S ta tic  Sorting P  S ystem s

This section refers to the application of P systems for sorting problems (strong 

sorting, weak sorting, and ranking) that are very important in computer science and 

for which many algorithms, both sequential and parallel, were developed. As for 

now, the time complexity remains at least 0 (n log(n)) for the sequential case and 

0( log2n ) for the parallel case. In [8] and [9], we find a study of various algorithms 

based on different models of P systems and their time complexities with respect to the 

maximal number of integers to be sorted or to their sum. The feature shared by these 

algorithms is that the input components are placed in an initial input membrane, 

and the computation dissociates this input according to the relation order among the 

multiplicities of components. In this way, the sorting is interpreted as the order of 

elimination of the objects. The idea behind many of the algorithms is to consume 

objects from all components at once and, when one component is exhausted, to 

trigger a signal to find the next component to be eliminated. In other algorithms, a 

comparator is developed, which can be used practically in any sorting network design. 

For most of the algorithms, the time complexity will be also linear, while for others it 

will depend on the largest multiplicity. For solving a practical problem, the algorithm 

has to work in a deterministic or confluent way and this is because the answer of the 

problem has to be received in a specified time. In addition, the system has to stop or 

reach an equilibrium state after finishing the computation so that the output can be 

read.

Weak sorting is an algorithm which processes a multiset (the multiplicities 

represent the integers to be sorted) and gives as a result a multiset, the weak sorting
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string, where the objects’ multiplicities are ordered. The strong sorting algorithm 

outputs the objects with the same associated multiplicities as in the input multiset, 

but present in a multiset, the strong sorting string, in increasing order of their mul

tiplicities. Finally, the ranking algorithm produces a word, the ranking string, of 

objects ordered according to their multiplicities from the input multiset.

A first algorithm for the integer sorting problem uses a P system with pro

moters and cooperating rules. In the case of promoters, the rules are applied only in 

the presence of certain objects which can evolve at the same time as objects whose 

evolutions they support. The time complexity for the strong sorting algorithm with P 

systems with promoters is 2k + 1, where k is the number of elements to be sorted, and 

it is constant with respect to the values of the elements. The number of elements of 

the system’s alphabet is exponential with respect to k. In this algorithm, the sorting 

is successful only if all the integers are different. To solve the general problem, the P 

system is changed to reduce the problem to the sorting of different numbers. By using 

inhibitors, it can be specified when the execution of some rules should not happen, 

and the production of objects is driven in the right order. The time complexity for 

the strong sorting algorithm with P systems with inhibitors is 2k.

Another biologically inspired model is represented by P systems with weak 

priorities. In nature, systems evolve according to rules that usually are in some 

ordered relation. Moreover, systems evolve in time according to sequences of rules 

based on the priorities, in parallel, up to some moment when they reach an equilibrium 

state. Using weak priorities means that in one step of computation the rules are 

applied in a sequence according to the priority relation as much as possible for a
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specific rule, and in the maximally parallel manner for those rules for which the 

relation is not defined or rules that have the same priority (with competition for 

objects if it is the case). The time complexity for the strong sorting algorithm with 

P systems with weak priorities is 2 plus the sum of all the elements to be sorted.

Using strong priority means that in one step of computation only the rules 

with the highest priority are applied in the maximally parallel manner, regardless of 

whether rules with a lower priority can be used for the remaining objects. The use 

of strong priority controls more strictly the computation process and, as a result, the 

degree of sensitivity is smaller than in the model where the weak priorities are used. 

Another one membrane P system is built, using strong priorities among rules with 

finite-states catalysts. A s-stable catalyst has s states C \ , , cs and by applying a 

rule this catalyst may switch between states. The time complexity for the strong 

sorting algorithm using P systems with strong priorities and s-stable (,s =  k +  1, 

where k is the number of integers to be sorted) catalysts is equal to the sum of the 

elements to be sorted, plus their maximum.

Another sorting algorithm is implemented by a P system with membrane dis

solution. If a rule x —► y5 is applied, then the objects of x are consumed, the objects 

of y are produced, the corresponding membrane is dissolved, and all its contents pass 

to the upper region. The time complexity for the weak sorting algorithm with P sys

tems with object rewriting rules is 2k2 +  3k +  4. but the number of different objects 

used is exponential with respect to k, where k is the number of elements to be sorted.

If the P system allows mobile catalysts (that can be moved from one region to 

another), the time complexity for the strong sorting algorithm is linear with respect
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to the maximum number of elements to be sorted, and it also depends on the number 

of components to be sorted and on the sum of the elements.

One of the sorting algorithms is Bead Sort. The construction from [12] uses a 

tissue-like P system implementing this algorithm. In such a system an antiport rule 

of the form ( i , x\ y, j )  means the simultaneous exchange of objects of multiset x from 

cell i with objects of multiset y from cell j .  The number of cells is k x rn, where 

m  =  m ax{rii , . . . ,  nk}. The positive integers rii, . . . ,  nk to be sorted are represented 

by a set of “beads” and they slide along the “rods” to their appropriate places. This 

simple idea is also used in [9] for the construction of a tissue-like P system with “rods” 

represented by cells that can communicate (the membrane structure is of degree 

m x k  +  k, where rn x k represents the rn rods with k levels) and beads represented by 

objects from multiset x placed inside membranes (and a special object #  to represent 

the absence of a bead). Thus, the problem is solved in a purely communicative way. 

The time complexity of this solution is linear, but the features used are quite powerful 

(antiport rules of unbounded weight), the descriptive complexity of the solution is 

rather high (m x k +  k membranes), the initial data has to be a priori distributed 

among the m  x k cells, and the result is obtained in the environment.

A study on this topic was also done in [30], where the P systems with in

hibitors/promoters and symport/antiport rules were used to develop comparators and 

then to organize them in a sorting network. The input data was placed in different 

membranes and the computation started operating on elements already dissociated. 

A P system with symport/antiport rules and priorities was constructed to compare 

the multiplicities of a single object. The result was not obtained in a halting con
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figuration but in a stable one, meaning that there were rules still applicable, but 

their application did not change the string/object contents of the membranes or the 

membrane structure. The time complexity was linear with respect to the number of 

components, and the number of membranes used in the computation was proportional 

to the number of components.

Also in [30], it is presented an algorithm that implements a weak sorting using 

a rewriting P system with symbol objects and with weak priorities for rules having at 

most two objects on the left hand side. The idea behind this algorithm is the parallel 

simulation of an odd-even sorting network. The time complexity for the weak sorting 

algorithm with P systems with rewriting rules is 2k +  1, where k is the number of 

elements to be sorted. This idea of parallel simulation of an odd-even sorting network 

is further used in [9] for an evolution-communication P system with non-cooperative 

evolution rules without target indications and symport/antiport rules of weight 1.

We end this section about static sorting P systems by pointing out an interest

ing result concerning this topic: starting with objects that do not have any order and 

are mixed together in a multiset, the order is constructed by computing. Many types 

of membrane system models are investigated and they behave in slightly different 

ways when addressing the same problem.

3 .3 .2  Sub-L P S ystem s U sed  In C om pu ter G raphics

In this section we describe a model which simulates the growth and the devel

opment of living plants, with a variety of information regarding the behavior of the 

modeled plants as well as graphical representations of the simulation. The approach 

from [47] develops a model and a specification language based on L systems models
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and their use in graphics. This approach presents a more modular view on modeling 

in general and plant development in particular.

Among the commonly used models to represent plants graphically are those 

based on grammars. L systems model is the most widely studied for plant represen

tation. This is a string-rewriting model, which was inspired by the developmental 

processes occurring in simple algae. String rewriting in L systems proceeds in paral

lel, unlike Chomsky grammars, where rewriting is sequential; this creates an analogy 

with cellular growth and division, which also proceeds in parallel in multicellular 

organisms. Many extensions of L systems have been suggested, and each increases 

the power of the model in a different direction. An advantage of L systems is that 

they are developmental mechanisms. Not only do they construct a plant structure 

as it would exist at one particular moment in time, but they describe its growth and 

development.

The most widely used plant simulation package is L-Studio/cpfg and it uses 

the combination of L systems and turtle interpreter (for more information see [53]). 

It consists of two parts: L-Studio is the integrated development environment where a 

designer creates and edits models, while cpfg is the software that runs simulations of 

the models and produces graphical output using a turtle interpreter. Here, a “turtle” 

is a cursor that moves and rotates in space, drawing lines in its path. The symbols 

in the L system string are interpreted as drawing commands by the turtle, thus 

producing plant-like shapes. These commands instruct the turtle to move forward, 

rotate, and draw lines, while many other commands exists for fine-tuning the drawing 

process.
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Rewriting rules have been introduced in P systems with the specific motivation 

of capturing aspects of modularity typical of some of the existing extensions of L 

systems. In this respect, rule rewriting can be interpreted as an operation to develop 

a particular substring inside a region of the system in the form of a rule that can 

be moved from one region to another and used to insert the substring into another 

string present in the system. Both rules and strings can be moved, but rules can be 

moved only as a consequence of the rules applied to the strings currently associated 

with the various regions of the system. In a sense, this feature introduces a certain 

level of interaction among the strings in various regions of the system.

The new model that is introduced in [47], called sub-LP system, is based on 

recursive strings of symbols, parametric symbols, rewriting rules that include com

munication and dissolution (these may be either conditional or non-conditional), mi

grating numerical variables and migrating arithmetical rules. The rules are applied 

in parallel and it is assumed that no conflicts occur between rule targets. Membranes 

are used to separate the structure of the system into regions, each of which performs 

a computation. When regions do not communicate, each performs an isolated compu

tation. Membranes are labeled with distinct positive integers. A membrane’s region 

may contain any number (or none) of variables, arithmetical rules, string rewriting 

rules, and other membranes. Every membrane contains one and only one symbol 

string. Thus, sub-LP systems are hierarchically structured just like P systems. The 

top-level membrane is known as the skin membrane. The skin membrane and its 

symbol string are the only required components of a sub-LP system.

A software system has been prepared for testing the sub-LP systems models.
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SubLP-Studio is a Java application (see [46]) which produces models and simulates 

their behavior. As it obtains symbol strings at each simulation step, it passes them 

to cpfg for rendering. Reusing cpfg makes the software simpler. Also, the comparison 

of L systems and sub-LP systems is more objective, since the interpreting mechanism 

is kept constant.

P systems are systems of nested membranes. This nested representation im

plies a tree-like hierarchy of regions, which has an analogy with branching in plant 

structures. This analogy is only loosely used in sub-LP systems, as branching is mod

eled by both grammatical rules and membrane nesting. Allowing this option gives the 

designer freedom to either exploit the representational compactness of L system-like 

grammatical rules, or to use membranes to localize computation.

3 .3 .3  A n  A n alysis o f  a P u b lic -K ey  P ro to co l w ith  M em branes

This section presents an approach belonging to the membrane computing area 

used to address a well known combinatorial problem: the analysis of cryptographic 

protocols. In [65], is described and logically analyzed the Needham-Schroeder public 

key protocol (NSPK), which has a well known solution, so that the results can be 

compared and validated. The approach taken here consists of the exploration of the 

state space of the protocol for a systematic search of attacks. More interesting is 

the study of the representation and generation of states, rather than a new search 

strategy. This approach is motivated by the opinion that the representation of data 

is a central problem in biocomputing.

The goal of the logical analysis is to find an interleaving of elementary actions 

(sending and answering messages) that allows an intruder to obtain confidential in
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formation. Cryptographic protocols define the exchange of a few messages between 

parties in order to distribute some secret data like cryptographic keys or to authen

ticate themselves. These messages are built with cryptographic primitives, like en

cryption, signature, or hash functions, and therefore the security of protocols relies 

on the strength of the cryptographic functions in use. However, it appears that even 

though these functions are assumed unbreakable, the security of a protocol can be 

compromised by an unexpected interleaving of messages between honest agents and a 

malicious intruder which has some limited control over the communication network. 

Such attacks can be realized at almost no computational cost and they can have disas

trous consequences. Various formal methods have been proposed for the automation 

of the analysis of the vulnerability of cryptographic protocols to logical attacks, both 

for searching for flaws of this kind or for the formal proof of their absence.

In this section, we describe an experiment using membranes for modeling the 

NSPK cryptographic protocol and finding attacks by state exploration. The declara

tive style of membrane computing framework is strongly advocated by the intruder- 

centric model which is generally considered in order to apply formal methods to 

cryptographic protocol verification. In this model, the agents executing the protocol 

communicate asynchronously via a unique channel which has been compromised by 

an intruder. The intruder is able to spy and divert every message on the channel, 

and to analyze read messages, with the restriction that he must know the appropri

ate encryption key in order to decipher an encrypted message. It can also build and 

send new messages, possibly under a fake identity. The global state of the system 

can hence be represented by a heterogeneous set containing the local states of each
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agent (with a bounded memory), the messages known to the intruder, and the mes

sages sent and not yet received by an agent. The actions of the agents, receiving and 

sending messages, as well as of the intruder, can be modeled using rewriting rules on 

multisets.

The description of the protocol involves two different kinds of components: 

entities and evolution rules. The entities are records and evolution rules are given by 

rewrite rules. A system state is a finite collection of entities of three kinds: agents, 

messages transmitted through the network, and messages components memorized by 

the intruder. The model is organized into the following parts: record definitions are 

used to describe the three kinds of entities; various predicates, which are used to 

select from the set of reacting entities a specific entity of a given kind -  an agent 

or a message; rules specifying the abilities of the intruder to collect all the messages 

that have been exchanged between agents and extract pertinent information; rules 

specifying the abilities of the intruder to produce fake messages from the information 

gathered; rules specifying the receiving and sending of messages by agents (such rules 

are defined as reactions between an agent and a received message which fulfills some 

conditions); and rules implementing a state exploration procedure which halts with 

a predicate checking whether a bad state is reached, and whether the search of an 

attack is successful.

The idea to implement the logical analysis of NSPK is to aggregate all the 

entities involved into the protocol in a single multiset acting as a chemical solution 

containing the agents, the messages, and the revealed information. The agents and 

the intruder will react with messages to augment the solution with new information.
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All information is in the solution at the same level. The basic idea is to generate 

all strings of bounded length made of four symbols representing an evolution of one 

of the agents. The combinatorial generation of such a string can be done randomly. 

The use of membranes permits to handle correctly the fact that an agent may have 

to react to more than one message, leading to more than one evolution of the state.

To validate the new model of the logical analysis, it is implemented using the 

MGS programming language. MGS is a research project devoted to the design and the 

development of a programming language dedicated to the simulation of biological 

processes [48]. Based on topological distances, MGS supports the notion of transfor

mation: a localized computation specified by rules. Thus, MGS can potentially be used 

to process membranes, despite the fact that the MGS project focuses on the design of a 

programming language rather than the development of a well founded computational 

model.

The problem of finding attacks of protocols is highly undecidable, the state 

space being infinite for several reasons: the unboundedness of the number of agents 

present, the ability of agents to generate new random data, the unlimited size of terms 

generated by the intruder. The problem of protocol security becomes decidable when 

the number of agents considered is bounded (whenever there exists an attack, there 

exists an attack involving messages of a bounded size). Note that another version of 

this experiment is described and fully detailed in [66]; it goes further by generalizing 

the approach to the exploration of general state spaces and does not rely on the 

assumption that attacks involve messages of bounded size. The complete running 

code of the two versions has been implemented in MGS and it is detailed in [66].
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3 .3 .4  M em brane A lgorithm s

In [71], a new type of approximate algorithm for optimization problems, called 

membrane algorithm, is proposed. A membrane algorithm consists of several regions 

separated by means of membranes; in each region, few tentative solutions of the 

optimization problem and a sub-algorithm are placed. In every region, the solutions 

are updated by the sub-algorithm simultaneously. The best and worst solutions, 

with respect to the optimization criterion, in a region are moved by transporting 

mechanisms to adjacent inner and outer regions, respectively. By repeating this 

process, a good solution will appear in the innermost region. The membrane algorithm 

repeats updating and transporting solutions until a termination condition is satisfied. 

The best solution in the innermost region is the output of the algorithm.

A membrane algorithm borrows nested membrane structures, rules in mem

brane separated regions, transporting mechanisms through membranes, and dynamic 

structures of rules and membranes from P systems, and uses all these membrane 

computing ingredients to solve NP-complete optimization problems approximately.

The algorithm solves the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) using as sub

algorithm in the innermost region the tabu search (search a neighbor of the tentative 

solution by exchanging two nodes in the solution and, in order to prevent a node 

from appearing in the same solution twice, a tabu-list which consists of nodes already 

exchanged is constructed). For an instance of the TSP, randomly there is constructed 

one tentative solution for the innermost region and two tentative solutions for every 

other region. For all the other regions, the sub-algorithms used resemble genetic 

algorithms (recombine the two solutions or, if the solutions are identical, then the
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recombination produces no new solutions).

The membrane algorithm is implemented using the Java programming lan

guage. Computer experiments show that the membrane algorithms solve the TSP 

better than the simulated annealing algorithm. The more membranes a membrane 

algorithm has, the better obtained the results are (of course, the computation time 

is proportional to the number of membranes). All programs used in the computer 

experiments can be downloaded from

h t t p : / / www. comp.pu-toyama. a c . j p /n ish id a / .

This algorithm is improved by incorporating the concepts of tissue P systems 

and of P systems with a dynamic membrane structure. A compound membrane 

algorithm has two phases: first, a number of membrane algorithms produce good 

solutions from randomly generated initial solutions; then, these solutions become the 

initial solutions of the second phase. The compound membrane algorithm always 

outputs almost strict solutions; but, on a single processor, the computation time of 

the compound membrane algorithm is, as expected, much longer than that of the 

simple membrane algorithm. However, because in the first phase the membrane al

gorithms work completely independent, the compound membrane algorithm can be 

easily implemented on a distributed computing system, and the computation time 

will then be only twice as long as that of a simple membrane algorithm. Another im

provement is to use shrink membrane algorithm by incorporating dynamic membrane 

structures and having different membrane algorithms in the first and second phases 

of the compound membrane algorithm.
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3.3 .5  C om p u tation a lly  H ard P rob lem s

In this section, we mainly follow the survey from [84], which shows that mem

brane computing provides efficient solutions to decision problems through families of 

cell-like membrane systems, stressing on the SAT problem, as we have a solution for 

it in Section 5.6.

There are many theoretical requirements for a P system to provide an algo

rithmic solution to an abstract decision problem, such as all computations of the 

system must halt (providing a positive or negative answer to a particular instance a 

problem). Also, the system must be confluent. This is a generalization of the notion 

of determinism because it is required that all possible computations to provide the 

same answer.

There are significant differences between the solutions, dividing them into two 

groups: the semi-uniform solutions, which associate with each instance of the problem 

one P system to solve it, and the uniform solutions, which associate with each possible 

size of the instances of the problem one P system to solve all instances of that size.

Another possible classification can be considered with respect to the existence 

or not in the system of a membrane where the input data is introduced before the 

computation starts. Usually, the semi-uniform solutions are performed by P systems 

without input, whereas the uniform solutions are performed by P systems with input.

In order to accept or reject an input, it should be enough to read the answer 

of any computation of the system. Hence, it is necessary to require a condition 

of confluence in the following sense: every computation of the system is a halting 

computation, and, on the same input, all computations have the same output. A
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recognizer P  system is a P system with external output such that all computations 

halt and, only in the last step of the computation, either object yes or object no (but 

not both) must be released into the environment.

Recognizer membrane systems without input membrane require the confluence 

condition: all branches of a computation associated with an instance eventually reach 

a unique configuration. Using this type of P systems, the decrease in the execution 

time from exponential to polynomial is achieved, but with the use of an exponential 

amount of space, this space is created in polynomial time. This is possible in various 

types of membrane systems through membrane division [77] (repeat the division of 

membranes in order to obtain 2” membranes in n steps), membrane creation [52] 

(new membranes are produced under the influence of the existing objects in a mem

brane), string replication [25] (in a rewriting membrane system using string objects, 

exponentially many strings are generated in linear time), or by using precomputed 

resources [79] (starting from an arbitrarily large initial membrane structure, without 

objects placed in its regions, both objects and rules related to a given problem are 

introduced in a specified membrane).

A construction is semi-uniform if the systems of the family solving the decision 

problem are constructed starting not from the size of an instance, but from an instance 

only (for each instance of the problem a P system associated with it is constructed). 

A semi-uniform solution to SAT problem is presented in [91] and for HPP in [83].

Now, we briefly recall some of the efficient solutions of NP-complete problems 

in the framework of P systems without input, described in a semi-uniform way.

In [5], a linear time solution to SAT through P systems with active mem
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branes without polarizations is presented, but using some membrane rules (merging, 

separation, and release).

The first efficient solution to HPP by P systems is presented in [59], but using 

rules for d-division, with an arbitrary d (a solution to Vertex Cover is also provided 

in this paper). This result about HPP was improved in [73] by using only rules for 

2-division. Other efficient solutions to SAT and HPP are given in [25], through P 

systems using string replications, and in [36], through P systems using precomputed 

resources.

Recognizer P systems with input membrane solve hard problems in a uniform 

way in the following sense: all instances of a decision problem that have the same 

size are processed by the same system, to which an appropriate input that depends 

on the concrete instance is supplied. This method for solving problems provides a 

general purpose algorithmic solution, meaning that a system constructed to solve an 

instance of the problem can also be used for solving another instance of the same size.

The first efficient and uniform solutions to numerical NP-com plete problems 

were given in [81] where a solution to the Knapsack problem was presented. A uniform 

solution to Multiset 0 — 1 Knapsack problem is given in the same framework in [72]. 

For SAT, there are many different types of P systems that solve it in a uniform 

manner, e.g. in [83], Different efficient solutions to graph problems (Vertex Cover, 

Clique) in a uniform way are presented in [7]. Another general problem, the Common 

Algorithmic Decision Problem, is solved in quadratic time by a uniform construction 

in [84],

Solutions to NP-complete problems are looked for in this framework by making
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use of appropriate families of recognizer P systems that can be constructed in a 

semi-uniform or uniform way. We have discussed here the differences between these 

constructions, and we have presented a short survey of some solutions known in the 

current literature of membrane systems.
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CHAPTER 4

OPERATIONS FROM BRANE CALCULI

4.1 M a te /D r ip  O perations in P  S ystem s

Membrane computing tries to abstract computing models, in the Turing sense, 

from the structure and the functioning of the cell, making use especially of automata 

and language theoretic tools, while brane calculi (introduced in [23]) pay more atten

tion to the biological reality and have as a primary target systems biology. Various 

operations with membranes appear in both areas, fully idealized in the former area, 

less idealized in the latter. For instance, an important distinction concerns the role the 

membranes play in the two fields: separators of compartments in membrane comput

ing, with the computation done inside the regions, and main objects in brane calculi, 

with the emphasis put on the structure, properties, and evolution of membranes. In 

particular, in the latter case the membranes are the support of bio-chemistry, with 

the proteins embedded in them being central to the cell evolution, rather than the 

chemicals from the compartments.

We start from the four basic operations from brane calculi (mate, drip , pino, 

exo), and we consider them as operations in a P system; hence, they are used in a non- 

deterministic and maximally parallel manner. With membranes we associate multisets 

of proteins, which are supposed to be placed on membranes and visible/accessible from

85
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both sides of them. Different classes of proteins associated to the membranes were 

considered: the peripheral proteins, which are linked only to the external or to the 

internal side of the membrane (proposed in [38] and also investigated in [19]), and 

integral (or trans-membrane) proteins (considered in [24]), which span the cellular 

bilayer and thus have part of their molecule on either sides of the membrane. We 

consider only the latter case, where the proteins are available for the rules placed in 

the regions inside and outside the membrane.

In the following results, we work only with mate  and drip  rules, and that is 

why we only define here these operations:

mate. [ ]ua[ ]t>  ̂ [ ]uxv>

drip. [ ]uai) > [ ]ux[ ]d;

where u, v, x E P* and a € P. for a specified alphabet P  of proteins.

In a m ate/drip  rule, the length \uav\ (the total multiplicity of the multiset 

represented by uav) is called the weight of the rule. When using a m ate/drip  rule, 

the membranes from its left hand side are consumed and the membranes from the 

right hand side of the rule are produced instead. Similarly, the protein a specified 

in the left hand side of rules is consumed, and it is replaced by the multiset x. All 

other proteins which mark the membranes that are consumed remain unchanged, and 

they are transferred to the newly created membranes. In the case of mate  rules, all 

proteins are placed on the new membrane; in the case of drip rules, the proteins of the 

old membrane which are not involved in the rule are non-deterministically distributed 

to the new membranes. Note that the evolution is parallel at the level of membranes,
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but sequential at the level of each multiset marking a membrane: at most one protein, 

a, evolves by applying a rule, and at most one rule is applied to each membrane in 

one step (but using a rule is obligatory if this is possible).

D efin ition  4.1 A P  system with m ate /drip  rules of degree m  is a device of the form:

II =  (P,fx,u1, u2, . .. ,um,R),

where:

1. P  is an alphabet (finite and non-empty set) of proteins;

2. n is a membrane structure with at least two membranes, m  >  2;

3. Ui , . . .  ,um are multisets of proteins placed on membranes of fj. at the beginning 

of the computation (we assume that the membranes in fi are labeled from 1 to 

rn; the skin membrane has label 1 and u\ =  A);

4. R  is a finite set of m ate/drip  rules, of the forms specified above, using proteins 

from the set P.

Note that the skin membrane has no protein associated, because no rule can 

be applied to it (it only delimits the system from its environment). In each step of a 

computation, each membrane and each protein can be involved in only one rule; the 

skin membrane never evolves.

A computation is successful only if it halts, and in the halting configuration, 

there are only two membranes, the skin and an inner one. The result of a successful 

computation is the number of proteins which mark the inner membrane in the halting
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configuration. We can also take as the result of a computation the vector which 

describes the multiplicity of objects placed on the inner membrane in the halting 

configuration (as in [24]). The set of all numbers computed by II is denoted by iV(II), 

and the family of all sets iV(IT) computed by P systems II using at any moment during 

a halting computation at most m  membranes, and mate, drip  rules of weight at most 

p , q, respectively, is denoted by N O P m(matep,dripq); if we consider the result as 

vectors of numbers, then we obtain P sO P m(matep, dripq).

4.2 C om p u tin g  Pow er

Here, we consider the m ate/drip  rules from brane calculi and some related op

erations for the cooperative/non-cooperative evolution of proteins on the membranes 

without changing the membrane structure:

cooev [ ]ua > [ ]«x, 

ncooev [ ] „ - ►[  ]*,

where u, v, x € P* and a G P, for a specified alphabet P  of proteins.

In all rules we can also have polarizations, one of + , —, 0, which can be changed 

when applying the rule; for instance, we can have a mate  rule of the form

r i° r i-  M+ .
L iu a l  iv  I Juxv

The family of vectors of numbers generated by a P systems with at most 

m  membranes, using mate rule of weight at most p and drip  rules of weight 

at most q, cooperative evolution rules and all three polarizations is denoted by 

P sO P m(matep, dripq, cooev, 3pol)\ when only two polarizations are used we write 2pol
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instead of 3pol. When one type of rules is not used, then the respective indication 

(■matep, dripq, or cooev) is omitted.

In [19], it is proven that N O P ^ m ate^  drip4) =  N R E , by simulating a register 

machine. This result holds also for vectors of numbers. With a smaller number of 

membranes and rules of smaller weights, we can generate at least the Parikh images 

of matrix languages.

T heorem  4.1 P sM A T  C PsOPz(m ate2, drips).

Proof. We simulate a matrix grammar G =  (N\ U N2 U {5 } , T, S, M ) without appear

ance checking in the binary normal form.

We construct the P system with m ate/drip  rules

n  =  {P, [ [ ] ],  A,  X initAinitc, R ) ,

with the alphabet

P  = Ni U N2 U{ Xi  I X  e W,1  < i <  n}

U {x | x G (N2 U T)*, |x| <  2}

U {c,c' ,c", f ,  # } ,

and the rules from the set R  as constructed below.

We start from the initial configuration [ [ ] x initAiriitc \ \  and, in this way, the 

matrix of type 1 is already simulated.

For a matrix mi  : (X  —> Y, A  —> x) of type 2, we introduce the rules from 

Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Theorem 4.1 (simulating a matrix of type 2).

Step Rules Type

1 [ ] x A c ~ * [  ] X i [  }Ac drip

2 [ ] cA[  } Xi  —► [ ] cxXi mate

3 [ ]xiC —► [ ] y [  ] c drip

4 [ ] y [ ] c [ ] y c mate

We replace the terminal matrices (X  A, A x) with (X  —> / ,  A  —> x). For 

completing the computation (when /  is introduced), we also consider the rules from 

Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Theorem 4.1 (simulating a matrix of type 3).

Step Rules Type

1 [ ] c / - [  ]c'[ ]/ drip

2 [ ]/[ ]c -► [ ]d mate

3 [ ] ^ [  ] c " [  ]A drip

4 [ ] c " [  ]A —  [ ]A mate

In order to ensure that the computation halts only when simulating a terminal 

derivation in G  (in the halting configuration [ [ ]X]A). we introduce the following rules:

[ ]c * [ ] # #  [ ].X>

[ ] / - > [  ] # # [  ] a ,

[ ] a - > [  ]##[ ] a ,  for all A e  N 2,
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We have the equality \ht ( L ( G )) =  P s ( II).

As an open problem remains, the question if this inclusion is proper.

In the following theorems, we also use evolution rules, alone or together with 

m ate/drip  rules.

T heorem  4 .2  PsOPi(ncooev) =  PsR EG .

Proof. C Just out together all rules; we get a pure context-free grammar; hence, the 

generated language is context-free, and its Parikh image is in PsR E G .

2  For a regular grammar G  =  (A, T, S, C), we construct the P system

u  =  (p , [ ] , \ , s , r ),

with the alphabet

P  =  N U T ,

and the set R  consisting of the following rules:

[ ]a  [ ]aB ,  for A - > a B  e C ,

[ ]a ~*[  ]a> for A  ► a G C,

[ ] > ! “+[  U,  for A e  N.
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T h eorem  4.3 P sM A T  C PsO P\ (cooev, 2pol).

Proof. For a matrix grammar G =  (Ni U N2 U { S} , T,  S, M)  without appearance 

checking in the binary normal form, we construct the P system

n  — (-P] [ ]i X - in i tA in i t i  -P ) !

with the alphabet

P  =  jVi I X  e  N u l <  i <  n}

U { x  | x 6  (N2 U T)*,  |x | <  2 } ,

and the rules from the set R  as constructed below.

The computation starts from the initial configuration [ ]°xin itA init anT  in this 

way, the matrix of type 1 is already simulated.

For a matrix m, : (X  —> Y, A  —> x) of type 2, we introduce the rules from

Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Theorem 4.3 (simulating a matrix of type 2).

Step Rules Type

1 [ ]°x -  [ ]°Xi cooev

2 [ ]°xlA -  [ cooev

3 [ &  -  [ ]°r cooev
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If Y  =  A, the previous rules simulate a type 3 matrix.

We also introduce the following rules in order to prevent the incorrect halting 

of the system:

[ ]°x  -> l for X  e  AT,,

[ R  ^  [ ]V  for A e  N 2.

T heorem  4 .4  P sO P ± (m a te 2, d r ip 2, cooev, Spol) =  P s R E .

Proof. We start from a matrix grammar with appearance checking in the binary 

normal form, G =  (N , T, S', M, F),  where iV =  ^  U jV2 U {S', # } ,  and we construct 

the P system

II =  (-P, [ [ ] [ ] ] ,  A, XinitAinit, Ci, R),

with the alphabet

P  = N 1 U N 2 U { X i \ X  G N ! , l < i < n }

U { x  | x  € ( N 2 U T)*,  |x| <  2}

U {Cl, . . . , c 5, / , / ' , # } ,

and the rules from the set R  as constructed below.

The computation starts from the initial configuration with polarizations 

[ [ }xinuAinit[ ]ci]a and, in this way, the matrix of type 1 is already simulated.

A matrix m* : ( X  —> Y, A —> x)  of type 2 is simulated by the rules from 

Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 Theorem 4.4 (simulating a matrix of type 2).

Step Rules Type

1 [ ]°x -  [

[ &  -  [ ]%

cooev

cooev

2 [ ]°XtA  -  [

[ ]°2 -  [ ]°J  ]°4

cooev

drip

3 [ e , -  [ ]* ,

[ 12. -  [ E,

m ate

cooev

4 [ ] *  -  [ ]y.

[ E» -  [ £

cooev

cooev

A matrix m* : (X  —> Y, A  —> # )  of type 3 is simulated by the rules from 

Table 4.5.

We replace the terminal matrices (X  A —* x) with (X  —> / ,  A —* x). For 

completing the computation (when Y  =  f  in a type 2 matrix), we use the rules from 

Table 4.6.

To ensure a correct halting of the system, we also add the rules:

[ ] # # - [  H I  ]#•

[ f i t  ]#  -  [ ]##■

In this way we proven that P sO P ^ m ate2, drip2, cooev, 3pol) 5  P sR E  and the 

proof ends.
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Table 4.5 Theorem 4.4 (simulating a matrix of type 3).

Step Rules Type

1 [ f t  -  [ f t ,  

[ f t  -  [ f t

cooev

cooev

2 [ }0X iA  [ ft##>

[ f t  -  [ f t [  f t

cooev

drip

3 [ f t [  f t - [  f t ,  

[ f t  -  [ f t

mate

cooev

4 [ f t  -  [ ft , 

[ f t  -  [ f t

cooev

cooev

Table 4.6 Theorem 4.4 (simulating the end of computation).

Step Rules Type

1 [ ]} -  [ f t ,  

[ f t  -  [ f t

cooev

cooev

2 [ 1%  -  [ ft# # -  

[ f t  -  [ f t [  f t

cooev

drip

3 [ f t [  f t  -  [ f t ,  

[ f t  -  [ f t

mate

cooev

4 [ f t f  f t  -  [ f t mate

5 [ f t  -  [ ]°x cooev
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C H A PTE R  5

P SYSTEM S W ITH PRO TEINS ON M EM BRAN ES

5.1  T h e  M o d e l

In “standard” membrane computing (we refer the interested reader to [78], 

[79]), one works with multisets of objects placed in the regions delimited by the 

membranes of (in general, cell-like) membrane structures and the evolution of these 

objects is based in most cases on multiset rewriting rules and/or on communication 

rules, e.g., on symport/antiport rules ([75]). However, in biology, many reactions 

taking place in the compartments of living cells are controlled/catalysed by the pro

teins embedded in the membrane’s bilayer. For instance, it is estimated that in the 

animal cells, the proteins constitute about 50% of the mass of the membranes, the 

rest being lipids and small amounts of carbohydrates. There are several types of such 

proteins embedded in the membrane of the cell; one simple classification places these 

proteins into two classes, that of integral proteins (these molecules can “work” inside 

the membrane as well as in the region outside the membrane), and that of peripheral 

proteins (macromolecules that can only work in one region of the cell) -  see [2]. In 

the new model, we try to capture features of both these types of proteins.

In turn, in brane calculi introduced in [23], one works only with objects called 

proteins placed on membranes, while the evolution is based on membrane handling
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operations, such as exocytosis, phagocytosis, etc. The two approaches are somewhat 

dual to each other (membrane operations are used also in membrane computing), 

and it is just natural to combine features from the two areas. Investigations in this 

direction were already started in [24], using brane calculi operations in a P system 

framework (multisets of objects placed on membranes and handled only by membrane 

operations controlled by these objects), as well as in [2 2 ] and [28].

We consider a restrictive case, where the “main” information to process is 

encoded in the multisets from the regions of a P system, but these objects evolve 

under the control of a bounded number of proteins placed on membranes. Also, the 

rules we use are very restrictive: move objects across membranes, under the control 

of proteins, changing or not the objects and/or the proteins during these operations. 

In some sense, we have an extension of symport/antiport rules, with the mentioning 

that we always use minimal rules, dealing with only one protein, one object inside 

the region, and/or one object outside of it.

The control by means of proteins embedded in the membrane bilayer can be 

used also for more complex symport or antiport rules, maybe obtaining in this case 

easier universality proofs, but we do not go in this direction (as we have already 

seen, minimal symport -  hence uniport -  and minimal antiport lead to universal

ity). Moreover, we can use the proteins not as reactants, as “partners” of the ob

jects which evolve, but as promoters or inhibitors of rules handling objects from the 

compartments. The essential difference from the case we consider here is that the 

promoters/inhibitors do not diminish the parallelism; one single promoter/inhibitor 

can enhance/forbid the use of arbitrarily many rules.
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A similar strategy considering operations with multisets controlled by objects 

placed on membranes was recently followed in [28]; however, with considerable dif

ferences from the case considered here, in [28], one provides an exchange between 

compartment multisets and membrane proteins, but the system can also use opera

tions with membranes, etc.

In the P systems which we consider below, we use two types of objects, proteins 

and usual objects; the former are placed on  the membranes, the latter are placed in  

the regions delimited by membranes. The fact that a protein p  is on a membrane 

(with label) i is written in the form [ .p|. Both the regions of a membrane structure 

and the membranes can contain multisets of objects and of proteins, respectively. For 

instance, the expression

[ 1P1P21 a3bd [2pz| b5cd2 ]2] 1

indicates that we have a membrane structure with two membranes, labeled 1 and 2 , 

with the inner membrane 2  containing the multiset of objects b5cd2 inside its region 

and the protein pz on it, while in region 1  we have the multiset of objects asbd and the 

respective membrane is marked (to follow the terminology from [28]) by the multiset 

of proteins p\p 2 -

We consider the following types of rules for handling the objects and the 

proteins; in all of them, a ,b ,c ,d  are objects, p  is a protein, and i is a label ( “res” 

stands for “restricted”):
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Table 5.1 Restricted rules.

Type Rule Effect

Ires [*Pl« liP\b

b[iP\ modify an object, but not move

2 res liP\a -►a \iP\

a[iP\ \iP\a move one object unmodified

3res [M a b[iP\

a[M -> \iP\b modify and move one object

4res a[iP\b ~* b\iP\a interchange two objects

5res d{iP\b - * 4iP\d interchange and modify two objects

In all cases above, the protein is not changed; it plays the role of a catalyst

assisting the evolution of objects. A generalization is to allow rules of the forms as in

Table 5.2 (now, “cp” means “change protein”), where p .p' are two proteins (possibly

equal; if p =  p', then the rules of type cp become rules of type res).
An intermediate case is considered, whereas of changing proteins, but in a

restricted manner, by allowing at most two states for each protein, p, p, and the rules

either as in the first table (without changing the protein), or changing from p  to p

and back (like in the case of bistable catalysts). Rules with such flip-flop proteins are

denoted by n f f , n =  1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5  (note that in this case we allow both rules which do

not change the protein and rules which switch from p  to p  and back).

In both cases of rules for type cp and for type / / ,  we can ask that the proteins

are always moved in their complementary state (from p  into p  and vice versa). Such
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Table 5.2 Change protein rules.

Type Rule Effect (besides changing also the protein)

lcp \iP\a -*• [$t\b

a iiP\ b[tP'\ modify an object, but not move

2 cp liP\a a iiP'\

a[tp\ —> move one object unmodified

3cp [jP|a -> b[j /1

a[tp\ —> [jP'lb modify and move one object

4cp a \iP\b ~ * b^p'la interchange two objects

5cp a iiP\b ('[tp'\d interchange and modify two objects

rules are said to be of pure cp or / /  type, and we indicate the use of pure cp or / /  

rules by writing cpp and f f p ,  respectively.

We can use these rules in devices defined in the same way as the sym- 

port/antiport P systems (hence, with the environment containing objects, in arbi

trarily many copies each -  we need such a supply of objects, because we cannot 

create objects in the system), where also the proteins present on each membrane are 

mentioned.

D efin ition  5.1 A P system with proteins on membranes is a device of the form 

II (O, P , /r, w j z i ,  ■ • •, E , R\,  • ■ ■, Rmi io)•>

where:
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1 . m  is the degree of the system (the number of membranes);

2 . O is a finite set of objects;

3. P  is a finite set of proteins (with O fl P  =  0);

4. [i is the membrane structure;

5. w i , , wm are the (strings representing the) multisets of objects present in the 

m  regions of the membrane structure //;

6 . Zi, . . . ,  zm are the multisets of proteins present on the m  membranes of /i;

7. E  C O is the set of objects present in the environment (in an arbitrarily large 

number of copies for each);

8 . R \ , . . . ,  Rm are finite sets of rules associated with the m  membranes of /r;

9. i0 is the output membrane, an elementary membrane of p.

The rules can be of the forms specified above, and they are used in a non- 

deterministic and maximally parallel way: in each step, a maximal multiset of rules 

is used, that is, no rule can be applied to the objects and the proteins which remain 

unused by the chosen multiset. As usual, each object and each protein can be involved 

in the application of only one rule, but the membranes are not considered as involved 

in the rule applications; hence, the same membrane can appear in any number of 

rules at the same time.

If, at one step, two or more rules can be applied to the same objects and 

proteins, then only one rule will be non-deterministically chosen. At each step, a
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P system is characterized by a configuration consisting of all multisets of objects 

and proteins present in the corresponding membranes (we ignore the structure p,, 

which will not be changed, and the objects from the environment). For example, 

C  =  W i /z i , . . . ,  wm/ z m is the initial configuration, given by the definition of the P 

system. By applying the rules in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel manner, 

we obtain transitions between the configurations of the system. A finite sequence of 

configurations is called computation. A computation halts if it reaches a configuration 

where no rule can be applied to the existing objects and proteins.

Only halting computations are considered successful; thus, a non-halting com

putation will yield no result. With a halting computation, we associate a result in the 

form of the multiplicity of objects present in region iQ in the halting configuration. 

We denote by N(H)  the set of natural numbers computed in this way by a given sys

tem FI. A generalization would be to distinguish the objects and to consider vectors 

of natural numbers as the result of a computation, but we do not examine this case 

here.

We denote, in the usual way, by N  O Pm{pror fist-of-types-of-rules) the family 

of sets of natural numbers N(U)  generated by systems II with at most m  membranes, 

using rules as specified in the list-of-types-of-rules, and with at most r proteins present 

on a membrane. When parameters m  or r are not bounded, we use * as a subscript.

5.2 C om p u tation al R esu lts  for th e  G enerating  M ode

Clearly, rules of type 3 are more general than those of type 2, and rules of 

type 5 are more general than those of type 4; in turn, rules cp are more general than
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rules / / ,  which are more general than the rules res. Finally, non-restricted rules of a 

given type, cp or / / ,  are more general than using pure rules of the respective types. 

Thus, all proofs which involve rules of a particular form are also valid for rules of the 

more powerful form (and this observation will justify the corollaries of the theorems 

from next sections).

Then, it is easy to see that any rule \jP\a —> [.p'\b of type 1 cp can be simulated, 

in two steps, by rules of type 3cp: [{p\a —>■ b^p], b[jp\ —> [iP'\b-

Therefore, the families of sets of numbers generated by systems using on ly  

one type of rules are included in one another as suggested by the diagrams from 

Figure 5.1.

3 cp

5 cp

3/ /
2  cp1  cp

4 cp

3 res
I f f 4/ /bres

1  res 2  res

Figure 5.1 Relationships between the types of rules.

The rules of type 2res correspond to uniport rules, while rules of type Ares 

correspond to minimal antiport rules. Is is important however to note that in our 

case the number of proteins never changes; hence, at a given step the number of rules 

which can be used is bounded by the number of proteins (hence the parallelism is
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restricted in this way).

Fortunately enough, in the proof of the universality of P systems with minimal 

symport/antiport rules from [6 ], NOP^{sym\ ,ant i\)  =  N R E ,  the parallelism is also 

bounded. Consequently, we have the following result:

T h eorem  5.1 ./VOP3 (pro*; a/3,7 <5) =  N R E ,  for all a  G {2 ,3}, (3,8 G

{ r e s , f f , c p } ,  7  G {4 ,5}.

As expected, when we use the rules from above, where proteins control the 

operations of passing objects through membranes in the symport/antiport manner, 

improvements of this result can be obtained (while the proof is much simplified) -  see 

Theorem 5.4.

Not for all combinations of rules we get the universality. For instance, because 

the rules of forms 1, 4, and 5, of any type res, f f ,  cp, never change the number of 

objects. Systems using only rules of these types can compute only sets of numbers 

consisting of a single number (the initial one present in the system).

Similarly, if we use rules of both types 1 res  and 2res, then we can produce 

only finite sets of numbers: the system cannot reach a configuration with more objects 

than the number of objects present inside it in its initial configuration and also halt. 

The reasoning is the following: in the skin membrane (the only membrane that can 

bring in the system new objects), we cannot have rules of types Ires or 2 res  bringing 

in the system objects which are present in the environment in arbitrarily many copies, 

because such a rule would be applied indefinitely, so the system will never halt. Thus, 

the only rules that can bring objects from the environment would be rules applied to
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objects that were expelled from the system, and the number of such objects is finite 

( as many as they were present in the system at the beginning of the computation).

5 .2 .1  U n iversa lity  for O ne T yp e  o f R ules

Now we start to investigate classes of P systems with rules like the ones above, 

which are computationally complete, able to characterize N R E ,  and begin by con

sidering systems in which only one type of rules is used.

T h eorem  5.2 NOPi(pro2,2cpp) =  N R E .

Proof. We consider a register machine M  =  (m, B, l0, lh, R) without direct loops in 

the ADD instructions and we construct the system

n  =  (0 , P , [x ]1,X/l0p , E , R 1, 1),

with the following components:

O =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m }  U {q  | I G B }  U {c, d},

P  =  { /,( ' , l " \ l £ B } U { p , p ' , f } U { p , \ l e B } ,

E  =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m } U {q  | I € B }  U {c, d},

and the following rules in Ri.

1. For an ADD instruction l\ : (ADD(r), l2, 13)  G R, we consider the rules

Or[^il| > [-̂ 2 |Ct)

When protein l\ is in membrane 1, one of these two rules is applied non-

deterministically. This leads to a copy of object ar being brought in region

1  and protein li being changed into / 2 or l3.
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2. For a SUB instruction ft : (SUB(r), Z2, ft) £ -ft we consider the following rules (we 

also specify the proteins present on the membrane):

Table 5.3 Theorem 5.2 (simulating a SUB instruction).

Step Proteins Rules

1 ft and p c iA M  -»■ i A K

2 ft and p [iPlcji -»■ q J ^ I  and 

d U i \  -»■ [iP'\d

3 p' and ph [xpix\ar —»■ ar[1ft'|, if ar exists, and 

ctiP'l -»■ [{P"\c

4 p" and (ph or ft') [jft'lc c[1 Z2| or 

[jPjJc -> c[1 Z3|, and 

[\P"\d -> dtiPl

When protein ft is present on the membrane, we apply the rule q, [ f t  | —> [1ft |c^, 

which changes the protein ft into ft, and moves one copy of q t inside.

In the second step, we apply both rules at the same time. By applying the first 

rule, object q, is sent out and protein p  is changed into pit ; while by applying 

the second rule, object d is brought inside and protein ft is changed into p'.

At step 3, we send inside the object c and we change protein p' into p". If we 

have at least one copy of object ar inside the region, we can also apply the rule 

[1P/1 |ar —> ar[1 ft/|, which sends out object ar and changes the protein pil into ft'.
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At the last step, we send out object d while changing the protein p" into its 

original form, p. If at step 3 we have sent out a copy of object ar, then we can 

apply rule —> c[1 Z2|, which sends out object c and changes protein /" into 

l2. If at step 3 we have not applied rule [1p; 1 \ar —> ar[1 /2/|, then we still have 

protein ptl on the membrane, and we apply rule [jP/Jc —> c[1/3|, which sends 

out object c and changes protein p;, into 1%.

After applying all these rules, we change the protein l\ into l2 or /3, depending 

on whether or not we can send out an object ar, and this way we simulate the 

SUB instruction.

3. When the HALT label lh is present on the membrane, no further instruction can 

be simulated, and the number of copies of a\ in membrane 1 is equal to the 

value of register 1 of M.

C orollary 5.1 N O P m(pror\2cpp) =  N O P m{pror \ 3cpp) =  N R E ,  for all m >  1, 

r >  2 .

A similar result can be obtained for rules of type 3 / /  (but without a bound 

on the number of proteins).

T heorem  5.3 7VO.Pi (pro*; 3 / /p )  =  N R E .

Proof. We consider a register machine M  =  (rn, B, l0, 1̂ , R). For each label I £ B, 

we consider a pair protein -  object (I, p); in the proof, we use the same subscripts 

for I and g. The set of all objects g from a pair (/, g), with I £ B,  is denoted by C.
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Let w{B)  be the multiset which contains each I £ B  exactly once. We construct the 

system

II =  (O, P, [j ]v g o /w (B )p ,E ,R i , l ) ,  

with the following components:

O =  {g, g', g", g'", glv \ g e  C }  u {ar 11 <  r <  m},

P  =  { l , l ' \ l e B } u { p , p ' } ,

E  — {ar | 1 <  r <  m},

and the following rules in R\.

We start with one copy of each I £ B  present on the membrane, together with 

the protein p, and with the pair object of the initial label Iq, that is go, in the region.

1. For an ADD instruction li : (kDD(r),l2 ,h) & R, we consider the rules from 

Table 5.4(when specifying the proteins, we mention only those of interest for 

the use of the rules in that step).

We start with gi inside and all labels from B  on the membrane, and we end 

with one of the symbols g2 or g3 inside, plus one extra copy of ar , and again 

with all labels on the membrane. At step 2 , we apply only two rules in parallel: 

the first one, to bring one copy of ar inside, and only one of the following 

four rules, depending on the protein present on membrane, p  or // , and non- 

deterministically between symbols g2 and g3.
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Table 5.4 Theorem 5.3 (simulating an ADD instruction).

Step Proteins Obj. inside Rules

1 h  and (p or p' ) 9\

2 l[ and (p or p') aAiA\ [ 1^1 |ur and 

9'i[{P\ -»■ [iP'1^2  or 

g'i[iP'\ -► \iP\92 or

9\[{P\ -»• [1 P'\9s or 

-»■ iiP\93

2. For a SUB instruction li : (SUB(r), l2, la) E R, we consider the rules from Ta

ble 5.5.

We start with object g\ inside, and at step 1, we send it out modified into g[.

The rule [^ll^i —> also changes the protein l\ into l \ .

At step 2 , object g\ is moved inside and changed into g", and the protein p  is 

changed between its non-primed version and its primed version. If there is at 

least one copy of ar inside, we can also apply the rule [ 1 / ( |ar —> a ^ l i|, which

sends out ar and changes protein l[ into l\.

We now have two possibilities: one, when at previous step, we have sent out ar, 

and one when we have not. In the first case, at step 3 when we have protein li 

on the membrane, we change it into l[, and we also send out object g'{, modified 

into g%'.

At step 4, we change back protein l'x into li, and we bring in object g'~", modified
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Table 5.5 Theorem 5.3 (simulating a SUB instruction).

Step Proteins Obj. inside Rules

1 li and (p or p') 9i [ M 9 i ^  9 i h li\

2 l\ and (p or p') [1 Z'1 |ar —* ar[1 /i|, if ar exists, and

g'AiPl -»■ liP'Wi or 

g'AiP'l -»■ [iP\g'(

3 (li or ![) and (p or p') 9i [Mg"  or 

[ M 9 i ^ g t \ M

4 (l\ or /() and (p or p') 92 [ A  \ -»■ [i^i 1̂ 2 or

9l3[iP\ -»• [iP’\93 or 

9z[  iP'\ [lPl^3

into g2. In the second case, at step 3 when we have protein l\ on the membrane, 

we change it into li, and we also send out object g'[, modified into g™. In the 

last step, we bring in g™, modified into gs , but we do not bring it through the 

li protein as we need it unchanged, so we bring it using the protein p/p'.

3. We also consider the following final rules:

tip\9h -^gdiP'l, 

t ip'\dh -»■ gĥ Pl,

which remove the pair object of the HALT label leaving in the system only objects 

from the output register.
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When the computation in M  stops, that is, the pair object of lh is introduced 

in the system, the final rule is used and the computation in II also stops. The number 

of copies of ai in membrane 1 is equal to the value of register 1 of M.

As previously mentioned, no other classes of systems using only one type of 

rules can be universal.

5 .2 .2  U s in g  T w o  T y p e s  o f  R u le s

We pass now to the case when rules of two types (not proven above to be 

separately universal) are considered.

We start by giving the result mentioned above, improving the result in Theo

rem 5.1.

T h e o r e m  5 .4  NOPi(pro2;2res,Acpp) =  N R E.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we consider a register machine M  =  

(m, B, /0- lh, R) without direct loops in the ADD instructions.

Given such a register machine, we construct the system

n  =  (O ,P , [1 }v c'c"/l0p , E , R 1,l ) ,

with

0  =  E U{c ' ,c"} ,

p = {i, i', r, r , r\ieB} u m,

E  =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m }  U {d},  

and the following rules in Ri.
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1. For each ADD instruction l\ : (ADD(r), Z2)13)  in R, we introduce in R\  the rules 

from next table.

Table 5.6 Theorem 5.4 (simulating an ADD instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 li and p ar[1Zi|c/ —► d[-J,2 \ar or 

ar[1 Zi|c/ —> c^^la,.

4cpp

4cpp

2 (Z2 or Z3 ) and p c V I  [iPW 2 res

The fact that the simulation of the ADD instruction is correct is obvious. The 

rules of type 4cp are in the strong form since the register machine does not have 

any direct loops. Step 2 above can be simultaneous with step 1  in simulating 

any other instruction because the protein p  is not involved in step 1 .

2. For each SUB instruction l\ : (SU B (r), Z2, Z3 ) 6  R  we consider the rules from the 

next table, where the rules are given according to the steps when they are used.

When protein l\ is present on the membrane, the 4cp rule d[1 /i|c // —> c'^Zj \d is 

applied like an antiport rule for objects d and c". This rule also changes protein 

li into l[.

In the second step, object c" is brought inside and, if a copy of ar is present 

in region, another copy of object d is interchanged with ar and protein l[ is 

modified into Z".

At step 3, if we have protein l\ on the membrane (i.e., at step 2 , there was no
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Table 5.7 Theorem 5.4 (simulating a SUB instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 l\ and p d[iZi|c" —► cf'U'^d 4cpp

2 l[ and p \ar —»■ ar [ 1 d , if ar exists, and

c"[iP\ -»■ h p W

4cpp

2 res

3 (l[ or I") and p d^l'Hd’ -► c/,[1 /,i,/|d or

d l A W  -»■ d '[xli \ d

4cpp

4cpp

4 (I™ or /j") and p d[1/"'|d —> d[xl2\d or 

d[iZ™|d —► d[t l3\d, and

c"[ipI Up W

4cpp

4cpp

2 res

copy of object ar inside the region), we change it into l\v. In the other case, 

when we have protein I" on the membrane, we change it into In both cases, 

we interchange the objects d and c".

In the last step, object c" is sent inside (in order to be available for simulating 

future SUB instructions) by applying again the 2res rule from step 2, and either 

protein I"' is changed into l2, or protein l\v is changed into /3. When we change 

the protein, one copy of object d from the environment is interchanged with 

another copy of d from inside the region.

3. When the label lh of the HALT instruction of M  is introduced, we use the rules

{Jhlx —► xljhl,  for x £ {c',c",d},
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in order to “clean” the membrane of other objects than a\, and the computation 

halts.

The equality N (M ) =  N(H)  is obvious, and this completes the proof.

C o ro l la ry  5.2 NOP^pro^otP,^) — N R E , for all a E {2 ,3}, (3 E {res,  f f , c p j ,  

7  E {4cpp,Acp, bcpp, 5cp}.

The problem of obtaining a similar result remains open for a, (3 as in the 

Corollary 5.2 and 7  E {4res, 5res, 4 / / ,  5 / / } .

T h e o r e m  5.5 NOPi(pro2;2res, 1 cpp) =  N R E .

Proof. We consider a register machine M  =  (m, B , l 0,lh, R) and we construct the 

system

If =  (0 , P , [x ]v \ / l 0p , E , R i , l ) ,  

with the following components:

O =  {ar, a!r , a" \ 1 <  r <  m }  U {c, d, d, d'},

P  =  { l , l ' , l " , r \ l E B } U { p , p ' } ,

E =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m ]  U {c},

and the following rules in R\.

1. For an ADD instruction li : (ADD(r), l2 , 1 3) E R, we consider the rules from 

Table 5.8.

When protein li is present on membrane 1, a copy of object ar from the envi

ronment is changed into a'r , and protein /1  gets primed. At step 2 , the object
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Table 5.8 Theorem 5.5 (simulating an ADD instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 li and p lcpp

2 l\ and p [ / l K 2 res

3 l\ and p [j/ila'r -> [j^lar or

[l^l \®r *

lcpp

lcpp

a'T is moved inside and, at step 3, is changed into ar, while one of the proteins 

/2, l;i is, non-deterministically, introduced.

2. For a SUB instruction li : (SU B (r), /2, h)  G R, we consider the next rules.

Table 5.9 Theorem 5.5 (simulating a SUB instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 li and p 4 M  ^  d i j n lcpp

2 l'{ and p [ xI'l|ar —»■ [ j I'" a". if ar exists, and lcpp

d [{P\ d'[iP'\ lcpp

3 {l'{ or /"') and p' d ! [ -> c '^ k | or lcpp

—> c'^l 2|, and lcpp

Up ' K  -»• < V 'I 2 res

4 (l2 or l3) and p' c'tiPl c[iP| lcpp
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When protein l\ is present on the membrane, we apply the rule c[1Zi | —> ri[ x Z" |, 

which changes the protein l\ into l'{, and also changes one copy of c into d.

In the second step, the object d gets primed and, if we have at least one copy 

of object ar inside the region, then we can also apply the rule [fl"\ar —> [1 Z"/{a", 

which changes ar into a" and also the protein I” into I"'.

At step 3, if protein I" is still present, then we change it into Z3, in the presence 

of object d', which is transformed into d.  This corresponds to the case when no 

copy of ar was present. If we have protein I"' present, then also a" should be 

present; we use the rules —► c/[1 Z2| and [fp’fi” and in this way

the simulation of the SUB rule is completed: the protein Z2 is introduced (while 

changing d! into d),  and a” is sent to the environment.

The last step (step 4) is just changing back the protein p' into p and the object d  

into c, and thus we reach a configuration similar with the one when we started 

the simulation, meaning that another simulation of a rule from the register 

machine can proceed now.

3. When the HALT label lh is present on the membrane, no further instruction can 

be simulated, and the number of copies of object ai present in membrane 1 is 

equal to the value of the output register of M.

The observation that all rules of type 1 cp are pure completes the proof. 

T heorem  5.6 NOP\{pro*; l r e s ,2 f f p )  =  N R E .

Proof. We consider a register machine M  =  (m, B,  Z0, hi-. R)- As in the proof of
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Theorem 5.3, for each label I e  B,  we consider a pair protein -  object (/, g)\ in the 

proof, we use the same subscripts for I and g. The set of all objects g from a pair (I, 

g), with I G B,  is denoted by C. Let w(B)  be the multiset which contains each I G B  

exactly once. We construct the system

II =  (0 ,P , [x ]1,g0/ w ( B ) p , E , R 1, l ) ,

with the following components:

0  = {fl-r | 1 <  r <  m }  U {g, g', g" \ g G C},

p  = {I,I' | I G B } U { p , p ’},

E  = {Clr | 1 <  r <  m },

and the following rules in R l

1. For an ADD instruction li : (ADD(r), Z2, 1$) G R, we consider the rules from 

Table 5.10.

First, we send out the object <7 1 , change the protein l\ into l\ , and then we bring 

one copy of ar inside, and we change the protein back into l\ according with 

the 2 / /  rule. One of the two Ires rules is non-deterministically applied and 

object gi is changed into <72 or g3. In the last step, ĝ  or g% is moved inside the 

membrane through either the protein p  or p'.

2. For a SUB instruction li : (SUB(r), I2 . l;i) G R, we consider the rules from Ta

ble 5.11.

First, we change gi into g[, and then we send it out changing also the protein 

11 into l[.
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Table 5.10 Theorem 5.6 (simulating an ADD instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 li and (p  or p') U h l g i -* giUl'A 2 ffp

2 l[ and (p or p') °t-[ 1^11 [i^l|ar an(f 2 ffp

g A M  -»• g2[lv  1 or Ires

gi[-j>'\ g2 [1p'I, or Ires

SitiPl ->• toliPl or Ires

pitiP'l -► gzliP'l Ires

3 li and (p or p') g*[iP\ -»• tiP'Isaor 2 ffp

g2 [xp'\ [iP|ff2 , or 2 ffp

ga[iP\ -»• iiP'lgz ° r 2 ffp

g îiP'l -»■ [1PIP3 2 ffp

At step 3, we change object g[ into g'[ and, if a copy of ar is present inside, we 

send it out and we change back protein l[ into l\.

At step 4, if protein Zi is present on the membrane, object g" is changed into g2, 

or, if protein l[ is present, object g'{ is moved inside and the protein is changed 

into l\.

In the last step, object g2 is brought inside, or object g'[ is changed into g3.
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Table 5.11 Theorem 5.6 (simulating a SUB instruction).

Step Proteins Rules Type

1 l\ and (p or pf) [Jilgi  -»■ hhWi Ires

2 li and (p or p') [xh\g'i 2 ffp

3 l\ and (p or p') [1 /j|ar —► ar[1Zi|, if ar exists, and 2 ffp

g'AiP\ -► or Ires

9i[iP'\ ^g'([iP'\ Ires

4 ( or l[) and (p or p') g " \M  -> gihhl  or Ires

g'(lA\  -  lifeK 2 ffp

5 li and (p or p') 92[xp\ -»• hp'\g2 or 2 ffp

g ^ p ' l  -»■ [ ^ 2 , or 2 ffp

hpWI -»  Up \93 or Ires

hp'WI [J ig s Ires

3. We also consider the following final rules:

[xp\9h

[iP'\9h -> 9h[xp\, 

which remove the pair object of the HALT label.

When the computation in M  stops, that is, the pair object of lh is introduced 

in the system, one of the final rules is used and the computation in II also stops. The 

number of copies of cq in membrane 1 is equal to the value of register 1 of M.
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C orollary 5.3 NOPi(pro*,3res ,2 ffp)  — NOPi(pro*-,2ffp,lcp) =  

N O P 1(pro*; I f f ,  2f f p )  =  N R E .

In this way, many pairs of types of rules lead to the characterizations of N R E ,  

but the problem remains open (even for the case of several membranes being used) for 

the following pairs of types of rules (Ires, 3res), ( 1 / / ,  2res), ( I f f ,  3 res), ( 2 / / ,  3 res), 

as well as for pairs involving rules of types 4/5, 5/5, for /5 E {res, cp, / / } .

5 .3 O ne P ro te in  C ase

In this section, we consider the weaker case where only one protein is placed 

on a membrane. Using matrix grammars without appearance checking (as in Defi

nition 2.9), we simulate one-membrane P systems with any type of rules (from the 

previous defined).

T heorem  5.7 PsOP\(proi,  a n y  — rules) C PsM AT.

Proof. Let us consider a P system (with one membrane) with proteins on membranes, 

II =  ( 0 , P , [ X ]1,p /w ,  E, R i , l ) ,  for some p E P, w E O*.

For each symbol a  E O ,  we consider the new symbols a' ,  a Q, a t , and for each 

p E P,  we consider the new symbols p', p". The set { a '  \ a  E O } is denoted by O'. For 

a string w E O*, we denote by w0, Wi  the strings obtained by replacing each symbol 

a  E O, which appears in w by a Q, a i ,  respectively. The intuition is that a, and a Q are 

versions of a  E O present inside or outside, respectively, the unique membrane of the 

system, in a string which will describe below a configuration of II.
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We construct the following matrix grammar (without appearance checking)

G  =  (N , T , S , M ), with

N  =  {cLi,a0 | a E 0 } U { p \ p "  \ p E P }  U { S , X } ,

T  =  O U O ' U P ,

and the following matrices in M:

1 . (S -+ X p fw i ) .

The idea is to represent a configuration of II with the multiset u E O* inside,

protein p  on the membrane, and a multiset v E (O — E)* outside, in the form

v0p'ui\ the objects of E  appearing in the system are explicitly considered in 

but if they are outside, then we ignore them, not considering them in v0. That 

is why we consider the non-terminal X  in the left of the protein-symbol as a 

“source” of copies of objects in E.

2. For each rule —> c[-j)2 \d G i? l5 where a,b ,c ,d  E O, p i , P 2 E P,  we

introduce the matrices:

(Pi -»■ P2 ; ao Co, k  -> <U), if c ^ E,

(Pi p'2, do —»■ A, 6 * —► di), if c e  E.

We simulate the rule of Ri  in an obvious way, not introducing the symbol c0 

if c is an object from E. Clearly, this 5cpp rule covers also the other cases: 

restricted, flip-flop, changing objects and not moving.

3. For each rule a[xp i |  —> [xP2 \b E Ri,  where a,b E O, p i ,P 2 E P,  we introduce
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the matrices:

CPi P21 ao -*■ M» if a ^

(p'i —> p'2, X  —> bi), if a e  E.

This time we move inside objects from the environment, modified or not; again, 

we also cover the case of restricted and of flip-flop rules.

4. For each rule [xpi|a —> b[xp 2 \ € R\,  where a ,b € O, Pi,P2 €  P,  we introduce 

the matrices:

(Pi ^P*2,ai -*■ bo), if b £ E ,

(Pi  ^P 2 )ai A)> ii b e  E.

By these matrices, we simulate the rules which move objects out of the mem

brane. In this way, all types of rules are covered; hence, each computation of II 

leading to a configuration of the form l is simulated in G  by a derivation

which reaches the sentential form v0p'ui.

5. We also add to M  the following matrices:

(p' —> p"), for all p € P,

(p" —> p", X  —> A), for all p 6  P,

{p" P" 1 ao —■y a'), for all a G O — E,

(p" —► p", a,i —> a), for all a e  O,

{ p "  - > p ) .
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At any time during the derivation, we can change the primed protein to a 

double primed one, and this entails the end of the derivation. In the presence 

of a double primed protein, we remove the auxiliary non-terminal X ,  we change 

each a0 into a' and each a* into a. In this way, a terminal string of G  is obtained.

Each halting computation in II is simulated by a terminal derivation in G, but 

the converse is not true: terminating the derivation in G as above does not guarantee 

that the derivation corresponds to a halting computation in II. Therefore, we have 

to filter out from L(G) all strings which describe configurations where at least a rule 

of II can be used, and this can be done by intersecting L(G) with a regular language.

Indeed, the set of configurations where at least a rule can be applied is de

scribed by the language

La =  [J 0'*{a'pb \ a[xp\b —► c[1g|d G Ri, a, b G O U {A}, q G P }0 * .
p e P

(We have covered the case of all types of rules by taking a, b G O U {A}.)

This is a regular language, hence

LnA =  0'*PO* -  La ,

is also regular; the language LnA contains all strings of the form of the strings gener

ated by G which describe configurations of II where no rule from R  can be applied. 

This means that the intersection L(G)f)LnA contains exactly the terminal strings gen

erated by G  which correspond to halting computations in II. Because M A T  is closed 

under intersection with regular languages, it follows that this language is in MAT.  

What remains to do is to remove the symbols which do not participate in the output
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of a computation in II, and this can be done by the morphism h : ( O U P U O 1)* —*■ O* 

defined by h(a) =  A, for a  G P  U O', and h(a) =  a, for a G O. The family M A T  is 

closed under morphisms; thus, the language L =  h(L(G) D Lua) is a matrix one.

Consequently, Ps(II) =  T 0 (T), hence Ps(II) G P sM A T ,  and this concludes 

the proof.

Therefore, using only one protein restricts the computing power of P systems 

with proteins on membranes (such systems are no longer universal), but two proteins 

(Theorems 5.2, 5.5) or more (Theorems 5.3, 5.6) lead to computationally complete 

systems.

Theorem 5.7 answers partially a question formulated to us by prof. Jurgen 

Dassow, during the 10th International Conference on Developments in Language The

ory, Santa Barbara, CA, USA, June 2006.

5.4 A ccep tin g  and C om putin g System s

Besides the generative approach, there are two other related ways of using 

a P system: in the accepting mode and in the computing mode. In both cases, an 

input is provided to the system, depending on the system’s type. For instance, in 

a symbol-object P system, besides the initial multisets present in the regions of the 

membrane structure, we can introduce a multiset w$ in a specified region by adding 

the objects of wo to the objects present in that region. In the string case, a string can 

be added, possibly inserted in one of the existing strings. The computation proceeds, 

and if it halts, then we say that the input is accepted (or recognized).
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In the computing mode, we do not only have to halt, but we also collect an 

output, from a specified output region, internal to the system or the environment.

An important distinction appears between systems which behave determin- 

istically and those which work in a non-deterministic way. Such a distinction does 

not make much sense in the generative mode, especially if only halting computations 

provide a result at their end: such a system can generate only a single result. In 

the case of computing functions or solving decidability problems, the determinism is 

obligatory.

T heorem  5.8 NOP^cc(pro2; 2cpp) =  N R E .

Proof. We consider a deterministic register machine M  =  (m, B , /0, h,  R) without 

direct loops in the ADD instructions and with the input placed on the first register. 

To simulate the register M,  we construct the following system:

n =  ( 0 , P , [ 1 ]v d / l * p , E , R 1, l )

with the following components

O =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m }  U {q | I G B }  U {c, d},

P  =  { l , l ' X \ l e B } \ j { p , p ' , p " } u { p l \ l £ B } v j { l ° Qd, l ™} ,

E  =  {ar | 1 <  r <  m }  U {q | I € B }  U {c}.

and the following rules in Ri.

First, we need to obtain the integer x as input by bringing inside the mem

brane x copies of object a\. In a sequence of odd and even steps, we chose non-
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deterministically between a rule that sends in another copy of ai and a rule that 

stops the input phase and changes the protein to R (see Table 5.12).

Table 5.12 Theorem 5.8 (simulating the input).

Step Proteins Rules

odd Rd and p [xRd\d -> d[xlo| or

« i [ i d  ->■ W k

even Iqv and p [1  Rv\d -*• d[xlo| or

1. For an ADD instruction R : (ADD(r), R) € R, we consider the rule:

When protein R is in membrane 1, a copy of object ar is brought in region 1 

and protein R is changed into R.

2. A SUB instruction R : (SUB(r), R, R) G R  is simulated in the same manner as in 

Theorem 5.2, Table 5.3.

3. When the HALT label lh is present on the membrane, no further instruction can 

be simulated and the system halts, meaning that number x is accepted (if the 

computation does not stop, input x is not accepted by II).

With similar constructions, we can obtain P systems working in accepting 

mode from the results for the generative mode obtained in Theorems 5.3, 5.5, and 

5.6.
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5.5 A  Sm all U niversal P  System

There are many results dealing with the descriptive complexity of P systems. 

In most of the cases, size parameters (as the number of objects, the number of mem

branes, the number of rules per membrane, the size of rules, the number of objects, 

etc.) are investigated. In this section, we consider another complexity parameter, 

the number of rules, for the case of P systems with proteins on membranes. There 

are a few results of universal P systems with minimal number of rules and we briefly 

mention them here.

In [85], a particular class of tissue P systems, splicing tissue P systems, having 

only 8  rules, is proven to be universal. Another result characterizes the P systems 

with symport/antiport rules and the proof is based on the constructions from [55], 

which show that it is possible to obtain a universal register machine with 8  registers 

and 32 instructions of three types (addition, subtraction, and test-for-zero). In this 

case, a universal register machine is simulated by a P system with only one membrane 

and 44 antiport rules ([35]).

In the following, we recall some concepts and results concerning register ma

chines from [55] and [67]. Various classes of register machines exist, which differ from 

each other by the form of their instructions. In this section, we work with determin

istic register machines which consist of a finite number of registers, Rq, . . .  , Rm~\ 

and a finite set of operations of the forms (with the notations from [55]):

1. [RiP\ -  add 1 to the content of register Ri (similar with ADD(i));

2. [RiM] -  subtract 1 from the content of register Rt if it is a positive value (if Rt
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is empty, its value remains unchanged);

3. (Ri) -  check whether or not the value of register Rt is positive;

4. (R i Z M ) -  test whether the value of register Ri is positive or not and subtract 

1 from the content of Ri in the first case (similar with SUB(i)).

The power and the efficiency of a register machine depends on the type of 

instructions that are used. The main result from [55] is the construction of C/3 2 , the 

universal register machines with 32 instructions of forms [RiP], (Ri), and [RiM] (the 

halting operation is not counted in this case). Using different types of instructions, 

this result can be improved, and we refer to C/2 2 , the universal register machines with 

22 instructions of forms [RiP] and (R iZM),  which has the same instructions as in 

Definition 2.8, for the deterministic case. The functioning of C/2 2  is depicted in the 

scheme from Figure 5.5, following the notations and the construction of C/3 2  from [55].
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R5ZMR6P

RIP R7ZM
R7P

R5PR6ZM

R4ZM

R4Z\1 ♦ I  Stop

ROZM
R4P

R3ZM R5ZM

ROP

R3P R2P *

Figure 5.2 The universal register machine [/2 2 -
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The previous universal register machines is defined as U22 =  (8 , B , l 0,lh, R) ,  

where B  =  { h , h ,  ■ • ■ , h i j h }  is the set of labels and R  is the set of instructions 

presented in Figure 5.5 (9 additions, 13 subtractions, and one halting instruction).

l0 : (SUB(1 ) ,h ,h ) , h : (ADD(7),/0),

h  : (ADD(6 ), I3), h  : (SUB(5) ,h ,k ) ,

l4 : (SUB( 6 k  : (ADD(5), C6),

l6 : (SUB(7) , l7,l&), l7 : (ADD(l),/4),

l8 : (SUB(6 ),C9 ,C0), l9 : (ADD(6 ), C10),

lw : (SUB(4),Z0 ,/ i i) , ln  : (SUB(5),Zi2, / 13),

h2 : (SUB(5),C1 4 , / i5), / 13 : (SUB(2),Z1 8 ,Z19),

C14 : (SUB(5), Zi6 , hi), /is : (SUB(3), l\8, ho),

he : (ADD(4),/n ), hi  : (ADD(2), Z2 i),

hs : (SUB(4), lo, lh), ho : (SUB(0),/o,Ci8),

l20 : (ADD(O), C0), Z21 : (ADD(3) ,h 8),

lh : HALT.

Figure 5.3 The instructions of the universal register machine t/2 2 -

If we consider the P system with proteins on membranes and rules of type 

2cpp, from Theorem 5.2, and we suppose that it simulates the register machine C/2 2 , 

we obtain a universal P system with 113 rules (9 • 1 +  13 • 8  =  113).
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This result can be improved if we consider new rules for two consecutive in

structions ADD—SUB. For instance, instead of simulating separately the instructions 

Z5 and /6, we can use the rules from Table 5.13 and simulate them in the same time.

Table 5.13 The simulation of l5 : (ADD(5),/e) and le : (SUB(7), l7, Z8).

Step Proteins Rules

1 Zg and p Ci5 [ 1̂ 51 [i^slCZ5

2 1'5 and p [iP|q5 -> ch [xph \ and 

-»■ [iP'\a$

3 p' and ph [\Ph\ a 7 0 7 [ 1 Zy|, if a7 exists, and 

chP'\ -»•

4 pi5 or I!} [j/y|c —> cl-J.jl or 

[iPiBlc —*• c[i/8|

The same argument can be applied for the sequence of instructions lg, l\g. We 

finally get a universal P system with proteins on membranes and 109 rules of type 

2cpp (7 - 1 +  1 1 - 8  +  2 -7  =  109).

5.6 Solving SA T in  P olynom ial T im e

In this chapter, we propose a way to solve NP-complete problems by simulating 

the cell replication machinery. Since the cell division is usually linked to a protein 

receptor on the plasma membrane, we are modeling this process with a sequence of 

steps: a rule simulating the binding of the signaling molecule to its corresponding
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receptor will be simulated, and then the bound receptor is viewed as a new protein 

that starts the division process for the cell.

Using membrane division rules, we are able to solve hard problems (N P - 

complete) such as SAT in polynomial time. Several such results have been obtained 

recently (see, e.g., [3], [61]), all using the trade-off between space and time made 

possible by the membrane division rules. Our approach is novel as it refers to the 

systems in which the parallelism is restricted by the number of proteins embedded 

in the membranes. Even in this case we are able to obtain fast solutions for SAT. 

Once the biology research gives way to the manipulation of cell division, we believe 

that such an approach could be both feasible and energy efficient, thus being the best 

approach in solving computationally hard problems.

Satisfiability (SAT) is the problem of deciding whether a boolean formula in 

propositional logic has an assignment that evaluates to true. SAT occurs as a problem 

and as a tool in applications, and it is considered a fundamental problem in theory, 

since many problems can be reduced to it. Traditional methods treat SAT as a 

discrete decision problem.

We assume that all SAT instances are in conjunctive normal form, i.e., the 

conjunction of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of variables or of their 

negation. We may write an instance 7, with n variables, in conjunctive normal form 

using m  clauses, as follows: 7 =  cx A c2 A ... A cm and Cj =  yitl V yi<2 V . . .  V yitki, where 

yitj  € { x h -ix 1 | 1  <  I <  n}, for 1  <  j  <  ki, 1  <  i <  m.

E xam ple 5.1 For n =  3 variables, we may have the instance 7 =  c\ A c2 with m =  2
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clauses, where cx =  yhl V ylj2 V t/li3, c2 =  y2,i and piy =  x u yh2 =  x 2, y1>3 =  

2/2 ,1 =  ~'x 2 - If {x \ i x 2 , xa) =  (0 , 0 , 0 ), we have c\ =  1 and c2 =  1 , thus 7  =  1 .

In order to solve SAT using P systems with proteins on membranes, we will 

need to encode the instance to be solved by the system using multisets of objects 

(since in the P system one cannot have an order imposed on the objects such that 

they become strings). A solution to the encoding issue is given below and will be 

used in the following construction.

To encode an instance 7 , we use the following notations.

code{7 ) =  code(<7 )code(c2) . . .  code(cm), andcorie(ct) =  »j|Q i2  . . .  a in,

with
' bhJ. if Xj appears in <7 ; 

b'l 3, if -1  xj appears in <7 ;

, d,hJ. if xj  and -1  Xj do not appear in q , for 1  <  i <  m,  1  <  j  <  n.

E xam ple 5.2 For instance, if we have 7  as in Example 5.1, we obtain the follow

ing when using the encoding idea given above: code{c\) =  6 i i6 ^2 /yi 3, code(c2) =  

d2 ,i&2 ;2 d2 ,3, and code(7 ) =  &i,i&i,2 &ii3 d2 ,i&2 i2 d2 ,3.

In addition to the rules from Section 5.1, we need to define a new division rule 

in the context of P systems with proteins on membranes. To divide a membrane, we 

use the following type of rule, where p, p \  p" are proteins (possible equal):

[ M  h  -  [ / I  U i P l  U

The membrane i is assumed not to have any polarization and it can be non-elementary. 

The rule does not change the membrane label i and instead of one membrane, at next

a ij
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step we will have two membranes with the same label i and the same contents, objects 

and/or other membranes (although the rule specifies only the proteins involved).

To be consistent in notation, in the following construction we denote by a[ip\b]i 

the presence of object a outside of membrane i, object b inside of it, and protein p  on 

membrane i.

We can now pass to the construction for solving SAT using membrane division; 

before doing so, we state some basic observations. A clause is satisfied if at least one 

of the positive variables contained in the clause is assigned the value true or a negated 

variable is assigned the value false. If a clause is not satisfied by one variable (i.e. a 

positive variable with the assignment false or a negated variable assigned the value 

true), then we will move to the next variable in order and check that one whether it 

satisfies the clause. If we reach the nth variable and it still does not satisfy the clause, 

then the particular truth assignment does not satisfy the whole instance 7 . On the 

other hand, as soon as we satisfy a clause i by the variable j ,  we move immediately to 

the clause % + 1  and variable 1 to continue this process. When reaching and satisfying 

the last clause (the clause m ) , we know that the instance 7  is satisfied by the current 

truth assignment.

We start with an instance 7  of SAT, with n variables and m  clauses, encoded 

as above into code(7 ) and placed into the input membrane. We construct the P 

system with proteins on membranes and membrane division

II =  (O, P , f i ,w 1/ z 1, . . .  ,w h/ z h, E , R x, .. . , R 5),
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where

O  =  { d , e , f , g , g ' , y e s , n o } U { a i , f i , t i \ l < i < n }

u K,ji dhj I 1 < * < "h 1 < 3 < n } ,

P  =  { p , p ' , P n i r o }  U { q i  | 1 <  i <  n  +  2 }  U { p i  \ - ( 3 n  +  2) <  i  <  n }  

u  { p l , p {  | 1 <  i  <  n }

U {cj | 0  <  i  <  2n m  +  5 n  +  8 }  U {r^- ,  r ' j ,  r 'P  | 1 <  i  <  m  +  1 ,1  <  j  <  n  +  1} ,

E  =  0 , n  =  [ i [ 2 [s ]3]2[4 ] 4[5 Is! 1’

Wi  =  d g ,  w 2 =  d i a 2 . . .  a n d,  w 3 =  c o d e ( 7 ) / ,  w 4 =  e t \ t 2 . . .  t n f i f 2 w 5 =  g ,

Zi  =  p ,  Z2 =  P - ( 3n + 2), z 3 =  r 0 , Z4 =  q l t  Z5 =  Co,

P i  =  {[iP|yes]i —»• yesfij/l ] v  {1p\ g ' }1 ^ n o [ lP| ] 1},

R 2 =  { d [ 2p i \ d ] 2 —> d [ 2p i + 1 \ d ] 2 | - ( 3 r a  +  2) <  i  <  - 1 }

u {[2Pi\ ]2 -*• UpI+i I JJ^+il ]21 o < i ™ - 1}

u  { t i [ 2P ti \ a i \ 2 -»■ a i [ 2P i \ t i \ 2 , f i [ 2P i \ a i } 2 - >  a i [2p i \ f i } 2 | 1 <  i  <  n }  

u  { e i 2Pn\  ] 2 -»• [2P n | e ] 2 , [2P n | y e s ]2 -► y e s [ 2p ; |  ] 2},

P s  =  { e [ 3r 0 | ] 3 -»■ [3r i , i | e ] 3 , [3r m + 1A \ f } 3 y e s [ 3r m + l ! l | ] 3}

^  { [ 3r i , j \d h j ]3  * d i , j [ 3r i , j +l \  ] 3  ’ d i , j l 3r i , j+l \  ^  ~ * [sr M + 1 3 ’

t j [ 3 r i , j \bi , j ] 3 ~ > bi , j [3r i + l , j \ t j \ 3 i [3^1+1,j  l^j] 3 t j [ 3r i+l ,  l l  ] 3 1 

f j [ 3r i , j \^i , j \ 3 ~ > ^i , j [3r i + l , j \ f j \ 3 i [3r t + l , j l / j ]  3 * f j [ 3r i +l , l \  ] 3?

f j [ 3r i , j \bi , j \ 3  > bi , j [3r i , j \ f j ] 3 i [ 3 , j  I -/"j 13 ~ * f A  3r *,j+l I l a ’

^ A 3r l , j \^i , j \3 ^i , j [3r i, j\^j] 3 ’ [3r i , j \ t j ] 3  ^ A 3r i , j+l \  ] 3»
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Ra =  {[4 ^ 1  ] 4 [ 4 & + 1 I ]4 [4 ^+i| ] 4  I 1  <  * <  « +  1 } U {[4qn+2 |e] 4 -> e[4qn+2 | ] J

U  { [ 4 9n +2 | ^ i ]  4  ^ [ 4 ^ 7 1 + 2 1 ] 4 ) [ 4 ^ 7 1 + 2 1 4  * / i [ 4 9 n + 2 |  ] 4  | 1  ^  ^  ^ } j

^ 5  =  {p[gCi|^]g -> ^ [5 Cj+1|^]g I 0 < i <  2nm +  5n +  5}

^  { ^ [ s ^ n m + S n + y l f l 1] 5  ^ 9  [ ^ 2n m + 5n + s \9 ] s } -

The rules that are used by the system II are of one of the forms 3res, 2cp, 5cp, 

or membrane division. Note that on each membrane in the system we have only one 

protein. Initially, the environment is empty and will be used to receive the output, 

the answer yes or no (no other objects are sent out in the environment during the 

computation).

1. Preliminary Phase

We start by generating 2n+1 copies of t l and /j, for 1 <  i <  n, in region 4. In 

the first n +  1  steps, we apply the following membrane division rules:

[ M  ] 4 [4*+il U 4 &+1 I ] 4 , 1  <  * <  n +  1 .

In the initial configuration, we have protein q\ on membrane 4, and after ap

plying the membrane division rules, in the first n +  1  steps, we get protein qn+2 

on all 2n + 1  membranes labeled 4 . Now, we can send out, to membrane 1, all 

objects from the elementary membranes 4, in 2n +  1 steps, by applying the 

following 3res rules:

[ 4 * 7 7 1 + 2  | ^ i ]  4  ¥ ^ i [ 4 *7r a + 2 | ] 4 >
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[4*?n+2|./ i]  4 * f i [^Qn+2\  ] 45

[4 Q n+ 2 |e] 4  - >  e[4 gn+2| ]4, 1  < i < n .

In parallel with these rules, in the first 3n +  2 steps, we apply the following 5cp 

rule in membrane 2 :

d[2Pi\d]2 -»• d[2pm |d]2 , - ( 3 n  +  2) < i < - 1.

2. Generating Truth-Assignments Phase

When protein p0 is present on membrane 2, we start generating truth- 

assignments. The following sequence of rules is applied, and after 2n steps, we 

get 2 " membranes labeled 2 , all having similar contents: the initial membrane 

3 and the multiset of objects x\x^ ■ ■ ■ xnd, where xt £ { t?. /;} , for 1 <  i <  n.

\jPi\ ] 2  * [2^ + 1 1  ̂2 [ I ] 2 ’  ̂ n ~

[ 2^ j  l ^ t ]  2  ̂ [2-^® 1^*] 2 5 I®*] 2 * [2P i  l / i ]  2 5 f  ^

So we are now 5n +  2 steps from the start of the simulation. We can now 

check the clauses, starting with the first one. The computation will take place 

in region 3, where we have the input, code(7 ). At this moment, we have in 

the membranes labeled 2  all the possible truth-assignments for the n boolean 

variables appearing in 7 . On the membrane 3, we currently have the protein 

r0. We start checking each clause by changing the protein (which will be some 

variant of r) on membrane 3. We change the protein r^j according to the i th 

clause and the j th variable that we check. In order to have clause ct satisfied,
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we need at least one variable yitj present in c, to be true; for 7  to be satisfied, 

we need all clauses to be true.

3. Checking Phase

When we finish generating truth-assignments in region 2, we have protein pn on 

membrane 2 , and in 2  steps, we start the checking phase by moving the object 

e from region 1 to region 2 and then into region 3:

e [2^nl ] 2 * [2^* I®] 2 ’

and then

e[3rol ] 3 [3 ri,ile]3-

Now we start a sequence of pairs of steps, an even step followed by an odd one,

and so on. At each moment, there is one protein on membrane 3 that gets

primed (or double primed) in the even steps and then lose the prime in the odd 

steps.

If Xj and -ixj are not present in c,, in the even steps we apply the rules:

[3 r*jM*,j] 3 * ll ]3’ 1  —  ̂ 1  — j  ^  n -

In the odd steps the following rules are used and we move to the next variable 

to check:

diA z r'i,j+il ] 3 -»■ [3 r*,t+ il°U 3> 1  <  * < m, 1  <  j  <  n.

If Xj is present and it is true, then clause ct is satisfied, and we move to the 

next clause. In the even steps the following rules are used:

iaPiJ 1̂ *j ] 3  ̂ 6 <j[3 ri+ ljl^ ]3» 1  ^  j  ^  n -
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In the odd steps, t j  is sent back to region 2, and we move to check the next 

clause by applying the following rules:

UK + iM a  -»• * i[3r i+ i . i l  ] 3> 1 -  1 -  m ’ 1 -  •? -  n.

If - i x j  is present and x 3 is false, then clause c t is satisfied and, in the even steps, 

the following rules are applied:

-*• bi A / i + i M \ 3 i  1  <  * <  "b 1  < j < n .

We move to the next clause and f j  is sent back to membrane 2 by using the 

following rules in the odd steps:

[3 ^ + ij l/j ] 3 “ * / t [ 3 r*+i,i| ]3, 1  <  i <  m,  1  < j < n .

For the cases when the current variable j  does not make the clause true, we use 

the following rules at the even steps (the move to the next variable happens at 

the next step):

f j U r i j \ bi j \ 3 - »  1 <  * <  1 <  3  <  n , o r

tA3rKi\KJ:i -*  1  < i < m , 1 < j < n .

At the next step, the protein r'F will be changed into rlJ+1 so that the checking 

can continue with the next variable:

[3 rij l / j ] 3  fAsri j +il ]3» 1 < j < n ,  or

[3ri,j N 3 tAari,i+il ]3» 1  < i < m ,  1  < j < n .
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If the protein rvn+i is reached on membrane 3, then the clause ct is not satisfied 

and there is no further move ( 7  is false). If the protein rm+i,i is reached, then all 

clauses C\, c2, . . . ,  c™ are satisfied and we stop ( 7  is true). The checking phase 

takes 2 nm  steps.

4. Answering Phase

At the end of the computation, we have to send out the answer, yes or no. In 

three steps, the object yes is sent out in the environment, and the total number 

of steps needed to get the yes answer is 2nm  +  5n +  7.

First, we apply

[3 7̂0+1 , 1 1/]3  * ye s [3 7̂77+1 ,1 1 ]3 )

then

[2Pn |ye s ]2 -*■ yeS[2Pnl ]2>

and finally

[ i P l y e s ]  1 -»■ y e s ^ p ' l  ] r

In parallel, in the membrane 5 (which is used as a counter), the following rules 

are applied:

9[5Ci\g\5 -► g[5ci+1\g}5, 0 < i <  2nm +  5n +  5.

Simultaneously with sending out the object yes from region 1, the following 

rule is applied:

g\§C2nm+hn+7 Ifl1] 5 * g [50277771+571-1-8 ]g-
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If the object yes is not sent out at the step 2nm +  5n +  7 (thus, we still have 

the protein p , not p', on membrane 1), then, in the step 2nm +  5n +  8 , we apply 

the rule:

lr

and the computation is completed.

It is now clear that the solution to the satisfiability problem of the instance 7  

is given by the system in linear time, observation that completes the proof.

5 .7  U s in g  a  M o re  R e s t r ic t iv e  T y p e  o f  R u le s

Let us consider a type of rules more restrictive than those of type 1 cp, namely 

of the following forms:

Up\a -+ [ / | a ,  

a \iP\ -»• a l p ' I,

where a is an object and p, p' are proteins (we change the protein, but we do not 

move or change the object which assists the change of the protein). We say that these 

rules are of type 0 cp.

Another type of rules which deserve to be considered are usual non-cooperative 

multiset-rewriting rules, which we write in the form

for a E O, u E O*.
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Rules of these types can be considered together with rules of all types from 

Section 5.1, for all combinations which are not universal or are not known to be so. 

One such combination is considered in the next theorem:

T h e o r e m  5 .9  N O P 2(ncoo,2res,Ocp) — N R E .

Proof. We start from the observation that a set of numbers is in N R E  if it is the 

length set of a recursively enumerable language over the one-letter alphabet and from 

the fact that each recursively enumerable language can be generated by a matrix 

grammar with appearance checking. Let us consider such a grammar, in the binary 

normal form given by Lemma 1.3.7 from [39], hence, the form G =  (N, {a},  S, M, F), 

where N  =  N i UN2U{S,  # } ,  with these three sets mutually disjoint, and the matrices 

in M  of the following forms:

1. ( S ^ X A ) , X e  N u A e  n 2,

2 . {X  ^ Y , A ^ x ) , X , Y  E N U A £  N2, x e { N 2 [j{a})*,\x\  < 2 ,

3. (X  ^ Y , A ^ # ) , X , Y  e N ^ A e N ^

4. (X  —> A, A  —> x'), X  £ N\, A  £ N2i x £ cl* , |x| ^  2.

Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1, and F  consists exactly of all rules of 

the form A  —> ff from matrices of type 3. A matrix of type 4 is used only once -  in 

the end of a derivation.

Starting from such a grammar, we replace each rule A —> x from matrices of 

types 2 and 4 having |x| <  1 with A  —> xdP, where d is a new symbol and \xdJ \ =  2.
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We denote the obtained grammar with G' and we assume that its matrices of types 

1, 2, and 3 are labeled injectively with m i , , m n.

We now construct the P system with proteins on membranes (of degree 2):

n  =  (0 , P , ^ , w i / z i , w 2/ z 2 , E , R i , R 2,io), with

O =  {a,  a', a" \ a  e  N2 U {a, d} }  U {b, c, c', # } ,

P  =  { X i X u X l X ?  \ X  z N i , l < i < n } U { p } ,

ft  ~~ [ 1 [ 2 J 2] 1’

wi — bcA, z\ =  A,

w2 =  A, z2 =  X,  for (S  —> X A ) being the initial matrix of G,

E =  0,

io =  2 ,

and the sets Ri, R 2 of rules constructed as follows (we present them with comments 

about their use in the simulation of matrices of G').

For any matrix m* : (X  —► Y, A —> x) of type 2 we introduce in R 2 the following

rules:

•  A[ 2X I  -> i2x \a  

.  { , X \ A  ^  i ^ l A

The object A  enters membrane 2 in the presence of protein X ,  thus starting the 

simulation of matrix mt; only one rule of this form can be used because there 

is only one occurrence of X  on the membrane. If instead of the second rule we
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use the next ncoo rule, then two non-terminals will be present inside membrane 

2  and the computation will never stop (see below).

•  [2A  —> a'P"]2, for x =  aP, a, P E N2 U  {a, d}

The second rule of the matrix is simulated inside membrane 2, and no other 

rule can be used as long as Xi  is present on the membrane.

•  [2X i\a' —> [2X '|a'

.  [2 x , v  - .  q/[2 x;i

The primed object a' introduced when simulating the rule A —> a p  helps the 

protein Xi  to get primed, and in the presence of X[ exits membrane 2.

•  [2q' -* # ] 2 

•  [ 2 # ^ # ] 2

Only one primed object can exit membrane 2  in one step, because there is only 

one protein on the membrane; if there are further primed objects in membrane 

2 , then they introduce the trap-object # ,  which will evolve forever by means of 

the rule [2#  -»■ # ] 2.

.  [2 X ' r - > / ? " [ 2X'|

.  P"[2X [| ^  P"[2X'l |

The double primed object P" exits membrane 2 and, from outside, helps the 

protein to get double primed. Note that P" cannot exit before a' otherwise, a' 

introduces the trap-object.
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The change of X[  into X"  should be done immediately; otherwise, b enters 

membrane 2  and introduces here the trap-object.

•  f>[2V "l ->  ^ 1

After the protein on membrane 2  gets double primed, the auxiliary object b 

changes X"  into Y,  thus completing the simulation of the first rule of the matrix; 

this happens simultaneously with using the rules of R\  presented below, and 

this completes the simulation of the matrix ra*. The possible copies of d do not 

further evolve in membrane 1 , while the copies of a wait in the skin region until 

the end of the simulation and then are introduced in membrane 2  (see below).

For a matrix like the one above, we introduce in R\ the following rules:

For a matrix m* : (X  —* A, A  —► x) of type 4, we introduce in R 2 and R\ the 

same rules as above, with the exception of the rule b[2X"\ —> b[2Y\,  which is replaced 

with the rule:

•  b[2X ''| -*• b[2p\

The protein p  is produced on membrane 2 in the end of derivations of G'; then, 

we also add the following rules:
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If the derivation in G' is not terminal, then any remaining non-terminal A  can 

enter membrane 2 , and either evolve here by a rule [2A  —> ol Q"\ 2 associated 

with a rule of G', and this leads to introducing #  (because the primed symbols 

cannot leave the membrane), or it directly introduces the trap-object. Using 

the rule [2A  —> # ] 2 during the simulation of a matrix as above leads to a 

computation which never stops; hence, no wrong result is obtained.

We also introduce in R 2 the following rule:

•  a[2P\ -> M a

It is used to introduce in the output membrane each occurrence of a, after 

completing the simulation of a terminal derivation in G'. Note that if the 

computation halts, then membrane 2  contains only copies of the object a and 

nothing else.

For a matrix m* : (X  —► Y, A —► # )  of type 3, we introduce in R 2 the following

rules:

•  c[2 X | ► c[2Xi\

The auxiliary object c non-deterministically chooses a matrix m, of type 3 to 

simulate, and, after changing the protein into Xi,  enters membrane 2 .
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•  A[2Xi\ [2Xi\A

The move of object c across membrane 2, in the presence of protein Xi,  is done 

in competition with the move of object A  from the second rule of matrix 

if this object exists and if it enters membrane 2 , then it evolves here either 

by a rule of the form A  —► a '(5" from a matrix of types 2 or 4, or by the rule 

[2A  —>■ jf\ 2 considered above. In the first case, the objects a', (3" cannot exit the 

membrane, because we have rules for them only for proteins X t with i associated 

with matrices of other types than of type 3 -  the matrices are injectively labeled. 

Thus, in all cases, the computation never halts.

•  [2c ^  c ' ] 2

.  [2x , \ d ^ [ , x y

If any occurrence of A  exists, then it has to enter membrane 2 , either before c 

or after, because c spends one step inside membrane 2 , changing to d , and only 

after that it can change the protein from to X[.

.  [2xy  -* c^x'i 

.  d [ 2x[\  d i 2r \

After changing the protein to X[, object d  can exit membrane 2 and, from 

outside, it can help the protein to change into Y , thus completing the simulation 

of the matrix.
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What still remains to be done is to return the auxiliary object d  to its non

primed version, and this is done by the following rule which is introduced in R\\

•  ti c ' - ^ c ] 1

From the previous explanations, it is clear that the computation in II halts 

if and only if it corresponds to a correct simulation of a terminal derivation in G'. 

Because the object d, does not evolve and does not enter the output membrane, it 

follows that the number of copies of a introduced in membrane 2  is exactly the length 

of the string produced by the derivation in grammar G, hence jV(II) is the length set 

of G.

It remains as an open problem to consider the case of using rules of type 0cp 

in the same system with rules of types Ires or 4res (or of a more powerful type then 

these two).
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CHAPTER 6

REWRITING P SYSTEMS WITH SYMPORT RULES

6.1 T h e M odel

In standard membrane computing (with symbol objects), the rules are used 

in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel manner, but in our case, the rewriting 

rules are applied in a sequential way and, because at each step there is only one string 

present in the system, the symport rules are also applied in a sequential mode, at 

most one at a time. Another particular aspect is that we do not need to bring in 

objects from the environment, which we assume to be empty at the beginning of the 

computation.

We introduce now the new type of P systems that uses context-free rewriting 

rules for the evolution of objects placed inside compartments of a cell, and symport 

rules for communication between membranes. The strings circulate across membranes 

depending on their membership to regular languages given by means of regular ex

pressions.

D efin ition  6.1 A rewriting-symport P  system is a construct of the form

II =  (V ,T ,H , //, w, (Rh, Ch)h&H, h0),

where:

149
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1 . V  is the total alphabet,

2. T  C V  is the terminal alphabet,

3. i f  is a finite set of labels for membranes,

4. fi is the membrane structure, with the membranes labeled, in a one-to-one 

manner, with elements of H,

5. w EV*  is the starting string, placed in the skin region at the beginning of the 

computations,

6 . Rh, with h E H,  are finite sets of context-free rewriting rules of the form a —» x, 

for a E V and x E V*, associated with regions h of //,

7. Ch, with h E H, are finite sets of symport rules of the form (E, in) or (E, out), 

where E  is a regular expression over V, associated with membranes h of /i,

8 . ho E H  is (the label of) the output region of the system.

Note that we work with a single string introduced initially in the system, 

namely, in the skin region; this restrictive assumption can be relaxed, using sets of 

strings (maybe empty), placed in each region of the initial configuration. Note also the 

fact that the rewriting rules are associated with the regions (they correspond to the 

bio-chemistry taking place in the compartments of a cell), while the communication 

rules are associated with the membranes (and they correspond to the selective protein 

channels embedded on membranes).
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The idea is that the rewriting rules process the string present in the system, in 

the usual string rewriting mode, while the symport rules transport the string across 

membranes. A string 2  present in a region h can exit this region if 2  G L (E ), for 

a rule (E , out) G Ch. A string z present in the region surrounding membrane h can 

enter region h if z G L(E), for a rule (E ,in ) G Ch- In both cases, we say that the 

rules (E , out) and (E , in) were applied to the string z.

In each step, only one rule can be applied to the string present in the system, 

and this rule can be any rewriting or any communicating rule which can act on the 

string. That is, the rewriting is sequential (only one rule is applied to the string), 

and there is no priority between rewriting and communicating rules, the kind of rules 

and the specific rule to apply are chosen non-deterministically.

The computation starts in the initial configuration, which is defined by fi and 

w, and continues indefinitely. Each string x G T*, which appears in region ho of 

the system is said to be computed by system II, and introduced into the language 

L(II) (generated/computed by II). No restriction to halting computations is imposed, 

while a string x G T* already introduced in 1/(11) can continue its evolution, maybe 

producing further strings which will be included in L(II).

E xam ple 6.1 Let II be the rewriting-symport P system

n = (V,T,  {1,2}, [,[,],]„ A, (fl„0),(R2,cy,2),

where

V  =  {A ,B ,a } ,
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T =  {a},

R 1 =  {A  —> B B },

R2 =  {B  —>• A, B  -» a},

C2 =  {(R + ,m ), (A + ,out)}.

The computation starts with the axiom A  (non-terminal symbol) in the skin 

region; assume that we have a string An, for n >  1. The rule A B B  must be 

used for all occurrences of A  and only after obtaining the string B 2n we can move to 

region 2. If we use the rule B  —> A, then all occurrences of B  must be replaced by 

A, and the string A2n can then go to region 1. Thus, the doubling of the number of 

occurrences of A  can be repeated. If the rule B  —> a is used in region 2 , then the 

rule B  —> A  should not be used; otherwise, the string will remain blocked in region 

2, without turning to a terminal string. Therefore, L(II) =  {a2” \ n >  1}.

6.2 C om pu tation al R esu lts

The control ensured by the regular expressions from the symport rules reminds 

the conditional grammars from the regulated rewriting area, [39], so it is no surprise 

that rewriting-symport P systems are universal. We start by presenting an easy proof 

of this result, also obtaining interesting suggestions from the proof about restrictive 

forms of the communication rules.

T heorem  6.1 Rewriting-symport P systems with two membranes can compute all 

recursively enumerable languages.
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Proof. Let us consider a type-0 grammar G — (TV, T, S, P)  in Kuroda normal form, 

hence with P  =  P\ U P2, where Pi contains context-free rules of the forms A  —> BC,  

A  —> a, A  —> A, where A, B ,C  € N ,a  G T, and

P2 =  {ri : A B  —► C D  \ A ,B ,C ,D  e N ,1 <  i <  k}

is a set of non-context-free rules (which we assume to be injectively labeled with 

n , . . . , r k).

We construct the P system

n  =  (V, T, { 1 , 2 }, [ x [ 2 ]2]1, S, (Ri, 0), (R2, c 2), 1 ),

where

V  =  iV U T U  {«', a'f | a  G TV, 1 <  i <  k},

Ri =  P i  U { 4̂ —> C', B  -* D ’f  | n  : A B  C D  e  P 2 , 1 <  i <  k},

R 2 =  {a' —>■ a, a" —»■ a  \ a  E N, 1 <  i <  k},

C2 =  {((TV U T)*{a'/?" | a , 0 E  N ,1 < i  <  k } (N  UT)*,in), ((TV U T)*, out)}.

The equality L(G) =  1/(11) is obvious: a sentential form of the grammar G 

(initially, S) placed in region 1  can be rewritten by the context-free rules of P x any 

number of steps; if any rule A  —► C[ or B  —»• D ” associated with a rule r\ : A B  —> 

C D  G P 2 , for 1 <  i <  k, is used, then both these rules should be used on neighboring 

positions; otherwise, the string cannot enter membrane 2  and hence it will never 

produce a terminal string; in membrane 2, we just return the symbols C-, D" to

C, D, and the string is sent back to the skin region. Any terminal derivation in G

corresponds to a successful (and halting) computation in II.
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What is of interest in this proof is the particular form of the regular expressions 

from the symport rules: they are either of the form U* or of the form U*FU*, for 

a given alphabet U and a finite language F. This suggests to us to consider regular 

expressions of the following normal forms:

(n/1) E =  U*WU£ or E =  U*,

(n/2) E  =  U*W, E =  WU*, or E  =  U*,

(n/3) E  =  U*,

where U, Ui, U2 are alphabets and W is a set of symbols.

Note that the finite set W  consists of symbols, not of pairs of symbols as in

the proof of Theorem 6.1. The alphabets U, U2 may be empty, hence (n/1) is more

general than (n/2), which is more general than (n/3).

We denote by ELSPm(rw, symnfj) the family of languages generated by 

rewriting-symport P systems with at most m  membranes, using symport rules with 

the regular expressions of the form (nfj), j  =  1,2,3. Of course, the alphabets U and 

the set W  can be different from a rule to another one. If the number of membranes 

is not bounded, then we replace the subscript m  with *. If T  =  V  (hence no specific 

terminal alphabet is considered), then we remove the front letter E (we say then that 

the system is non-extended, a terminology usual in the L systems area [8 6 ]).

The following inclusions are direct consequences of the definitions (the appear

ance of [E] means that the respective relation is true both with E in the two sides of 

the relation and without E).
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L em m a 6.1 (i) [E]LSPm(rw, symnfj) C [E]LSPm+i(rw, symnfj) C 

[E]LSP*(rw, symnfj) C RE, for all m >  1, and j  =  1, 2, 3.

(ii) [E\LSPm(rw,symnf3) C [P]LS'.Prn(ru;, symnf2) C [E]LSPm(rii;, si/ran/i) , for all 

m >  1  or m  =  * .

(iii) LSPm(rw, symnfj) C E LSPm(rw, symnfj),  for all m >  1 or m =  *, and j  =  

1,2,3.

Somewhat surprisingly, taking into account the weak control imposed by sym

port rules of this type, already the systems with regular expressions of the form (n /2 ) 

are universal (even in the non-extended case).

T h eorem  6.2  LSP*(rw, symnf2) =  RE.

Proof. In view of Lemma 6.1, we only prove the inclusion R E  C LSP*(rw, sym nf 2 ), 

and to this aim we use the so-called rotate-and-simulate technique much used in the 

DNA computing area.

As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we consider a type-0 grammar G  =  ( N , T, S, P)  

in Kuroda normal form, with P  =  Pi  U P 2 , where P1 is the set of context-free rules, 

of the forms A —► BC,  A —> a, A —> A , with A, B , C  E N ,a  G T,  and

P2 =  i n  : AB  -> C D  | A, B, C, D e  N, 1  <  i <  k}

is the set of non-context-free rules (injectively labeled with r i , . . . ,  r^). Let AT be a 

new symbol, and denote U =  iV U T U { J } .

We construct the rewriting-symport P system

n  =  (V, V, H, n, X X S ,  (Ru 0 ) ,  (Ri, Ci)i<i<k j (Ri', C V ) l<i<kj
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(Ra, C(x)a€.U j (R/i j C/i )) (R/2 ) Cf2 ); /b) j

where

1/ =  {a*, a' | a  E iV, 1 <  i <  /c}

U { a 7, a " ,  a '"  | a  E N }

U { a ,  a ,  a  | a  E U } ,

H  =  { i , i '  I 1 <  i <  k}  U U U  { s , f 1, f 2},

/ 7

Rs

U

R * =

c, =

R i '  =

u

c, =

Rn =

U

R / i  =

R /2  =

L t J l '  l l ' l l  • • • [Jfe' Ife'lfe ( L  IcJ0^*7 [ / J / 2 ] / 2l / J s ’

Ri U {B  -> D u C'" C  \ ^  : AB C D  e  P 2, l  <  i <  k }

a —> a, a  ^  a  | a  E E/},

Di  -  A , C "  - >  C " " ,  A  C ' } ,

(U*Di,in), (C"'U*,out)},

C ' - > A }

a  —>• C"Da  | a  E E7},

(E/*C;, in), (CT'EE*, out)}, for all r< : AB -► C£> E P 2, 1 <  i <  k,  

a  —>• A }

/? -  d/? | /? E EE},

(U*a,in ), (dEE*, owf)}, for all a  E E7,

X - A } ,

(XU*, in)},

X ^ X } ,
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Ch =  {(X T * ,in )} .

This system functions as follows. The sentential forms z  of grammar G  are 

present in the system II in the form z2X X z \ ,  for z  =  Z\Z2 , with 2 1 , 2 2  £ (X  U T)* 

(hence circularly permuted, with the new symbol X  marking the correct beginning 

of the original string -  by means of X X ) .  The context-free rules of P  will be simply 

applied to the string in the skin region of II. The non-context-free rules : A B  —> 

C D  £ P2, l  <  i <  k are simulated with the help of membranes i and i', in the rotate- 

and-simulate style: the symbols A, B  are removed from the right hand end of the 

string and C, D  are appended in the left hand of the string -  we will discuss this in 

detail below.

In order to make available in the end of the strings the necessary symbols AB, 

the strings can be circularly permuted, with the help of membranes with label a  € U. 

This is done as follows. Assume that we have a string za  in the skin region, with 

2  € U*,a  G U. By means of the rule a  —> a, one occurrence of a  is barred; if this is 

not the end one, the string will never enter membrane / 1 . If the barred symbol is the 

rightmost one, and no symbol different from those in U appears in the string, then 

we can move the string in the membrane with the label a  (note that this membrane 

is precisely associated with a), where d is removed, and the front symbol, (3, of 2  

(there is such a symbol, because 2  consists of at least the two copies of X )  introduces 

a. The string can exit membrane a  only if both these rules are used (with the rule 

(3 —> a d  used indeed for 6  being the first letter of 2 ). In the skin region, the front 

letter a  is replaced by a; hence, we get the string az.  This process can be repeated
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as many times as needed (and it handles in the same way terminal and non-terminal 

symbols of G. as well as the occurrences of X ).

Assume now that we have in the skin region a string of the form zAB ,  for some 

r* : A B  —> C D  G P2 , and we want to simulate this rule. The end occurrence of B  can 

be replaced with Dt -  and only in this case the string can lead to a terminal string in 

L(U). The string zAD, enters region i (for the membrane i uniquely associated with 

the rule r*). There are two rules which can be used here, A  —> A and A C[. No 

further step is possible if we do not use both these rules, with the latter one applied 

to the occurrence of A  from the right hand end of the string. Therefore, we get the 

string zC[ which passes to membrane i'. Again, two rules must be used here, C[ A 

and a  —» C"Da, for some a  G U (the second rule rewrites the front symbol of z): 

otherwise, the string cannot leave this membrane. If the string leaves membrane 

then it is of the form C"Dz. In region i the front symbol C" is replaced with C'", and 

only in this case the string can leave membrane i (if we use again the rule A  —> C[. 

even if A  is the rightmost symbol of z, the string remains blocked in region i). Thus, 

we return to the skin region with the string C"'Dz\ we replace C'" with C  and the 

simulation of the rule n  is complete.

Note that any other way of using the rules leads to a deadlock, either with the 

string blocked in a membrane i or i', or with it in the skin region, but unable to enter 

any lower level membrane.

The simulation of rules in G can continue as long as necessary. At any moment, 

a string of the forms X X z  or X z X  can enter the membrane / 1 , where it can lose one 

or both symbols X .  In the latter case, the string remains forever here. If the string z
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was a terminal one, and if we have erased only one occurrence of X ,  still preserving 

one in the leftmost position, then the string can enter the output membrane, / 2, 

where the last symbol X  is removed.

Thus, the only way to send a string from T* to the output membrane is to 

follow correctly a derivation in G and to have in the end the string in the same 

order of symbols as in the grammar G  (this is ensured by the condition to have at 

least one symbol X  in the leftmost position when entering membrane / 2). Note the 

way the selection by the symport rule of membrane / 2 also ensures that the string is 

terminal; hence, it is not necessary to take explicitly the alphabet T  as a subset of 

V. Consequently, L(G) =  L(I1).

The proof of a similar result, but with a bound on the number of membranes, 

is left as an open problem.

C o ro lla ry  6 .1  [E]LSP*{rw, syrrinff) =  [E]LSP*(rw, symnfi)  =  RE.

For the most restricted form of regular expressions, (n/3), the power of our 

systems is strictly smaller: in this case, we get a characterization of the family of 

ETOL languages.

T h e o r e m  6 .3  ETOL =  LSPm(rw, symnf3) =  E LSPm(rw, symnf3), for all m  > 3 

or m  =  *.

Proof, (i) ETOL C LSPm(rw, sym nf3).

Let G =  (V, T, w, Pi, P2) be an ETOL system in the two-table normal form. 

Let us consider the alphabets Vt =  {a* | a € V }, i =  1,2, where ai, a2 are new symbols
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associated with a E V. We also consider the morphisms (codings) hi : V* — > V*, 

defined by ht(a) =  a*, for all a G V, i =  1,2.

We construct the P system

n = (U, U, {1, 2,3}, [J2 ]2[3 y !, w, (Pi, 0), (P2, c2), (0, C3), 3),

where

U =  'P U V iU '^ ,

R 1 =  {a —> hi(x) | a —> a; € Pi}

U (a  —»■ fi2(^) | a —>■ ^ € P2 },

R2 =  (a! —>■ a, a2 —> a | a G W},

C2 =  { (V {,in ) ,  (V*,in), (V*, out)},

C3 =  {(T*, in)}.

The rules of the tables Pi, P2 of G  can be simulated in the skin region, with the 

symbols introduced by these rules having subscripts 1 for rules in P1 and subscripts 2 

for rules in P2. These rules should not be mixed; otherwise, the string remains blocked 

in region 1. Moreover, all symbols of the string should be rewritten; otherwise, the 

string cannot enter membrane 2. In membrane 2, the symbols lose their subscripts 

and only after that the string can exit. The process can be iterated. At any moment, 

any terminal string can enter membrane 3 and it remains there.

Consequently, L(G) =  L(H), which concludes the proof of the inclusion 

ETOL C LSPm(rw ,sym nf3).
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(ii) ELSP*(rw, syrrinfz) C ETOL.

Consider now the following rewriting-symport P system with an arbitrary 

number of membranes,

II =  (V, T, H, /i, w, (Rh, Ch)h£H, ho).

For simplicity, we relabel the membranes with numbers; hence, we assume H  =  

{ 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m }, where to is the number of membranes from y. Without loss of the 

generality, we may also assume that the skin membrane has now label 1  and the 

output membrane has label to.

For each symbol a E V, we consider the symbols a t, for 0 < i  < rn. Note that 

we have also used the subscript 0; we denote H0 =  H  U {0} and Vh0 =  {cm \ a E 

V, 0 <  i <  to}. For each i E Ho, we consider the morphism (coding) / ,  : V* — > V^Q 

defined by fi(cx) =  a i: for a E V.

We construct the ETOL system G — (IF, T, f \ (w ) ,V ) ,  with

» '  =  V , , U 7 ’ U { # ) ,

where #  is a new symbol, and with the tables constructed below.

The idea behind this construction is to encode the fact that the string of the P 

system II is present in region i by adding the subscript i to all symbols of the strings 

-  with 0  representing the environment of the system (the string can exit the system 

and can come back by symport rules from C\). Then, the ETOL system will work 

on such a string with subscripted symbols -  the rules from Ri will rewrite symbols of 

the form a, and produce symbols with the same subscript. In order to prevent the 

application of rules from a region j  on the strings present in region i, we introduce
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the trap-symbol #  for each symbol a3 in all tables associated with rules from regions 

j  different from i. These ideas are implemented in the next tables in the following 

way:

1. For i € H  and each rule r : a  —► x £ Ri, we introduce in V  the table

Pr =  {a.i f i(x )}

U {a* —> cti | a  £  V }

U { qj -* #  | a  G V, j  £ H0 -  { i} }

U {a  —>■ a | a e  T }  U { #  —> # } .

The rule a  —» a: is simulated in the form a t —> /j(x). Note that the table Pr 

contains also the rule ccj —» Oj; hence, any number of occurrences of a t -  maybe 

zero, and then the string remains unchanged -  can be rewritten by this rule. It 

is not necessary to rewrite all, as otherwise imposed by the parallelism of the 

ETOL system if we would not have the rule ct; —> an. If the table is applied

to a “wrong” string, i.e., to the string of II present in a region different from i,

then the trap-symbol is introduced. This symbol is never removed; hence, the 

string will never become terminal. The rules a —> a, for a € T, are introduced 

in order to make the table complete.

2. Consider now the communication rules. Let (U*,in) & Ci be such a rule, and

let j  be the label of the region surrounding membrane i in n (with j  =  0  for

i =  1). Then, we introduce in V  a table which we denote by P (U ,j  —► i), with 

the notation telling that the string composed of symbols from U can move from
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region j  to region i. Now let ([/*, out) be a rule from some Ck, and let I be the 

region surrounding region k. We introduce in V  a table P(U, k —> I), with the 

same meaning as above. Thus, for all such rules we have to consider tables of 

the same form:

P (U ,j  —> i) =  {a j  —> Qfj | a  G U}

U

U {a fc -> #  | a  € V, k G -  { j} }

U {a —> a | a € T} U { #  —> # } .

If such a table is used, and the string in the ETOL system corresponds to a 

string from the region j  of II, then the subscripts of all symbols are changed 

from j  to i, which corresponds to moving the string in region it is important 

to note that only symbols from U can change the subscripts, while symbols 

not in U will introduce the trap-symbol. The trap-symbol is introduced also 

if we apply this table to a string which is not in region j  (hence, the current 

subscripts of symbols are different from j ) .

3. Finally, we introduce the following table:

p  1 m -> a | a e T }

u { Om - # | a e V - T }

u - - # l a e v , j  e  Ho -  {m } }

u {a —*• a | a e T } u { # ^ # } .
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This table can be applied in such a way not to introduce the trap-object only 

if the string is of the form f m(w), for w e  T*, and in this way we get a string 

which is terminal with respect to G.

From the previous explanations, we have the equality L(G) =  L(II), and this 

proves the inclusion ELSP*(rw, sym nf3) C ETOL.

Together with Lemma 6.1 (iii) for j  =  3, the previous inclusions prove the 

theorem.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS, OPEN PROBLEMS, AND FURTHER 

RESEARCH

This dissertation investigates variants of membrane systems as models for 

molecular computing. Thus, we follow the standard approach of research in mem

brane computing: defining a new model of computation for membrane systems, and 

investigating the computational power of such computing device. Specifically, we 

address issues concerning the power of bio-inspired communication mechanisms with 

proteins placed on membranes, and the power of rewriting P systems with communi

cation by symport rules.

In the case of P systems with m ate/drip  rules, we prove that P s M A T  C 

PsOPz(m ate 2 , drip3), but it remains as an open problem the question if the converse 

inclusion is also true.

We have introduced and investigated a class of P systems where the multisets of 

objects from the compartments of the membrane structure evolve under the control of 

multisets of proteins placed on the membranes. Several types of rules were considered 

and in many cases universality was obtained, even for systems with the minimal 

number of membranes, one. In some cases, also the number of proteins present at 

any moment on the membrane is rather small (this can be considered as a descriptive

165
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complexity measure of the systems). In [76], we left as an open problem the possibility 

to bound the number of proteins also in Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.6.

Some of these questions had been already answered in [56]. The unbound 

number of proteins for Theorem 5.3 is reduced to 7 and for Theorem 5.6 to 10 pro

teins; also other combinations of rules axe considered. We give a complete list of 

the universality results from [56], mentioning only the types of rules used and the 

bounded number of proteins placed on a membrane (see Table 7.1).

Table 7.1 Universality results from [56].

Rules Number of Proteins

3ffp 7

2ffp, 4ffp 7

2 ffp, lffp 7

2 ffp, Ires 1 0

2ffp, 3res 9

2ffp, 5res 8

lffp, 2 res 9

lffp, 3res 8

4ffp, 3res 9

Another question is whether rules of pure forms are strictly weaker than rules 

of the general form of types cp and / / .

Here we had investigated the computational power of several classes of P sys
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tems of the types mentioned above; for many cases, we got characterizations of re

cursively enumerable sets of numbers, hence Turing completeness, while for some 

restricted cases only singleton sets can be computed. Some combinations of types of 

rules remain to be further investigated. No other classes of P systems using only one 

type of rules can be universal besides the ones already investigated (2cpp, 3cpp, and 

3f f p) .  In all cases, we work in the maximally parallel semantics; other possibilities 

(sequential use of rules [37], [41], minimally parallel use of rules [4], etc.) remain as 

research topics. Another possible direction is to redefine the result of a computation, 

e.g., taking the length of the computation as result, in the sense of [51] or [68].

It remains as an open problem to consider the case of using rules of type 0cp, 

considered in Section 5.7, in the same system with rules of types Ires or 4res (or of 

a more powerful type then these two).

In the case of rewriting-symport P systems, the proof of a similar result to the 

one from Theorem 6.2, but with a bound on the number of membranes, is left as an 

open problem.
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